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Abstract
Remote sensing using microwave radiometry is an acknowledged method for monitoring various environmental processes in the cryosphere, atmosphere, soil, vegetation and
oceans. Several decades long time series of spaceborne passive microwave observations
can be used to detect trends relating to climate change, while present measurements
provide information on the current state of the environment. Unlike optical wavelengths, microwaves are mostly insensitive to atmospheric and lighting conditions and
are therefore suitable for monitoring seasonal snow in the Arctic.
One of the major challenges in the utilization of spaceborne passive microwave observations for snow measurements is the poor spatial resolution of instruments. The interpretation of measurements over heterogeneous areas requires sophisticated microwave
emission models relating the measured parameters to physical properties of snow, vegetation and the subnivean layer. Especially the high contrast in the electrical properties
of soil and liquid water introduces inaccuracies in the retrieved parameters close to
coastlines, lakes and wetlands, if the subnivean water bodies are not accounted for in
the algorithm. The first focus point of this thesis is the modelling of brightness temperature of ice- and snow-covered water bodies and their differences from snow-covered
forested and open land areas. Methods for modelling the microwave signatures
of water bodies and for using that information in the retrieval of snow parameters from
passive microwave measurements are presented in this thesis.
The second focus point is the effect of snow microstructure on its microwave signature. Even small changes in the size of scattering particles, snow grains, modify the
measured brightness temperature notably. The coupling of different modelled and
measured snow microstructural parameters with a microwave snow emission model
and the application of those parameters in the retrieval of snow parameters from remote
sensing data are studied.
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Tiivistelmä
Muutoksia maaperässä, kasvillisuudessa, merissä, ilmakehässä ja kryosfäärissä voidaan
kaukokartoittaa passiivisilla mikroaaltolaitteilla. Monen vuosikymmenen mittaisilla satelliittimittausten aikasarjoilla voidaan havaita ilmastonmuutoksen vaikutuksia, ja tuoreilla mittauksilla saadaan tietoa ympäristön nykytilasta. Mikroaaltojen etu optisiin aallonpituuksiin verrattuna on niiden riippumattomuus ilmakehästä ja valaistusoloista, joten ne sopivat hyvin lumen seurantaan pohjoisilla alueilla.
Yksi suurimmista haasteista satelliittimikroaaltoradiometrien mittausten hyödyntämisessä lumen kaukokartoituksessa on laitteiden huono alueellinen erotuskyky. Jotta
monimuotoisen kohdealueen mittauksia voidaan tulkita oikein, tarvitaan monimutkaisia mikroaaltoemissiomalleja kuvaamaan mitattujen parametrien yhteyttä lumen, kasvillisuuden ja lumen alla olevan kerroksen ominaisuuksiin. Erityisesti suuri ero veden
ja maaperän sähköisissä ominaisuuksissa vaikeuttaa mittausten tulkintaa rannikoilla
sekä järvien ja suoalueiden lähistöllä, jos vesialueita ei huomioida. Ensimmäinen tämän
väitöskirjatyön painopisteistä on lumen ja jään peittämien vesialueiden mallinnus sekä
näiden alueiden mikroaaltovasteen erot metsäisiin ja avoimiin maa-alueisiin. Työssä
esitetään menetelmiä, joilla vesialueiden mikroaaltovastetta voidaan mallintaa ja hyödyntää satelliittimittausten tulkinnassa.
Toinen painopiste on lumen hienorakenteen vaikutus sen mikroaaltovasteeseen. Pienetkin muutokset sirottajien eli lumikiteiden koossa voivat vaikuttaa mitattuun kirkkauslämpötilaan huomattavasti. Väitöskirjatyö tutkii lumen hienorakenteen vaikutusta
sen kirkkauslämpötilaan, mitattujen ja mallinnettujen hienorakenneparametrien yhdistämistä lumen mikroaaltomallinnukseen, ja tämän tiedon hyödyntämistä kun lumen
ominaisuuksia tulkitaan satelliittimittauksista.
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List of Abbreviations

AMSR-E

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – Earth Observing
System

AMSR-2

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2

DF

Decomposing or fragmented precipitation particle

dFm

Dense forest on mineral soil

dFp

Dense forest on peatland

DH

Depth hoar

DISORT

Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer Program for a Multi-Layered Plane-Parallel Medium

DMRT-QCA Dense Media Radiative Transfer model based on Quasi-Crystalline Approximation
DMSP

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

EASE

Equal-Area Scalable Earth grid

EOS

Earth Observing System

ESMR

Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer

FC

Faceted crystal

FMI

Finnish Meteorological Institute

FOV

Field of view

H

Horizontal polarization

HUT

Helsinki University of Technology

HUTRAD

Helsinki University of Technology Radiometer

IF

Ice formation

JAXA

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

JULES

Joint UK (United Kingdom) Land Environment Simulator model

L

Lake
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MEMLS

Microwave Emission Model for Layered Snowpacks

MF

Melt form

MM

Machine made snow

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NIR

Near infrared

NWP

Numerical weather prediction

PP

Precipitation particle

RG

Rounded grain

rms

Root-mean-square

SD

Snow depth

sFm

Sparse forest on mineral soil

SFT

Strong Fluctuation Theory

SH

Surface hoar

SMMR

Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer

SMP

SnowMicroPen

SMRT

Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer model

SodRad 1/2 Sodankylä Radiometer 1/2
SSA

Specific surface area (volume to surface ratio)

SSM/I

Special Sensor Microwave Imager

SSMI/S

Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder

SWE

Snow water equivalent

TKK

Helsinki University of Technology

TOA

Top-of-atmosphere

V

Vertical polarization

W

Wetland
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𝑎

Constant, 𝑎 = 1.59 cm/K

𝐵

Spectral radiance (W/(sr·m2·K))

𝑏

Constant, 𝑏 = 0 cm

𝑐

Speed of light in vacuum, 𝑐 = 2.998·10-8 m/s

𝐷

Measured snow grain size parameter (mm)

𝐷𝑆𝑃

Grain size parameter modelled with SNOWPACK (mm)

𝐷0

Optical grain size (mm)

𝑑

Snow layer thickness (cm)

𝑑eff

Effective grain size (mm)

𝐸

Traditional snow grain size (mm)

𝑒

Euler’s number, 𝑒 ≈ 2.71828

𝑓

Frequency (Hz or GHz)

ℎ

Planck’s constant, ℎ = 6.634·10-34 J

ℎ𝑠

Standard deviation of surface height (mm)

𝑘

Wave number (1/m)

𝑘𝐵

Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑘𝐵 = 1.38·10-23 J/K

𝑙𝑛

Loss factor of layer 𝑛

𝑝𝑐

Correlation length (mm)

Q

Polarization mixing parameter

𝑞

The portion of radiation scattered in the forward direction,
𝑞 = 0.96

𝑟𝑝,𝐹,𝑛

Fresnel reflection coefficient of layer 𝑛 at polarization 𝑝

𝑟𝑝,𝑚𝑜𝑑

Empirical reflection coefficient at polarization 𝑝

𝑇

Physical temperature (°C or K)
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Fresnel transmission coefficient of layer 𝑛

𝑉
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𝛼↑(↓)
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Constant, 𝛾 = 2±1
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1. Introduction

Seasonal snow covers approximately 40-50 million km2, or close to 50 %, of the
Northern Hemisphere land mass every year (Brown and Robinson, 2011), and
about 98 % of seasonal snow is on the Northern Hemisphere (Armstrong and
Brodzik, 2001). Seasonal snow cover has a significant effect on the Earth’s energy balance. Due to its high albedo (0.8-0.9 for fresh snow in the visible wavelengths), snow cover reflects a large part of the incident solar radiation back to
space and therefore cools the Earth’s surface (Armstrong and Brun, 2008).
Smaller snow covered area for a shorter period of time would cause more solar
radiation being absorbed into atmosphere and land surface, and would therefore accelerate climate change. This positive feedback mechanism has potentially a major role in global warming (Hall and Qu, 2006). Snow also affects the
heat and moisture fluxes between the ground surface and the atmosphere. Similarly to the Arctic sea ice cover (Simmonds, 2015), the extent and duration of
seasonal snow cover can be used as a proxy for monitoring climate change
(Derksen and Brown, 2012; Hernández-Henríquez et al., 2015) and to test climate models (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013). Snow depth and snow cover extent
are also vital parameters in initializing numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models (de Rosnay et al., 2014).
Seasonal snowpack stores the wintertime precipitation and releases it in a relatively short period of time during spring snowmelt. At the same time, melting
snow absorbs a large amount of energy and therefore delays warming of the
snow-covered areas (Armstrong and Brun, 2008). The timing and amount of
released water affect plant growth, local annual carbon balance (Aurela et al.,
2004) and river run-off (Vavrus, 2007), and may cause flooding (Bell et al.,
2016; Vormoor et al., 2015). Because the terrestrial run-off is dominated by
meltwater from snow and glaciers in a large part of Eurasia and North America,
a fifth of the Earth’s population is dependent on snow as their source of potable
water (Barnett et al., 2005).
All these interactions of snow with the Earth’s water and carbon cycle, radiation balance, weather and climate may change in timing and magnitude due to
climate change (Räisänen, 2015; Safavi et al., 2017). Therefore accurate information of the current state of the cryosphere as well as long-term climate data
records of the temporal and spatial changes in seasonal snow cover are crucial
for climate studies and hydrology, among other disciplines. To meet the needs
of these fields, information of snow cover can be extracted from many sources:
remote sensing (Dietz et al., 2012), in situ measurements (Kinar and Pomeroy,
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2015), modelling (Etchevers et al., 2002) and reanalysis (Margulis et al., 2016).
Unlike temporally and spatially sparse in situ measurements, passive microwave remote sensing from satellite instruments may provide continuous daily
global observations. Modelling and reanalysis rely on calculating snow data
from other measured parameters, but they are often used to support remote
sensing methods.
Microwave remote sensing is well suited for observations at high latitudes in
the wintertime, as cloudy or rainy weather conditions and the lack of sunlight
do not hinder the retrieval of snow information, unlike at optical wavelengths
where the measured parameter is reflected sunlight (Ulaby et al., 1981,
chapter 1). Another advantage of microwaves over optical wavelengths is the
possibility to extract information of the whole snowpack, not just the surface. In
addition, there exists a relatively long time series of remotely sensed passive microwave data; continuous multi-frequency spaceborne measurements are available since 1978, allowing the monitoring of long-term changes in the cryosphere.
However, the spatial resolution of current spaceborne passive microwave sensors and algorithms is in the order of 10-30 km, which is not high enough for
many applications. In addition, the variability in snow conditions, land cover,
vegetation and topography in a measured field of view (FOV) may decrease the
accuracy of snow parameters retrieved from satellite data (Vander Jagt et al.,
2013; Rees et al., 2006). A small-featured mosaic of forests, fields and small
lakes or the variability of snow depth and slope on mountainous areas restrict
the accuracy of retrieval. One way of mitigating these problems is the inclusion
of auxiliary data, such as land cover and topography, in data interpretation.
Another limiting factor is the depth of snowpack. Depending on used frequency, snow density and grain size, the measured signal saturates at some
point. Typical upper limit values reported for 36.5 GHz are around 150 mm of
snow water equivalent (Derksen et al., 2010; Derksen and Brown, 2012;
Langlois et al., 2012; Santi et al., 2017; Takala et al., 2011). Very shallow dry
snow (< 5 cm) is transparent at microwave frequencies typically used in snow
measurements (Foster et al., 2005). The detection of whether there is snow on
the ground or not is easier using optical wavelengths (e.g. Metsämäki et al.,
2015).
The most important parameter describing the state of snowpack is snow water
equivalent (SWE), which describes how much water would be released if all the
snow melted at once. The extraction of this parameter from satellite measurements requires algorithms and models relating the physical snow properties to
the measured signal. The first retrieval algorithms (Chang et al., 1987; Kunzi et
al., 1982) were purely empirical and based on assumed fixed snow properties,
such as density and grain size, to derive snow depth (SD) from spaceborne
measurements. Later numerous more advanced algorithms have been developed for global (e.g. Kelly, 2009; Takala et al., 2011) and regional (e.g. Derksen
et al., 2010; Sorman and Beser, 2013) applications.
Two main problems in passive microwave remote sensing of snow were studied in this thesis: the mixed pixel problem, or the variability of land cover and
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snow conditions in the satellite instrument’s field of view, and the presentation
of snow microstructure in a microwave snow model. The mixed pixel problem
was approached from the point of view of subnivean freshwater bodies, such as
rivers, lakes and wetlands, typical to the taiga region. The contrast in the electrical properties of water compared to land and the differences of snow covers
on land and ice may hinder SWE retrieval accuracy around water bodies. This
problem was studied in Publications 2 and 3, which presented modelling results
and measurements of snow cover on lakes and wetlands. Publication 3 concentrated on a case study of in situ and airborne measurements of different land
cover types in a small region, while Publication 2 extended the work to spaceborne measurements over all Finland. Publication 3 presented the first microwave modelling results of ice and snow-covered wetlands. The main result was
that the used snow emission model was able to simulate brightness temperatures of snow-covered water bodies well, even though only a very simple modelling scheme was used. The method presented in Publication 2 for including
the modelling of lake ice and snow conditions in a SWE retrieval algorithm using
a microwave snow emission model improved the SWE retrieval accuracy in lakerich areas and coastlines notably.
The micro- and macrostructure of snowpack determine its interaction with
microwave radiation. The microstructure, or the size, shape and bonding of
snow grains, mainly defines how microwave radiation is scattered in the snowpack. Even though snow typically has a very complex layer structure (Colbeck,
1991), it is often represented in SWE retrieval algorithms as one homogeneous
layer, and snow microstructure is simplified to one grain size-related averaged
parameter. These simplifications increase the retrieval error. Publication 1 compared snow grain size derived from spaceborne measurements through a microwave model to field measurements, and presented an equation for calculating
an effective grain size from field measurements. This equation reduced the simulation error notably compared to using the measured grain sizes directly.
Publications 4 and 5 studied the possibility of combining a physical snow
model, which calculates snow properties from meteorological data, with a microwave model to enhance the accuracy of snow parameter retrieval. Publication 4 compared field snow measurements with physical snow model results,
and Publication 5 compared measured brightness temperatures to those simulated using snow profiles from a physical snow model. These results showed that
grain size from a physical snow model corresponds to grain size in a snow microwave emission model, and that coupling a physical snow model to snow parameter retrieval algorithm is achievable.
This thesis is divided into following chapters: Chapter 2 describes the general
concept of remote sensing of snow and the theory of microwave radiometry.
Chapter 3 focuses on snow properties. Chapter 4 presents the main results of
Publications 1-5 and Chapter 5 concludes the work.
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2. Passive microwave systems for snow
observation

This chapter describes the general concept of remote sensing, gives a brief history of passive microwave remote sensing of snow and introduces the instruments typically used. The theory and principles of microwave radiometry, as
well as different radiometers used in this work, are presented.

2.1

Remote sensing concept and instruments

Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about a target without direct
contact. Considering snow, it usually means tower-based, airborne or spaceborne observations. Two frequency ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum are
often used in remote sensing of snow: microwaves (wavelengths between 1 mm
and 1 m, or frequencies between 300 MHz and 300 GHz) and optical (wavelengths between 100 nm and 1 mm). They are used because the atmosphere is
mostly transparent in these bands. However, unlike microwaves, optical wavelengths are obstructed by clouds. Optical wavelengths typically reflect from the
surface of the target and provide information of the first few centimetres of the
snowpack. Depending on frequency, microwaves can penetrate through the
snowpack into ground providing information of the whole snowpack and the top
soil layer (Lemmetyinen et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016).
Remote sensing instruments can be divided into two categories: active, which
include a transmitter and a receiver, and passive, which only receive natural
radiation. An active microwave instrument is called a radar or a scatterometer,
while a passive system is a radiometer. Spaceborne radars reach better spatial
resolution than radiometers, but their spatial and temporal coverage is not as
good as radiometers’ (Dietz et al., 2012). There have been many recent studies
on applying spaceborne active microwave instruments to snow parameter retrieval (Leinss et al., 2015; Pettinato et al., 2013; Rott et al., 2013), but currently
they are only used in wet snow detection (Nagler et al., 2016). Radiometers are
typically applied to measure SWE or SD or soil properties such as frost depth
(Lemmetyinen et al., 2016; Rautiainen et al., 2014). Active optical lidars typically measure surface height and can therefore be used to monitor snow depth
(Bhardwaj et al., 2016). Passive optical spectrometers measure reflected sunlight and are often used to map snow cover extent (Metsämäki et al., 2015) or
albedo (Williamson et al., 2016).
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The origin of microwave radiometry techniques is in radio astronomy. The
first passive microwave measurements of terrestrial snowpack were conducted
in the 1960’s and 1970’s in the USA (Edgerton et al., 1971), Switzerland (Mätzler
et al., 1980) and Finland (Tiuri and Hallikainen, 1981). These systems were
truck or tower-mounted and operated at frequencies between 1 GHz and
100 GHz (Foster et al., 1984). Spaceborne passive microwave measurements are
available since 1972 from the Nimbus 5 Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) instrument, with a continuous time series of multi-frequency
data since 1978 from the Nimbus 7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR).
In the 1970’s and 1980’s, the application of spaceborne passive microwave
measurements to snow monitoring was studied using both the Nimbus ESMR’s
(Chang et al., 1981; Foster et al., 1980) and the SMMR instrument (Chang et al.,
1987; Hallikainen and Jolma, 1986; Kunzi et al., 1982). The first global snow
depth algorithm was introduced in 1987 (Chang et al., 1987) using SMMR data.
Later global snow products were developed based on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) series Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I)
sensors (Armstrong and Brodzik, 1995; Grody and Basist, 1996) and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – Earth Observing System (AMSR-E)
instrument on board National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Aqua satellite (Kelly and Chang, 2003). After the AMSR-E failed in 2011, DMSP
series Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMI/S) instruments
(Smith and Bookhagen, 2016; Takala et al., 2017) and the AMSR-2 on board
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) GCOM-W1 satellite (Santi et al.,
2012) have been used for remote sensing of snow.
The first algorithms for the retrieval of snow depth (𝑑) from spaceborne passive microwave observations were purely empirical. Chang et al. (1987) suggested a linear relationship
𝑑 = 𝑎 ∙ (𝑇18𝐻 − 𝑇37𝐻 ) + 𝑏,

(1)

where 𝑇18𝐻 and 𝑇37𝐻 are the brightness temperatures (K) at 18 GHz and 37 GHz
horizontal polarization, respectively, and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants 𝑎 = 1.59 cm/K
and 𝑏 = 0 cm. This equation assumes a snow density of 300 kg/m3 and a grain
size of 0.3 mm (Kelly and Chang, 2003). If snow properties differ from these
assumptions, the error in the retrieved SD increases (Davenport et al., 2012).
Therefore Eq. (1) is not reliable in all regions at all times with the given constants
𝑎 and 𝑏.
Despite these limitations, similar empirical algorithms were used for several
applications in regional and global scale (e.g. Foster et al., 1997; Goodison and
Walker, 1994; Hallikainen and Jolma, 1992) using either H or V polarization.
Kelly and Chang (2003) recalibrated the coefficients 𝑎 and 𝑏 for different regions of the Earth to get a global algorithm for the SSM/I and the AMSR-E instruments. Later empirical dynamically adjusting coefficients were applied to
account for the evolution of snow grain size in the AMSR-E algorithm (Kelly,
2009). While the earliest algorithms used H polarization (Chang et al., 1987;
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Kunzi et al., 1982) due to its higher sensitivity to SD and SWE, nowadays V polarization is often used, because it is less sensitive to ice lenses in snow (Rees et
al., 2010).
In addition to direct empirical algorithms, several other types of retrieval algorithms have been studied. For example, neural networks can be used (Santi
et al., 2012) to directly retrieve SWE. Neural networks (Davis et al., 1993), genetic algorithms (Tedesco and Kim, 2006a) and numerical inversion (Roy et al.,
2004; Takala et al., 2011) can also be applied to invert microwave emission models. In situ measurements can be assimilated into the algorithm to calibrate it at
measurement stations (Margulis, 2006; Takala et al., 2011), and a physical snow
model can be coupled with a microwave snow emission model to better address
the evolution of snow parameters (Langlois et al., 2012). Markov Chain Monte
Carlo methods can be applied to retrieve SWE in a multi-layer snowpack (Pan
et al., 2017).
Three types of measurement set-ups are typically used in remote sensing (Figure 1): a) ground-based, b) airborne and c) spaceborne. Ground-based and airborne systems are well suited for development and testing of models, retrieval
algorithms and instruments. In addition, with ground-based systems it is possible to measure long continuous time series of one target to detect changes, e.g.
diurnal and seasonal variation (Macelloni et al., 2005; Meinander et al., 2008;
Mätzler et al., 1980; Wang and Zender, 2011). Even close-range measurements
of individual snow labs are possible (Hallikainen et al., 1987; Maslanka et al.,
2016; Wiesmann et al., 1998). The measured target is known and can be characterized with high precision. Airborne systems allow wider spatial coverage,
while their temporal coverage is often short or infrequent. They are typically
used in measurement campaigns, not in long-term monitoring. Spaceborne systems offer the possibility for daily long-term global observations, but suffer from
poorer spatial and temporal resolution.
In passive microwave systems, the variation of the measured target is completely different in these three cases. In ground-based systems, the FOV size is
metres at most, and can be characterized. In airborne systems, the FOV is tens
or hundreds of metres. There is typically some variation inside the FOV, but
often fairly uniform FOVs, such as forest or water areas, can be selected. In
spaceborne systems the instrument’s FOV is large, even tens of kilometres wide,
and may contain various different land covers, varying topography and different
snow conditions.
A spaceborne radiometer observes radiation from several sources (Figure 2):
from a) clouds, b) atmosphere, c) solar and cosmic radiation, d) vegetation, e)
ground attenuated by snow, vegetation and atmosphere, and f) snow attenuated
by vegetation and atmosphere. In the microwave range, clouds and rain are often negligible. Only the signal from snow is desired, all the other sources need
to be removed from the signal, as well as the attenuation by atmosphere and
vegetation.
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Figure 1. A conceptual image of the different fields of view of (a) ground-based, (b) airborne and
(c) spaceborne measurement systems.

Figure 2. Radiation sources measured by a spaceborne radiometer: a) clouds, b) atmosphere, c)
solar and cosmic radiation, d) vegetation, e) soil and f) snow.
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2.2

Theoretical background of microwave radiometry of snow

The terminology related to this work, as well as the basic theory of microwave
emission of snow, is explained in this chapter.
2.2.1

Microwave emission

All natural matter emits electromagnetic radiation caused by the thermal motion of particles. The emitted radiation is usually defined using a blackbody, an
idealized object which absorbs all incident radiation and emits all of its thermal
energy. The energy emitted by a blackbody, or its spectral radiance 𝐵
(W⁄sr∙m2 ∙K), can be expressed with Planck’s law (Planck, 1901)
𝐵=

2ℎ𝑓 3
∙
𝑐2

1
ℎ𝑓
𝑒 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

,
−1

(2)

where ℎ = 6.634·10-34 J is Planck’s constant, 𝑓 is frequency (Hz),
𝑐 = 2.998·108 m/s is the speed of light in vacuum, 𝑘𝐵 = 1.38·10-23 J/K is Boltzmann’s constant and 𝑇 is the physical temperature of the radiator (K). In the
microwave range, ℎ𝑓 ≪ 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 , and the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation can be
used instead of Planck’s law (Ulaby, Moore and Fung, 1981, chapter 4):
𝐵=

2𝑘𝐵 𝑇
,
𝜆2

(3)

where 𝜆 = 𝑐/𝑓 is wavelength (m). Therefore the radiated power is linearly dependent on physical temperature.
The equations (2) and (3) hold for blackbodies, but natural targets are not perfect radiators or absorbers. Their brightness temperature 𝑇𝐵 , or the physical
temperature of a blackbody that would emit the same amount of energy as the
target at temperature 𝑇, is
𝑇𝐵 = 𝜖(𝑓, 𝑝, 𝜃, 𝜀, 𝜇)𝑇,

(4)

where 𝜖 is the emissivity of the target. It depends on used frequency (𝑓), polarization (𝑝) and incidence angle (𝜃), as well as on the electromagnetic properties,
such as permittivity (𝜀) and permeability (𝜇), of the target. By measuring the
brightness temperature with a radiometer and deducing the physical temperature of a target, its emissivity can be calculated.
The physical properties of a target, such as snow water equivalent and structure, determine its electromagnetic properties, including emissivity. Theoretical, empirical or semi-empirical models can be used to relate the physical properties to the measured signal. Since emissivity often varies with frequency, polarization and observation angle, more information about a target can be retrieved by combining multiple observations.
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2.2.2

Emission, extinction, absorption and scattering

As radiation travels, it interacts with a medium through two processes: emission
and extinction. Emission is the addition of energy from a medium, and extinction is the loss of energy in a medium. There are two ways for extinction of radiation: absorption, or the transformation of energy to other forms such as heat,
and scattering, or energy that is diverted from the direction of the incident radiation. (Ulaby et al., 1981, chapter 4)
2.2.3

Relative permittivity

The electrical properties (such as absorption and scattering coefficients) of a
medium depend on one fundamental property, permittivity 𝜀 , which is often
expressed as relative permittivity 𝜀𝑟 compared to the permittivity of vacuum
𝜀0 = 8.854·10-12 As/Vm. Relative permittivity is complex (𝜀𝑟 = 𝜀 ′ − 𝑗𝜀 ′′ ); the real
part 𝜀 ′ describes the material’s resistance to electric fields and the complex part
𝜀 ′′ is related to dielectric losses in the medium. The relative permittivity of air is
almost equal to that of vacuum. (Ulaby et al., 1981, chapter 4)
2.2.4

Penetration depth

Penetration depth defines how deep electromagnetic radiation can penetrate
into a material. At depth 𝛿, the radiation is 1/𝑒 part of the original value. For
time harmonic fields, such as propagating microwave radiation (Sihvola, 1999),
𝛿=

1

,
2𝜋𝑓√𝜀0 𝜇0 |Im√𝜀𝑟 |

(5)

where 𝑓 is frequency (Hz), 𝜇0 = 4π·10-7 Vs/Am is the magnetic permeability of
vacuum. Relative permittivity 𝜀𝑟 and penetration depth 𝛿 are both frequency
sdependant. Lower frequencies penetrate deeper into a medium than higher frequencies enabling the retrieval of information from the whole snowpack in the
microwave range. (Ulaby et al., 1982, chapter 11)
2.2.5

Polarization

The electric and magnetic fields of electromagnetic waves oscillate in directions
perpendicular to each other and to the propagation direction of the wave. The
orientation of the oscillation of the electric field is called polarization. Radiation
from many natural sources, such as the Sun, is a random mixture of different
polarizations and is therefore unpolarised. However, most targets monitored
with microware remote sensing have strongly polarized emission. Microwave
radiometers often measure two orthogonal radiation components, horizontal
(H) and vertical (V) polarization. Any polarization can be expressed as a combination of these two. Microwave polarization difference can be applied to measure, for example, plant phenology (Shi et al., 2008), snow parameters (Santi et
al., 2017) and soil freezing processes (Rautiainen et al., 2014).
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2.2.6

Fresnel reflection

The transmission and reflection of radiation moving through an interface between two media are described with Fresnel equations. The reflection coefficients 𝑟𝑉,𝐹 and 𝑟𝐻,𝐹 for V and H polarization for radiation coming from above are

𝑟𝑉,𝐹 = ||

𝜀2
𝜀2
2
𝜀1 ∙ cos 𝜃 − √𝜀1 − sin 𝜃
𝜀2
𝜀2
2
𝜀1 ∙ cos 𝜃 + √𝜀1 − sin 𝜃

𝑟𝐻,𝐹 = ||

𝜀
cos 𝜃 − √𝜀2 − sin2 𝜃
1

𝜀
cos 𝜃 + √𝜀2 − sin2 𝜃
1

2

|| ,

(6)

2

|| ,

(7)

where 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 are the relative permittivities of the lower and upper layer, respectively, and 𝜃 is the incidence angle (rad). These equations assume that the
interface is flat, which is not the case in the interfaces between soil and snow or
water and ice. Therefore empirical modifications to these equations are often
used in applications (Chapter 3.2.2).
2.2.7

Considerations for snow cover

Relative permittivity of liquid water (𝜀𝑤 ) depends on frequency and temperature and can be written as (Debye, 1929)
𝜀𝑤 = 𝜀𝑤∞ +

𝜀𝑤0 − 𝜀𝑤∞
,
1 + 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑤

(8)

where 𝜀𝑤∞ is the high-frequency limit, 𝜀𝑤0 is the low-frequency limit, 𝑓 is the
frequency (Hz) and 𝜏𝑤 is the relaxation time of water (s). The high-frequency
limit is 𝜀𝑤∞ ≈ 4.9, but 𝜀𝑤0 and 𝜏𝑤 depend on temperature. For water at temperature 𝑇 = 0°C, 𝜀𝑤𝑜 ≈ 88.045 and 𝜏𝑤 ≈ 1.8 s. The real part of relative permittiv′
ity 𝜀𝑤
is above 70 at frequencies below 10 GHz and decreases to 4.9 at frequen′′
cies above 100 GHz (Ulaby et al., 1986, appendix E). The complex part 𝜀𝑤
has a
peak of approximately 40 around 10 GHz, but its location depends on temperature.
For permittivity of pure or freshwater ice (𝜀𝑖 ), the same Eq. (8) can be applied.
The low-frequency limit for ice 𝜀𝑖0 is between 90 and 100 and the high-frequency limit is 𝜀𝑖∞ ≈ 3.17, which are quite similar to liquid water. However, the
relaxation time of ice is 𝜏𝑖 ~ 10-5 s (Mätzler, 1987; Mätzler and Wegmüller, 1987),
resulting in a frequency and temperature independent 𝜀𝑖′ ≈ 3.15 in the microwave range (Ulaby et al., 1986, appendix E). The complex part 𝜀𝑖′′ ~ 10-3, but it is
difficult to measure because of the low value (Matsuoka et al., 1996). The measured values of 𝜀𝑖′′ do not agree with Eq. (8) (Ulaby et al., 1986, appendix E).
Since dry snow is mainly a mixture of ice and air, its relative permittivity 𝜀𝑑𝑠
can be calculated from permittivity of ice 𝜀𝑖 e.g. using Polder-Van Santen mixing
formula (Polder and Van Santen, 1946)
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𝜀𝑑𝑠 − 1
𝜌𝑠 (𝜀𝑖 − 1)
=
,
3𝜀𝑑𝑠
𝜌𝑖 (𝜀𝑖 + 2𝜀𝑑𝑠 )

(9)

where 𝜌𝑠 and 𝜌𝑖 are the densities (kg/m3) of snow and ice, respectively. Empirical measurements of dry snow agree with this equation (Hallikainen et al., 1986;
Mätzler, 1996). As the dielectric constant of water is very high compared to ice
or air, the presence of any liquid water in snow changes its relative permittivity
significantly. For wet snow, the Polder-Van Santen model can be used, if a mixture of dry snow and water is considered (Hallikainen et al., 1986).
The relative permittivity of soil depends on its composition, structure and especially its liquid water content. When soil freezes, some water may still remain
in liquid form even in very cold temperature (He et al., 2016). Typical values for
relative permittivity of frozen soil are 𝜀 ′ between 3 and 8 and 𝜀 ′′ between 0
and 1 (Hallikainen et al., 1985), which differ notably from the permittivity of
liquid water.
2.2.8

Interaction of microwaves with snowpack

All three parts of the radiative transfer equation (Chandrasekhar, 1960), namely
emission, absorption and scattering, are needed to describe the interaction of
microwave radiation with natural snowpacks. The effect of snow cover on
brightness temperature is two-fold: 1) snow emits radiation and 2) the
upwelling radiation from the layer below snow (soil or ice and water, or other
snow layers) is absorbed and scattered in the snowpack.
The basis for microwave remote sensing of snow parameters is that as the scattering volume (i.e. the amount of snow, or SWE) increases, the measured brightness temperature decreases (e.g. Mätzler, 1987), because more radiation is scattered away from the sensor. The inhomogeneities of snowpack (or snow grains)
act as scatterers, and the scattering properties of snowpack depend on their geometry and size. However, above a certain limit in SWE, the emission from
snowpack itself masks out the scattered radiation, and the measured brightness
temperature increases with increasing SWE. At 36.5 GHz, this limit is ~150 mm
SWE (Derksen et al., 2010; Derksen and Brown, 2012; Langlois et al., 2012;
Santi et al., 2017; Takala et al., 2011). Therefore higher SWE results in ambiguities in the retrieval, if no independent source of auxiliary data is used. Lower
frequencies penetrate deeper into snowpack and therefore the limit is higher.
Frequencies around 10 and 18 GHz have been used and are proposed for future
missions (Rott et al., 2010), even though their sensitivity to changes in SWE is
lower than at 36.5 GHz (Mätzler et al., 1982).
Generally, at low frequencies (below 20 GHz), absorption is the dominating
extinction mechanism, but at higher frequencies scattering becomes dominant
(Ulaby et al., 1986, chapter 19) due to the size of scatterers compared to radiation wavelength. However, in practice the situation is more complex. Snow
properties such as grain size and density affect the absorption and scattering
coefficients separately, and the magnitude of their effect depends on frequency
(Santi et al., 2017).
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Typically two frequencies, one in the absorptive region and another in the
scattering region (such as 18.7 and 36.5 GHz), are used in snow parameter retrieval algorithms to separate the background from the emission of snowpack.
Comparison of two frequencies also removes a major part of the effect of snow
physical temperature to the measured brightness temperature.
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a medium is described with
Maxwell equations (see e.g. Ishimaru, 2013). For a strongly scattering random
medium, such as snow, there are some approximations for the interaction of
microwaves with the scattering particles, the most common being Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering. Rayleigh scattering assumes that the scattering particles are small compared to the radiation wavelength (Ishimaru, 2013). This is
generally not true in microwave remote sensing, as both snow grains and the
used wavelengths are in the order of millimetres. Mie scattering is an exact solution to the scattering by isotropic homogenous spheres (Ishimaru, 2013).
There are no limitations to the size of the scatterers, but they must be spherical.

2.3

Radiometer systems

A radiometer typically consists of an antenna (to receive radiation from a certain
direction), bandpass filters (to limit the signal to a certain frequency band), amplifiers (to amplify the received signal), an oscillator and a mixer (to mix the
signal from the receiver bandwidth to the detector bandwidth) and a detector
(to convert the received signal to voltage). Direct detection without mixing to
lower frequency is also possible. Radiometers are highly sensitive, as the received signal is typically below the local thermal noise level. A good overview of
radiometer systems and their operation is given by Skou and Vine (2006).
Calibration is needed to convert the detector voltage to brightness temperature. By measuring sources whose brightness temperature is known, a calibration curve between voltage and brightness temperature can be established.
Common calibration sources include liquid nitrogen-cooled absorbers, ambient
temperature absorbers, and noise sources (i.e. a terminated load or a noise diode). The measurement accuracy and the stability of a radiometer are highly
dependent on the quality of its calibration. External calibration targets (absorbers) are typically applied once per campaign or a few times a year, while internal
targets (loads and diodes) can be applied every integration cycle, typically several times a minute, by switching the received signal between the antenna and
the calibration target. (Ulaby et al., 1981, chapter 6)
Three different radiometers were used in this work. They are briefly described
in the following.
2.3.1

AMSR-E

The AMSR-E instrument (Figure 3) was developed by JAXA and flew on board
NASA EOS Aqua satellite on a sun-synchronous polar orbit. The instrument operated in 2002-2011. It measured at 6.9, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5 and 89.0 GHz
frequencies at H and V polarization at an incidence angle of 55°, and covered a
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swath of 1445 km. The FOV ranged from approximately 6 km at 89.0 GHz to
approximately 75 km at 6.9 GHz.
The AMSR-E data were used because it was one of the few high-quality spaceborne microwave radiometers available at the time. Compared to earlier SMMR
and SSM/I instruments, AMSR-E had much better spatial resolution and more
frequency channels. The data are also freely available.
In Publication 1, a one-winter time series of AMSR-E observations in one location were compared to brightness temperature modelled using field measurements inside the same data grid cell. In Publications 2 and 3, the AMSR-E measurements were compared to field and airborne measurements in several places
across Finland.

Figure 3. The AMSR-E instrument. Photo: NASA.

2.3.2

HUTRAD

The airborne HUTRAD (Helsinki University of Technology Radiometer, Figure
4, Hallikainen et al., 1996) was built and operated by the Helsinki University of
Technology (TKK). HUTRAD used the same frequencies and polarizations as
the AMSR-E. The FOV depended on the flight altitude, but was typically about
40 m x 80 m.
In Publication 3, HUTRAD was used in a flight campaign with two long transfer flights across Finland in the north-south direction. The flight route crossed
several lakes and rivers, where in situ measurements of snow and ice conditions
were available. In addition, a dedicated campaign in the vicinity of Sodankylä in
Northern Finland targeted different land covers, such as boreal forests, wetlands and lakes. An extensive field campaign of snow and ice conditions in different land cover types was conducted simultaneously. The field measurements
were used to study how well the response of different land cover types could be
modelled with a microwave snow model. The airborne HUTRAD measurements
were used as a reference for the model. The HUTRAD data and the modelled
brightness temperatures were also upscaled and compared to AMSR-E measurements.
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Figure 4. The HUTRAD radiometer installed in the TKK Short SC7 Skyvan aircraft. Photo: Jaakko
Seppänen.

2.3.3

SodRad 1

SodRad 1 (Sodankylä Radiometer, Figure 5) is the model RPG-8CH-DP manufactured by Radiometer Physics GmbH, Meckenheim, Germany. It measured a
2D pattern, but only observations at an incidence angle of 50° H and V polarization at 10.65, 18.7, 21.0 and 36.5 GHz frequencies were used. The SodRad 1
radiometer was installed in a 4-m tower enabling a multi-year time series of
measurements of the same forest opening every 3 hours. The measurement site
was equipped with numerous automated reference measurements and manual
in situ snow measurements were performed weekly.
In Publication 5, the reference data enabled the modelling of snow structure
with a physical snow model, and the results were used as input to a microwave
model, which in turn was compared with the SodRad 1 measurements. The
multi-year data set made it possible to study the differences in snow conditions
between the winters.
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Figure 5. Three radiometers in a tower. From left, ELBARA-II (1.4 GHz), SodRad 1 (10.65, 18.7,
21.0 and 36.5 GHz) and SodRad 2 (89.0 and 150 GHz).
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3. Snow microstructure and microwave
emission

In the retrieval of SWE and other snow properties from microwave radiometer
measurements, it is important to understand all the parameters that affect the
radiation emitted by the measured target. Therefore microwave emission models are needed to describe the relationship of emitted radiation to different electrical and physical properties of snow. The properties of snow depend on current and past meteorological and environmental conditions, and meteorological
observations can be applied in the modelling of snow properties using a physical
snow model.
This chapter describes the formation, structure and evolution of a natural
snowpack, the modelling of snowpack properties from meteorological data with
a physical snow model, and the presentation of snow properties in microwave
models. The work focuses on seasonal snow, which melts completely every year,
contrary to perennial snow, which stays on the ground for several years.

3.1

Snowpack structure

Snow consists of a continuous ice matrix and pore space (Fierz et al., 2009), and
may contain ice, air, liquid water, water vapour and impurities such as soot, dust
or algae. Snow falls in separate precipitation events, and each of these events,
as well as other meteorological phenomena, form separate layers (Colbeck,
1991). An example of the layer structure is shown in Figure 6. Typically in a
snowpack grain size increases downwards and with time. New layers of finegrained snow are added on top of the old ones, but in addition, the existing layers evolve through different metamorphism processes which change the shape,
size and bonding of snow grains. As snow ages it settles, i.e. the air pores get
smaller and snow compacts.
Since weather and climate control the accumulation, melting and metamorphism processes in the snowpack, snow cover is not similar everywhere. One
widely used classification system is presented by Sturm et al. (1995). They divide
seasonal snow into six climatological classes: tundra, taiga, alpine, prairie, maritime and ephemeral, which differ by snow density and depth, typical grain
shapes, layer structure and the number of layers. In addition to the six classes,
mountainous areas have a highly spatially variable snow cover. The Sodankylä
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area in Northern Finland is in the taiga class, which is characterized by moderate depth and low density, and composes of 50-80 % of depth hoar covered with
new snow. The number of layers is high (>15). (Sturm et al., 1995) Southern
Finland is mostly maritime, where melt features and wet snow are common. On
the coastal area of Finland snow cover is ephemeral, which means that snow
often melts after each snowfall completely. (Rasmus, 2005)
Snow properties vary in scales from millimetres to kilometres. In the smallest
scale, snow is composed of bonded ice grains. Their size, shape and bonding
changes between layers, but also inside a layer. In a metre scale, natural obstacles such as vegetation or rocks affect their surroundings by changing the local
topography, radiation balance and wind conditions, which affect the accumulation and metamorphism processes of snow. Solar radiation and wind cause features such as crust layers or dunes in the metre scale. In a kilometre scale, the
changes in land cover, vegetation type (forested or open area), soil type and topography affect snow structure.
The overall microwave signature of a snowpack is not just a weighted average
of all the layers, but depends on the sequencing of the layers (Colbeck, 1991).
The effects are also frequency and polarization dependent. Grain shape is relevant for microwave scattering, as scattering models typically assume spherical
or some other simplified shape of scatterers. The further the actual grain shape
differs from sphere, the higher is the inaccuracy of the scattering model.
3.1.1

Snow metamorphism

Snow metamorphism is driven by the energy, mass and momentum exchanges
in the snow-atmosphere interface (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Rasmus, 2005).
The mass and energy fluxes between snow and atmosphere include sensible heat
(change in temperature of snow), latent heat (phase changes, such as melting,
freezing, sublimation and deposition) and radiative energy (longwave and
shortwave radiation). In practice, the energy, mass and momentum fluxes are
controlled by meteorological conditions. Sensible and latent heat fluxes are governed by changes in air temperature. Sun elevation and cloudiness determine
the incoming radiative flux. Incoming longwave radiation is affected by the existence of tree canopy. A detailed overview of snow metamorphism processes
can be found from Rasmus (2005).
In the metamorphism processes, parts of the ice grains sublimate, while new
ice is deposited on other parts of the grains changing their size and shape. Local
environmental conditions, mainly temperature gradient and vapour pressure in
the snowpack, determine whether the grains grow or shrink and also govern the
shape of the resulting grains. Natural snow is close to its triple point, and therefore water transitions between ice, liquid water and water vapour phases easily.
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Figure 6. Near infrared (NIR) photo of a snowpack showing the layer structure on March 1, 2016
in Sodankylä, Finland. The darker layers have larger grain size, and the darkest ones are ice
crusts. Snow depth is 99 cm. Photo: Tom Watts.

Figure 7. The evolution of snow grain size (𝐸) in Sodankylä, Finland, in the winter of 2012-2013
modelled with SNOWPACK. Based on Figure 6b of Publication 4.

Figure 8. Weekly measurements of manually determined grain shape profiles in Sodankylä, Finland, in the winter of 2012-2013. Grain shapes are defined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Snow grain shape classes according to Fierz et al. (2009).
Class
Precipitation particles
Decomposing and fragmented precipitation particles
Rounded grains
Faceted crystals
Depth hoar
Surface hoar
Melt forms
Ice formations
Machine made snow

Code
PP
DF
RG
FC
DH
SH
MF
IF
MM

Figure 9. Six examples of snow grains on a 1-mm grid from top left: broken dendrites and other
precipitation particles (PP), rounded grains (RG), faceted crystals (FC), depth hoar crystals
(DH), melt-refreeze crust (MFcr) and melted polycrystals (MFpc). First five pictures are from
different layers of one snow pit on February 4, 2014. The melted crystals are from May 14,
2014.

The most widely used classification system for grain shape is the International
Classification for Seasonal Snow on the Ground (Fierz et al., 2009). It defines
nine classes for grain shape presented in Table 1. All the classes are further divided into subclasses for more accurate characterization of grain shapes and
their history. A modelled time series of snow grain size 𝐸 (see Chapter 3.1.3 for
definition) for one winter is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the manually
determined layers and their grain shapes for the same winter.
New snow consists of precipitation particles (PP) whose shape depends on environmental conditions on their path through the atmosphere. New snow grains
often have complex shapes and they are characterized by high specific surface
area (SSA, see Chapter 3.1.3) and low density. One possible form is a dendritic
particle (Figure 9 top left).
The most important factor in snow metamorphism is the temperature gradient between ground and atmosphere (Colbeck, 1982). Temperature cycling at
snow surface due to changes in atmospheric temperature e.g. between day and
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night may increase the speed of the processes (Ebner et al., 2016). If the temperature gradient in snow is small (<5 K/m), ice crystals and water vapour in
snow are in equilibrium, and grain growth is very slow. This is called equi-temperature metamorphism. Despite the equilibrium, there are small temperature
variations between different parts of snow grains, which cause destructive metamorphosis: the small details, such as dendrites, disappear and the grains round
(Figure 9 top middle). At the same time, snow grains experience sintering, in
which ice bridges and bonds grow between individual grains (Rasmus, 2005).
Equi-temperature metamorphism transforms the beautiful dendritic shapes of
new snowflakes to rounded grains (RG).
When the temperature gradient is 5-15 K/m, both equi-temperature and kinetic growth processes happen, and faceted crystals (FC, Figure 9 top right)
grow but slowly (Rasmus, 2005). Fast kinetic growth occurs when the temperature gradient exceeds 20 K/m. Water sublimates from the warmer top of snow
grains and deposits on the cold bottom surfaces of the grains in the layer above.
Hexagonal striated shapes grow downwards forming typical depth hoar (DH)
shapes (Figure 9 bottom left).
Wind, rain, solar radiation and melt-refreeze cycles may form hard crust layers on snow surface (Figure 9 bottom middle). Wet snow metamorphism (Brun,
1989) occurs when liquid water is present, typically late in the spring when snow
is melting. This is one of the equi-temperature metamorphism processes, and
the grains are round and either in clusters or as single crystals in liquid (Figure
9, bottom right).
3.1.2

Physical snow models

The determination of snowpack structure is mainly manual work (Kinar and
Pomeroy, 2015; Leppänen et al., 2016); there are no automated measurement
equipment for snow stratification. The traditional method requires digging a
snow pit, like the one in in Figure 6, to determine snow structure manually form
differences in snow hardness, wetness and grain sizes and shapes. New semiautomatic equipment such as the SnowMicroPen (SMP) can determine layer,
density and SSA profiles without snow pits (Proksch et al., 2015), but they are
still manual tools. Therefore physical snow models offer an enticing possibility
to model snow micro- and macrostructure from automated measurement data.
An example of the output of a snow model is shown in Figure 7. Compared to
manual measurements in Figure 8, the temporal and vertical resolutions are
much better. However, the accuracy of the output profile depends on the quality
of the model and input data used.
There are several physical snow models of differing complexity, which predict
various parameters of the snowpack such as thickness, density, volumetric
moisture, grain size and temperature of each layer from the history of meteorological and radiation observations at a site. The most detailed models are Crocus
(Brun et al., 1992; Vionnet et al., 2012) and SNOWPACK (Bartelt and Lehning,
2002; Lehning, Bartelt, Brown and Fierz, 2002; Lehning, Bartelt, Brown, Fierz,
et al., 2002). Crocus was developed for the French and SNOWPACK for the
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Swiss avalanche warning systems. These models calculate the macro- and microstructural processes and output detailed snowpack structure and various parameters for numerous layers. An example of a simpler snow model is the Joint
UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES) model (Best et al., 2011), which models snow as part of a complete land surface system. It can be coupled with NWP
or climate models. It is possible to include several snow layers in JULES, but
snow physics and structure are not modelled in as much detail as in Crocus or
SNOWPACK (Vionnet et al., 2012).
The SNOWPACK model was applied in Publications 4 and 5 of this thesis, because it is widely used and actively developed. It solves numerically the 1-D partial differential equations of mass, energy and momentum conservation from
snow. SNOWPACK was used as a proof of concept to study whether grain size
parameters from any physical snow model could be coupled with the HUT snow
emission model. SNOWPACK was chosen for its complexity; it includes most of
the processes governing the evolution of snowpack and is therefore quite accurate. At the same time it requires many input parameters which are often not
available in the large scale, especially in real time. Further work will have to rely
on some simpler snow model, which does not require so many input parameters. SNOWPACK grain metamorphism and the equations governing grain
growth rate are explained in detail in Publication 5 and in Bartelt and Lehning
(2002) and Rasmus (2005).
3.1.3

Snow microstructure parameters

Snow microstructure is the key variable affecting the scattering of microwave
radiation in snow. The microstructural variations of snowpack (“snow grains”)
are about the same size as the microwave electromagnetic wavelength in snow,
and even small variations in grain size alter the microwave response of snow
significantly. Snow grains in a natural snowpack are bonded and form a continuous ice matrix. In addition, each layer contains a distribution of snow grain
sizes and shapes. Despite this complexity, typically one grain size-related parameter for the whole snowpack is used as a proxy for scattering particle size in
microwave models. This simplification does not take into account the bonding,
shape or size distribution of the grains or snow stratification.
Several different snow microstructural parameters have been defined: Correlation length (𝑝𝑐 ) is the slope of the autocorrelation function (Mätzler, 2002). It
is arguably the best method to describe the scattering of microwave radiation is
snow, but determining correlation length from structural snow samples
(Wiesmann et al., 1998) is slow and not suitable for large-scale use. A novel
method for determining correlation length from SMP measurements has been
developed (Proksch et al., 2015), but suffers from calibration problems.
Optical grain size (𝐷0) is the diameter of identical ice spheres that have the
same optical properties as the snow in question, i.e. the same surface area to
volume ratio or specific surface area (SSA, Grenfell and Warren, 1999). Correlation length, optical grain size and SSA are theoretically defined and can be
objectively measured, although there might be differences between values
measured with different techniques. SSA is becoming the most widely used
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snow microstructure parameter, because it is theoretically defined and fairly
easy to measure in the field using various techniques, even though it is not necessarily the best parameter in the microwave region; as the largest grains scatter
the most radiation, the distribution of different grain sizes in a natural snow
layer cannot be represented with identical ice spheres in the microwave region
(Roy et al., 2013). As the name optical grain size suggests, the properties of the
identical spheres are the same as the original snow sample only at optical wavelengths.
The traditional measure of snow grain size (𝐸) is the average of the greatest
extension of individual grains in a layer (Fierz et al., 2009), and is defined on
the field by comparing snow grains to a mm-grid (Figure 9). This method is subjective, as it requires the separation of single snow crystals, which might be
tightly bonded, and the estimation of average size of a distribution of grain sizes.
Empirical relationships between 𝐸 and 𝑝𝑐 can be established (Durand et al.,
2008; Hallikainen et al., 1987), but they may not hold for the whole range of
natural snow types. The equation for the scattering of radiation in snow used in
the HUT snow emission model is based on snow grain size 𝐸.

3.2

Microwave modelling

Several snow microwave emission models with differing complexity have been
presented in the literature, including the Helsinki University of Technology
(HUT) snow emission model (Pulliainen et al., 1999), the Microwave Emission
Model for Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS, Wiesmann & Mätzler 1999), Strong
Fluctuation Theory (SFT, Wang et al. 2000), the Dense Media Radiative Transfer model based on quasi-crystalline approximation (DMRT-QCA) (Tsang et al.,
2000), a parameterized multiple-scattering model by Jiang et al. (2007) which
is based on the DMRT model, and the newly developed Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer (SMRT) model (Sandells et al., 2016). They range from purely
theoretical to empirical, have different input and output parameters and different methods to model snow-microwave interactions (Maslanka et al., 2016; Pan
et al., 2016; Tedesco and Kim, 2006b). However, comparison of different models is difficult, as they use different microstructural parameters (Tedesco and
Kim, 2006b).
One of the main differences between the models is whether they consider scattering inside snowpack to be mainly coherent or incoherent; incoherent scattering includes only the average power scattered by randomly distributed particles,
while coherent scattering takes into account the small random fluctuations in
amplitude and phase (Ishimaru, 2013). The HUT model is incoherent, while
DMRT-QCA, SFT and SMRT are coherent. MEMLS includes tuned combination
of coherent and incoherent scattering. Another major difference is the parameterization of snow microstructure; SFT treats snow as a continuous random medium with permittivity fluctuations, while the other models consider snow as a
collection of discrete spherical scatterers. This thesis focuses on the HUT snow
emission model, which was applied in Publications 1, 2, 3 and 5.
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3.2.1

The HUT snow microwave emission model

The HUT snow emission model (Lemmetyinen et al., 2010; Pulliainen et al.,
1999) is a semi-empirical radiative transfer-based model. Compared to theoretical models, it is relatively simple, which enables direct iterative inverse solving
of the model. The main snow parameters needed for the calculation of brightness temperature are grain size 𝐸, temperature, density and SWE of each snow
layer. Snow wetness is also an important input parameter, but this work focuses
on dry snow.
For a homogeneous snow layer with a thickness 𝑑, the brightness temperature
at the snow-air boundary is (Pulliainen et al., 1999)
𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝑊 (𝜃) = 𝑇𝐵 (0+ , 𝜃)𝑒 −(𝜅𝑒−𝑞𝜅𝑠 )𝑑 sec(𝜃)
𝜅𝑎 𝑇𝑠
+
(1 − 𝑒 −(𝜅𝑒 −𝑞𝜅𝑠 )𝑑 sec(𝜃) ),
𝜅𝑒 − 𝑞𝜅𝑠

(10)

where 𝜃 is the propagation angle of the radiation (rad), 𝑇𝐵 (0+ , 𝜃) is the
upwelling radiation from soil (K), 𝜅𝑒 , 𝜅𝑠 and 𝜅𝑎 (1/m) are the extinction, scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively, and 𝑇𝑠 is the physical snow temperature (K). The main assumption in the HUT snow emission model is that the
scattering of propagating radiation is mostly concentrated in the forward direction. This assumption leads to the empirical parameter 𝑞 = 0.96 in Eq. (10). The
first term describes the radiation from below the snow layer and the second is
the emission of the layer in question. An empirical equation is used to relate
snow extinction coefficient 𝜅𝑒 (in dB/m) to frequency (in GHz) and snow grain
size (Hallikainen et al., 1987)
𝜅𝑒 = 0.0018𝑓 2.8 𝐸 2.0 ,

(11)

where 𝐸 is snow grain size (mm).
The original model version (Pulliainen et al., 1999) assumes one homogeneous
snow layer, but later a multi-layer version of the model (Lemmetyinen et al.,
2010) was developed. The same two-flux approximation that was used in the
one-layer model is applied for each layer of the multi-layer version. The up- and
downwelling brightness temperatures of layer 𝑛 are (Lemmetyinen et al., 2010)
𝑡𝑛 𝑟𝐹,𝑛−1
𝑡𝑛−1
𝑟𝐹,𝑛−1
+ 𝑇𝑛−1,↑
+ 𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝑊,𝑛
),
2
𝑙𝑛
𝑙𝑛
𝑙𝑛
𝑡𝑛
𝑡𝑛−1 𝑟𝐹,𝑛
𝑟𝐹,𝑛
= 𝑆𝑛 (𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝑊,𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛+1,↓ + 𝑇𝑛−1,↑
+ 𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝑊,𝑛
),
2
𝑙𝑛
𝑙𝑛
𝑙𝑛

𝑇𝑛,↑ = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝑊,𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛+1,↓
𝑇𝑛,↓

(12)
(13)

where 𝑡𝑛 , 𝑟𝐹,𝑛 and 𝑙𝑛 are the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients and
the loss factor of layer 𝑛, respectively, and 𝑆𝑛 is the geometric sum of multiple
reflections in layer 𝑛:
𝑆𝑛 =
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.
1 − 𝑟𝑛 𝑟𝑛−1 /𝑙𝑛2
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In addition to snow, ice or water layers can be included in the multi-layer system, enabling its use in the case of snow on lake ice (Publications 2 and 3). Only
incoherent effects are considered when reflection and refraction at layer interfaces are calculated. All interfaces except the lowest are considered ideally
smooth. Only small random variations in the surface height of the lowest
snow/soil or ice/water interface (ℎ𝑠 in the following) are considered. The lowest
layer (soil or water) is considered semi-infinite. (Publication 2)
3.2.2

Scene brightness temperature

As discussed in Chapter 2.1, the brightness temperature observed from space
(the top-of-atmosphere brightness temperature 𝑇𝐵,𝑇𝑂𝐴) is not just the contribution of snow; the subnivean medium, vegetation, atmosphere and cosmic background need to be included. In the HUT snow emission model, this is taken into
account with (Pulliainen et al., 1999)
𝑇𝐵,𝑇𝑂𝐴 (𝜃) = 𝑡(𝜃)𝑇𝐵,𝑔𝑛𝑑 (𝜃) + 𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚,↑ (𝜃)
+ 𝑡(𝜃) (1 − 𝜖𝑔𝑛𝑑 (𝜃)) (𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚,↓ (𝜃) + 𝑡(𝜃)𝑇𝑐 ),

(15)

where 𝑡 is the atmospheric transmissivity, 𝑇𝐵,𝑔𝑛𝑑 (𝜃) is the brightness temperature of the ground scene (including subnivean layers, snow and vegetation, K),
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚,↑ and 𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚,↓ are the up- and downwelling atmospheric brightness temperatures (K), 𝜖𝑔𝑛𝑑 is the emissivity of the ground scene and 𝑇𝑐 = 2.7 K is the cosmic
background radiation.
One way of coping with the mixed pixel problem is to take into account the
fraction of different land cover types inside a FOV, e.g.
𝑀

𝑇𝐵,𝑔𝑛𝑑 = ∑ 𝛽𝜇 𝑇𝐵,𝜇 ,

(16)

𝜇=1

where 𝛽𝜇 is the fractional coverage of land cover type 𝜇, 𝑇𝐵,𝜇 is the brightness
temperature originating from the land cover type 𝜇 (K), and ∑𝑀
𝜇=1 𝛽𝜇 = 1. This
method was applied in Publications 2 and 3.
Ice
For ice layers between or below snow layers, it is assumed that 𝑞 = 1, and
Eq. (10) becomes (Lemmetyinen et al., 2010)
𝑇𝐼𝐶𝐸 = 𝑇𝑖 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜅𝑎𝑑 sec(𝜃) ),

(17)

where 𝑇𝑖 is the physical temperature of ice (K).
Soil
The Rough bare soil reflectivity model (Wegmüller and Mätzler, 1999) was applied in Publications 1, 2 and 3. However, as this model was later found to be
inaccurate with frozen soil, it was replaced with another model (Wang and
Choudhury, 1981) in Publication 5.
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The Rough bare soil reflectivity model describes the reflectivity of soil at polarization 𝑝 𝑟𝑝,𝑚𝑜𝑑 with
𝑟𝐻,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑟𝐻,𝐹 𝑒 −(𝑘ℎ𝑠 )√0.10 cos 𝜃 ,
𝑟𝑉,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑟ℎ,𝑚𝑜𝑑 (cos 𝜃)0.655 ,

(18)
(19)

where 𝑟𝑝,𝐹 is the Fresnel reflectivity at polarization 𝑝 (Eqs. (6) and (7)), 𝑘 is the
wave number (1/m), and ℎ𝑠 is the standard deviation of the surface height (m).
The Wang and Choudhury model is
2

𝑟𝐻,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = [(1 − 𝑄)𝑟𝐻,𝐹 + 𝑄𝑟𝑉,𝐹 ]𝑒 −ℎ𝑠 cos 𝜃 ,
2
𝑟𝑉,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = [(1 − 𝑄)𝑟𝑉,𝐹 + 𝑄𝑟𝐻,𝐹 ]𝑒 −ℎ𝑠 cos 𝜃 ,

(20)
(21)

where 𝑄 is a parameter for polarization mixing due to surface roughness.
Soil parameters are often considered empirical fitting parameters and optimized for the used data set or location (as in Publications 2 and 3), or typical
fixed values are used (as in Publication 1). Publication 5 used measured permittivity values, but the parameters 𝑄 and ℎ were still optimized.
Water
The emissivity of the bottom water layer is considered by calculating the dielectric constant of water according to Klein and Swift (1977), which takes into account water salinity. The reflectivity of polarization 𝑝 at ice-water interface is
calculated with
𝑟𝑝,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = √𝑟𝑝,𝐹 2 𝑒 −4(𝑘ℎ)

2 cos2 𝜃

.

(22)

Forest
Even though taiga, or the boreal forest zone, covers about 25 % of the Northern
Hemisphere land mass, retrieval of snow parameters in forests is problematic
due to attenuation and emission by the canopy cover. There are some studies
about remote sensing of SWE in forests (Cai et al., 2017; Cohen et al., 2015;
Derksen et al., 2005; Goïta et al., 2003; Vander Jagt et al., 2015; Kruopis et al.,
1999), but this is still mostly an unresolved problem. Several on-going measurement campaigns, e.g. NASA SnowEx, focus on this issue.
Publications 1, 2 and 3 applied the vegetation model by Kruopis et al. (1999).
Forest transmissivity 𝑡 is modelled with
𝑡(𝑓, 𝑉) = 𝑡(𝑓, 𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) + [1 − 𝑡(𝑓, 𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ )]𝑒 −0.035𝑉 ,
𝑡(𝑓, 𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) = 0.42 + 0.58𝑒 −0.028𝑓 ,

(23)
(24)

where 𝑡(𝑓, 𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) is the empirical frequency dependent saturation value of forest
transmissivity, 𝑓 is frequency (GHz) and 𝑉 is the forest stem volume (m3/ha).
In addition, the emission from forest, both up- (𝑇↑ ) and downwelling (𝑇↓ ), needs
to be taken into account:
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𝑇↑ = 𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑔 (1 − 𝑡),
𝑇↓ = 𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑔 (1 − 𝑡)(1 − 𝜖𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤 )𝑡,

(25)
(26)

where 𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑔 is the physical temperature (K) of vegetation and 𝜖𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤 is the emissivity of snow. The Kruopis et al. model was later found to be inaccurate. Nowadays a better model for boreal forests has been published (Cohen et al., 2015).
Atmosphere
Two models for atmospheric effects, a statistical (Ascbacher, 1989; Pulliainen et
al., 1993) and a physical model (Ulaby et al., 1981, chapter 5), were compared in
Publication 1. The statistical model was applied in Publications 2 and 3.
In the statistical model, the up- and downwelling atmospheric brightness temperatures 𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚↑(↓) are modelled with the equation (Pulliainen et al., 1993)
𝑇𝑎𝑡𝑚↑(↓) = 𝛼↑(↓) 𝑇𝑠 (1 − 𝑡),

(27)

where 𝑇𝑠 is the surface air temperature (K) and 𝛼↑(↓) are the approximate atmospheric profile factors for determining the effective temperature 𝛼↑(↓) 𝑇𝑠 of the atmosphere:
𝛼↑ = −0.073𝑡 2 + 0.101𝑡 + 0.918,
𝛼↓ = −0.035𝑡 2 + 0.014𝑡 + 0.967.

(28)
(29)

The physical model calculates the upwelling brightness temperature and
transmissivity of atmosphere from measured pressure, temperature and humidity profiles using equations presented in (Ulaby et al., 1981) for scattering and
absorption of cloud liquid water and ice particles, water vapour and oxygen.
This model requires e.g. balloon-borne radio sounding measurements or modelled reanalysis data of atmospheric profiles.
3.2.3

SWE retrieval with the HUT model

The HUT snow emission model is used in an operational global SWE retrieval
scheme (Takala et al., 2017). There are three main steps in the retrieval:
1. The snow depth measured at weather stations and a fixed snow density
value are used as input to the HUT model. Snow grain size at the
weather stations is optimized by minimizing the difference in brightness temperatures between a satellite measurement and the HUT
model at the frequency difference 𝑇19𝑉 − 𝑇37𝑉 .
2. The optimized snow grain sizes and the measured snow depths at the
weather stations are interpolated to the satellite data grid using spatial
Kriging interpolation.
3. The snow depth and grain size fields, as well as the fixed snow density
value, are used as input to the HUT model. SWE is optimized by minimizing the difference between satellite measurement and the HUT
model at the frequency difference 𝑇19𝑉 − 𝑇37𝑉 , taking into account the
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error estimates for the snow depth and grain size parameters. In addition, the land cover is considered, and mountainous areas are filtered
away and canopy cover is taken into account in forested areas.
The result is a SWE grid for the area where satellite data are available, typically
for the Northern Hemisphere.
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4. Improving model-based snow parameter retrieval

Publications 1-5 focus on two persisting problems in passive microwave remote
sensing of snow: the modelling of snow microstructure properties and the mixed
pixel problem. This chapter presents the study problems and the main results
of the Publications.

4.1
4.1.1

Snow microstructure and scattering
Extinction coefficient

In the HUT snow emission model, the effect of snow microstructure on the scattering of microwave radiation is modelled using an empirical equation (Eq.
(11)). The parameters of the equation were chosen based on laboratory measurements of snow slabs at 18-60 GHz frequency range in Southern Finland
(Hallikainen et al., 1987). Grain size 𝐸 of the slabs varied between 0.2 and
1.6 mm, and their density varied between 0.172 and 0.390 g/cm3. Grain shape
was not characterized.
The empirical equation (11) is only valid for the types of snow that were measured in the experiment, and is not necessarily applicable to different grain
shapes or density and grain size values outside the measured ranges. For taiga
snow, the covered densities are usually sufficient, but grain sizes up to 5 mm are
common in depth hoar layers. In addition, as the grain shape was not characterized, it is difficult to estimate if enough different snow types were included,
even though the samples ranged from new to refrozen snow.
Similar empirical equations for extinction coefficient have been formulated
based on measurements in other locations. For example, Roy et al. (2004) suggested another semi-empirical equation based on their field measurements in
Canada:
𝜅𝑒 = 𝛾(𝑓 4 𝐸6 )𝛿 ,

(30)

where 𝛾 and 𝛿 are empirical constants, 𝛾 = 2±1 and 𝛿 = 0.20±0.04, 𝐸 is snow
grain size (mm) and 𝑓 is frequency (GHz). In their data set, the average grain
size of a snowpack varied between 1 mm and 3 mm. The 𝑓 4 𝐸 6 dependence is
based on Rayleigh scattering theory, but as can be seen from the small value of
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𝛿, Rayleigh scattering is not directly applicable to snow without correction for
multiple scattering effects.
Snow conditions in Turkey are quite different from Finland and Canada, as it
is classified as maritime, which has many melt features and wet snow, or prairie,
which is characterized by thin and hard snow cover severely affected by wind.
Turkey is also mountainous, meaning that snow cover has high spatial variability. (Sturm et al., 1995) Therefore the empirical coefficients of Eqs. (11) and (30)
are not necessarily directly applicable there. The equation used in the Middle
East Technical University (METU) in Turkey is similar to Eq. (11), but has differing coefficients (Publication 1):
𝜅𝑒 = 0.08𝑓 1.75 𝐸1.8 ,

(31)

where 𝑓 is frequency (GHz) and 𝐸 is snow grain size (mm).
The effect of grain size on the extinction coefficient of snow using the three
equations is shown in Figure 10. In addition, the extinction coefficient of Eq.
(11) with the effective grain size correction (Eq. (32), Chapter 4.1.2) is depicted.
The extinction coefficient calculated with Eq. (30) differs from the other two,
while Eqs. (11) and (31) behave quite similarly, which was expected as they have
only small differences in the constants.
In Publication 1, the three models for extinction coefficients were compared
in the Sodankylä area in Northern Finland. Brightness temperatures calculated
with the HUT snow emission model from bi-weekly snow pit measurements
during the winter of 2006-2007 were compared to AMSR-E data. None of the
three equations were found to be substantially better than the others; the results
depended on frequency and polarization (Figure 11). Overall in the 6.9-90 GHz
range, Eq. (11) had the lowest unbiased rms (root-mean-square) error on most
channels for the whole winter and for dry snow periods only, and was therefore
determined to be the best for the snow types in question.

Figure 10. The effect of grain size on extinction coefficient 𝜅𝑒 at 36.5 GHz V-pol simulated with
the three extinction coefficient models (Eqs. (11), (30) and (31)) and the effective grain size
correction (Eq. (32)).
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Figure 11. The biases and rms errors of one-winter time series of brightness temperature compared to AMSR-E measurements. Based on Tables IV and V of Publication 1.

4.1.2

Effective grain size

Effective grain size (𝑑eff ) is the grain size which minimizes the brightness temperature difference between measurements and modelling results. It is a purely
empirical fitting parameter and used to correct for simplifications in the presentation of snow microstructure in a microwave scattering model. In addition, all
other modelling inaccuracies are included in the effective grain size. However,
if measured or modelled grain sizes correspond with the effective grain size, they
are suitable for characterizing snow microstructure in a microwave emission
model. Grain size parameters used in this section are explained in Table 2.
In Publication 1, the effective grain size at 𝑇18.7𝑉 − 𝑇36.5𝑉 was retrieved using
AMSR-E measurements and HUT model simulations, which applied the in situ
data of one bi-weekly snow pit. The relationship between 𝑑𝑒ff (mm) and the
layer-thickness weighted average of manually measured grain size 𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑡 (mm)
was found to be
𝑑eff = 1.5(1 − 𝑒 −1.5∙𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑡 ).

(32)

This frequency-independent equation scales down grain sizes larger than
1.5 mm and therefore removes grain sizes outside of the validity range of
Eq. (11). It also changes the response of extinction coefficient as a function of
grain size to be similar with Eq. (30) (Figure 10). This equation for effective
grain size improved the rms error of brightness temperature simulations in Publication 1 by 20 % at 36.5 GHz V-pol. It was later used by Gunn et al. (2011), who
concluded that this equation reduces errors in simulated brightness temperature substantially.
In Publication 5, the effective grain size was retrieved similarly from towerbased microwave measurements using automated snow measurements with the
HUT snow emission model, and compared to SNOWPACK modelling results
(Figure 12). SNOWPACK was found to model the evolution of effective grain size
well, but there were large winter-dependent biases, which were attributed to
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snow structure. Because the retrieved grain size is an average value for the whole
snowpack, it includes the effects of stratification. The grain sizes in Figure 12
are layer SWE-weighted averages of modelled profiles. Especially the winter of
2010-2011, which differs from the others with much lower biases in both grain
size parameters, was characterized by shallow snowpack and cold air temperatures, which lead to significant grain size growth and depth hoar formation compared to the other studied winters. Since the trend of modelled grain sizes followed the effective grain size, the main conclusion of Publication 5 was that
grain sizes modelled with SNOWPACK are usable with the HUT snow emission
model, but the biases must be taken into account.

Figure 12. Time series of the effective grain size (𝑑eff ) compared to 𝐸𝑆𝑃 and 𝐷0SP values modelled
with SNOWPACK in Sodankylä, Finland for four winters 2009-2013. Based on Figure 4 of
Publication 5. Grain size symbols are explained in Table 2.
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Table 2. Explanations of snow grain size parameters.
Parameter
Effective grain size

Symbol
𝑑eff

Optical grain size

𝐷0

IceCube optical
grain size
SNOWPACK optical grain size
Snow grain size

𝐷0𝐼𝐶

Manual grain size

𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑡

SNOWPACK grain
size

𝐸𝑆𝑃

4.1.3

𝐷0𝑆𝑃
𝐸

Explanation
The grain size which minimizes the TB difference between
measurements and modelling results.
The diameter of identical ice spheres that have the same surface area to volume ratio as the snow in question.
Average optical grain size 𝐷0 in snowpack measured using the
IceCube instrument
Average optical grain size 𝐷0 in snowpack modelled with
SNOWPACK.
The average of the greatest extension of individual grains in a
layer.
Average grain size 𝐸 in snowpack from manual measurements.
Average grain size 𝐸 in snowpack modelled with SNOWPACK.

Grain size from a physical snow model

Even though optical and traditional grain sizes have been clearly defined, there
might be differences in the calibrations of different field measurement methods
or the interpretation of the parameters in microwave and physical snow models.
Therefore the grain size values modelled with SNOWPACK were rigorously
compared with field measurements in Publications 4 and 5. A similar comparison for Finnish snow has already been made by Rasmus (2005), but since then
the SNOWPACK model has been developed further.
Publication 4 compared two winters 2011-2013 of field measurements of traditional grain size 𝐸 and optical grain size 𝐷0 (𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑡 and 𝐷0𝐼𝐶 ) to SNOWPACK
output (𝐸𝑆𝑃 and 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 ) using average snowpack values (Figure 13). The 𝐸 values
were on the same level, but manual measurements had much more variability
from one measurement to another probably due to the subjective nature of the
measurement. On the other hand, the difference between 𝐷0 values was notable;
the modelled 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 was almost twice the measured 𝐷0𝐼𝐶 value. It is not clear if
the measured or modelled values are more accurate. There are numerous
sources of inaccuracies in both. For example, the IceCube instrument actually
measures reflectivity of the snow sample surface, and 𝐷0𝐼𝐶 is calculated from
SSA, which in turn is derived from reflectivity with the help of the radiative
transfer model DISORT (Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer Program for a
Multi-Layered Plane-Parallel Medium) assuming disconnected spherical scatterers (Gallet et al., 2009). However, grain shape has an effect of ±25 % on reflectivity (Picard et al., 2009).
Based on these results, scaling factors between measured and modelled values
were determined so that
𝐷 = 𝛽𝐷𝑆𝑃 ,

(33)

where 𝐷 is the measured parameter (mm), 𝐷𝑆𝑃 is the modelled parameter (mm)
and 𝛽 is the scaling factor. For the two-winter data set shown in Figure 13, values of 𝛽𝐸 = 1.24 and 𝛽𝐷0 = 2.11 were determined.
The resulting scaling factors 𝛽 are only valid for the data set used in Publication 4. Because only snowpack average values were used, the scaling factor is in
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fact a means to describe the effect of typical snow structure. Therefore it is dependent on location, time, and meteorological conditions.

Figure 13. Time series of grain sizes 𝐸 and 𝐷0 measured in the field (𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑡 and 𝐷0𝐼𝐶 ) and modelled
with SNOWPACK (𝐸𝑆𝑃 and 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 ) for 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 in Sodankylä, Finland.
Based on Figure 8 of Publication 4. Grain size symbols are explained in Table 2.

In Publication 5, the SNOWPACK-modelled grain size profiles were compared
to weekly manual measurements of four winters 2009-2013 using agreement
score (Lehning et al., 2001), which is a means to compare measured and modelled values with differing vertical resolution. In this method, corresponding
layers are searched for from the measured and modelled profiles, and values are
compared layer by layer. The equations for agreement score calculation are presented in (Lehning et al., 2001) and overviewed in Publication 5. The results are
summarized in 0 as mean values for each winter, and show a fairly good agreement (0.85-0.91) for 𝐸. Reflecting the results of Publication 4, the agreement
score for 𝐷0 is lower (0.74-0.75). Time series of the agreement scores are shown
in Figure 14. The scores for 𝐸 are lower in the beginning of each snow season
than later in the winter. This can be explained by the inhomogeneity of the early
shallow snow cover. For 𝐷0, a similar trend is not obvious.
The comparisons of SNOWPACK grain sizes with manual measurements show
that SNOWPACK is able to simulate the evolution of 𝐸 with reasonable accuracy. However, the simulated 𝐷0 values exhibit a large positive bias, which possibly originates from the definition of grain sizes in the SNOWPACK model; 𝐷0
is calculated from 𝐸 and two theoretical parameters, sphericity and dendricity
(Publication 5), and 𝐸 on the other hand is a mapping of sphericity and dendricity to field observations.
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Table 3. Mean agreement scores for each winter. Based on Table 1 of Publication 5.
Parameter
𝐸
𝐷0

2009-2010
0.85
-

2010-2011
0.87
-

2011-2012
0.88
0.75

2012-2013
0.91
0.74

Figure 14. Time series of agreement scores for grain sizes 𝐸 and 𝐷0 between SNOWPACK profiles and manual measurements in Sodankylä, Finland in 2009-2013. Based on Figure 2 of
Publication 5.

4.1.4

SWE retrieval using modelled snow parameters

The goal of Publication 5 was to find out if SNOWPACK or some other simpler
physical snow model could be coupled with the HUT snow emission model in
order to retrieve SWE from spaceborne brightness temperature measurements,
providing ancillary information especially on snow microstructure. SNOWPACK was chosen because it includes most of the processes governing the evolution of snow. On the other hand, it requires many input parameters which
often are not available in the large scale especially in real time. This study used
the best data and models available, but future work focusing on operational
SWE retrieval must rely on some simpler physical snow model.
The results were promising in the sense that the grain size parameter in the
HUT snow emission model had a connection with the grain size of a physical
snow model despite all the modelling inaccuracies.
SNOWPACK grain sizes, temperature and density profiles were used in SWE
retrieval from tower-based radiometer measurements to test their applicability
in a case where the radiometer footprint is well-known. Averaged snow profiles
were used in the retrieval. The results are compared to SWE modelled directly
by SNOWPACK and to manual field measurements in Figure 15. The comparison shows that SNOWPACK was able to model total SWE very well, in part due
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to use of measured snow depth as a driving parameter in SNOWPACK instead
of precipitation. However, the retrievals from microwave radiometer measurements were not as successful. Especially the difference between the two retrievals with SNOWPACK grain size parameters 𝐷0,𝑆𝑃 and 𝐸𝑆𝑃 highlighted the effect
of small changes in the scattering particle size to brightness temperature. There
was also considerable difference between the first two and the last two winters:
during the first two winters, the retrieval applying 𝐸𝑆𝑃 had very low bias and rms
error (Table 4), while in the last two winters the retrieval applying 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 performed better. The most probable explanation is the structure of the snowpack;
in the first two winters, the effective grain size (Figure 12) was between 1 mm
and 1.5 mm, while in the last two winters it was mostly below 1 mm, indicating
a smaller portion of large depth hoar crystals in the snowpack. Therefore, when
grain size growth was substantial, the retrieval with grain size 𝐸𝑆𝑃 performed
better.
The results show that if SNOWPACK succeeded in the modelling of snow
properties, the SWE retrieval had a bias of <15 mm and an rms error of about
20 mm. However, the conditions in which SNOWPACK modelled all relevant
snow parameters well could not be determined based on the measurements of
four winters. Therefore direct application of snow parameters from SNOWPACK or any other physical snow model in SWE retrieval requires further
study.
Table 4. The biases and rms errors of two SWE retrievals using SNOWPACK-modelled tempera-

ture, density and grain size (either 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 or 𝐸𝑆𝑃 ) and SWE modelled by SNOWPACK. Based on
Table 4 of Publication 5.
Winter
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2009-2013
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Bias (mm)
𝑫𝟎𝑺𝑷
𝑬𝑺𝑷
68
4
108
-12
-15
-68
1
-76
48
-33

SNOWPACK
27
-1
17
-12
10

Rms error (mm)
SNOWPACK
𝑫𝟎𝑺𝑷
𝑬𝑺𝑷
76
43
32
123
21
16
19
71
21
22
83
17
78
58
24
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Figure 15. Time series of SWE from two retrievals using SNOWPACK profiles with 𝐷0𝑆𝑃 and 𝐸𝑆𝑃
compared to SWE modelled with SNOWPACK and measured manually. Based on Figure 7
of Publication 5.

4.2

Mixed pixel problem

In Finland and in the boreal forest region in general, small lakes and wetlands
are common features in the landscape. Their effect on the microwave brightness
temperature is two-fold. First, the contrast in the relative permittivity of water
and soil decreases the brightness temperature in lake areas (Figure 16). As the
penetration depth of microwave radiation into snow is frequency dependent,
the effect of lakes is higher at lower frequencies. Second, snow depth, density
and microstructure on lake ice are different from the surrounding land areas.
One example of snow depth every 100 m on lake and the surrounding land area
is shown in Figure 17. On lake ice the total snow depth and its variation were
much smaller than on the land area with varying forest cover. The effect of snow
structure on brightness temperature is visible in Figure 16 as well; the 36.5 GHz,
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which is most sensitive to snow but penetrates less into ice and water, has the
lowest brightness temperature on lake.

Figure 16. Brightness temperature of a snow- and ice-covered lake (marked with blue vertical
lines) and the surrounding land areas from airborne HUTRAD observations. Small islands
(points 230-250) and nearby shoreline (points 300-350) cause variability in the measured
brightness temperature. Based on Figure 3 of Publication 3. © 2014 IEEE.

Figure 17. Snow depth on lake ice (the first 1 km) and in sparse forest (from 1.1 to 2.1 km) in the
vicinity of Lake Orajärvi in Sodankylä, Finland on February 22, 2010 measured every 100 m.
Mean +/- standard deviation of three measurements are shown.

Different snow conditions on lake and land areas originate from the differences
in snow accumulation and freezing. Often the water areas freeze later than land
areas, so that there is already accumulation of snow on land while the water
areas are still open. This results in a deeper snowpack on land than on ice. During the winter, water percolates through small cracks in the congelation ice
layer. When the wet snow refreezes, a layer of less dense snow ice is formed.
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This process further reduces snow depth on lake and causes spatial variability
in snow and ice thicknesses. On wide open areas such as lakes, wind and solar
radiation alter the snowpack. Solar radiation may cause sublimation of snow,
and wind enhances this process. On the other hand, wind breaks snow crystals
and packs them to hard and dense dunes (Pomeroy and Gray, 1995). The result
of these processes is a shallow and dense snowpack, which often has melt-refreeze features.
4.2.1

Forward modelling

Publication 3 studied the brightness temperatures of lakes, wetlands and forested and open land areas with simulations and airborne HUTRAD measurements. Lakes and wetlands were modelled as a three-layer system of water, ice
and snow. In wetlands, the vegetation below and inside ice was ignored, as the
first attempt to model wetlands similar to lakes as a water-ice-snow system
proved to be accurate enough. Forested and open areas were simulated using
equations presented in Chapter 3.2.2.
Figure 18 shows a summary of the measured and modelled response of different land cover types as a function of frequency. These results are based on long
transfer flights and the selected areas all over Finland. The largest differences
between the measured and modelled values were on lakes, where the simulations overestimated the brightness temperature. One possible explanation is
water on ice, which was not accounted for in the simulations or included in the
manual observations. Besides, there was only one in situ measurement site on
each lake, and spatial variability between different parts of a lake may be significant. On wetlands, forests and open land areas the simulations and measurements agree. This is partially due to treating grain size as an empirical fitting
parameter, i.e. values that minimized the sum of squared error for all selected
areas of each land cover type were chosen. This approach was chosen because
no in situ grain size data was available.
A more detailed in situ data set including six snow pits was available from the
Sodankylä area, where there were 15 flight lines on an area of approximately
10 km x 10 km. A summary of the airborne measurements and simulations is
shown in Figure 19. The variability of both brightness temperature and snow
conditions in forests especially at 36.5 GHz was notable, and the mean values
didn’t fall on the 1:1 line. The simulation underestimated the forest brightness
temperature roughly by 30 K. As simulation errors in wetland and lake areas
were much smaller, it is probable that the bias was caused by the forest model
(Chapter 3.2.2, Kruopis et al., 1999).
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Figure 18. Airborne measurements and simulation results for four land cover types: lake, forest,
open and wetland. In total 42 lakes, 39 forested areas, 14 open areas and 7 wetlands were
measured and simulated. Each gray line represents one simulated transect. Mean +/- standard deviation of all measured transects of each land cover type are shown. Based on Figure 10 of Publication 3. © 2014 IEEE.
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Figure 19. Airborne measurements and simulation results from the Sodankylä area for forests
(sFm = sparse forest on mineral soil, dFm = dense forest on mineral soil, dFp = dense forest
on peatland), wetlands (W) and lakes (L). Mean simulated or measured value +/- standard
deviation is shown. Based on Figure 15 of Publication 3. © 2014 IEEE.

Upscaling is a method to transform small scale data into large scale. It is widely
used for example to compare sparse in situ data with spaceborne measurements
(Clewley et al., 2017; Greifeneder et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017).
In Publication 3, a simple weighted areal average (Eq. (16)) was used to transform airborne measurements of different land cover types into satellite grid
scale. The results presented in Figure 20 show that the aggregated airborne
measurements agreed with the spaceborne measurements and therefore validated the used approach. However, there were large discrepancies between the
satellite-scale simulation from in situ data and the AMSR-E measurement. This
was probably due to the forest emissivity model, as the earlier simulations (Figure 19) showed worst underestimation in forests. If the grain size in forests was
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set to 1.0 mm instead of the measured 1.57 mm, the simulation error was reduced substantially, except at 10.65 GHz, which is least affected by snow. This
approach is similar to using an optimized effective grain size in the retrieval, as
all simulation errors were compensated with a modified grain size value.

Figure 20. AMSR-E observations, aggregation of airborne measurements and simulation from in
situ data. Mean values of five AMSR-E grid cells in the Sodankylä area +/- standard deviation
are shown. Figure 16 of Publication 3. © 2014 IEEE.

In Publication 2, the mixed pixel problem was studied by forward modelling of
brightness temperature in the satellite scale for the whole area of Finland. First
the scene was simulated as land and then the water and ice layers and the differing snow conditions on lakes were included. The coverages of lakes, forests,
open areas and other areas (mainly urban) were considered using Eq. (16).
Measurement data of snow depth on lake ice and land areas were applied, but
snow density was assumed to be constant everywhere.
Figure 21 presents the simulation results for AMSR-E grid cells with lake coverage >30 % at frequency difference 𝑇18.7 − 𝑇36.5 at V and H polarizations. The
brightness temperature 𝑇18.7𝑉 − 𝑇36.5𝑉 , most often used in SWE retrieval, was
overestimated with a bias of 10.6 K when lakes were not included. When lakes
were considered, the bias was only 2 K. This suggests that even a simple model
for lakes would improve the SWE retrieval results.
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Figure 21. Time series of observed and simulated brightness temperature over lake-rich areas
(lake fraction >30 %) in Finland during the winter season 2006-2007. Average of five AMSRE EASE grid cells presented. Top: Simulation without lakes. Bottom: Lakes included. Based
on Figure 7 d) and h) of Publication 2. © 2011 Elsevier Inc.

4.2.2

SWE retrieval

In Publication 2, SWE was retrieved from AMSR-E observations for the whole
Finland for the winters of 2005-2008 both ignoring lakes (the normal method)
and with lakes considered. With two independent parameters, SWE on land and
SWE on lake, there exists an unlimited number of possible solutions to the retrieval problem. Therefore when lakes were included, their SWE was estimated
to be half of the SWE on land, limiting the number of free parameters effectively
to one. In situ measurements of lake ice thickness were used in the retrieval, but
in an operational real-time application, data from climatology or a physical lake
ice model could be used instead.
Figure 22 presents the retrieval results for one day, January 1, 2006. The inclusion of lakes modified the SWE especially in the lake-rich area in Southern
Finland, where the changes in SWE were up to 50 mm. Comparison to in situ
measurements revealed that for the three studied winters, the SWE estimate
improved in 57-69 % of cases. The bias for the whole retrieved area decreased
from -20 mm to -1.7 mm and rms error from 37.9 mm to 33.3 mm. In addition,
the probability of detection of snow increased. However, on areas with significant lake cover (>30 %), the results deteriorated in some cases. This indicates
that a more accurate model is needed for wide lakes. Despite this, in most cases
the improvement in retrieved SWE was notable.
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Figure 22. Gridded maps of SWE estimates (mm) for Jan 1, 2006 by a) ignoring lakes and b)
including lakes in the retrieval algorithm. Difference between a) and b) is depicted in c). Figure 8 of Publication 2. © 2011 Elsevier Inc.
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5. Conclusions

Passive microwave remote sensing provides an excellent means for monitoring
vital elements of the Earth. Information on soil frost and snow water equivalent,
among other parameters, can be extracted from spaceborne radiometer measurements. Passive microwaves are especially suitable for observing the Arctic in
the wintertime and therefore essential in measurements of seasonal snow cover.
The objectives of this dissertation were 1) to find ways to mitigate the effect of
subnivean water bodies on the snow parameters retrieved from spaceborne passive microwave measurements and 2) to study the usefulness of snow microstructure parameters modelled with a physical snow model in conjunction with
a microwave snow emission model.
Publications 2 and 3 concentrated on modelling the microwave signatures of
lakes and wetlands and including this information in the retrieval of snow water
equivalent from spaceborne radiometers. Publication 3 presented the first modelling results of snow-covered frozen wetlands and found that the HUT snow
emission model was able to model the airborne microwave signatures of lakes,
wetlands and open terrain well. Forest simulations had higher bias suggesting
that the used forest model was inaccurate. This was reflected in the satellite
scale simulations, where similar underestimation as in simulations of airborne
measurements over forested areas was seen. A new forest model (Cohen et al.,
2015) was later developed.
Publication 2 applied the HUT snow emission model in satellite-scale simulations over all Finland to model the brightness temperature effect of snow-covered water bodies and their impact on retrieved SWE. A method for inclusion of
lake effects in the retrieval algorithm was developed. It improved the probability
of snow detection and the accuracy of retrieved SWE in moderately lake-covered
areas. The implementation of a similar lake model in an operational SWE retrieval scheme is foreseen in the near future.
Publications 1, 4 and 5 studied the effect of snow microstructure and different
microstructure parameters on brightness temperature. Special attention was
paid to the use of parameters modelled with SNOWPACK together with the HUT
snow emission model. SNOWPACK was found to model the evolution of grain
size accurately. The seasonal trend in grain size agreed with both the manual
field measurements of traditional grain size 𝐸 and the effective grain size 𝑑eff
derived from microwave radiometer measurements with the help of the HUT
snow emission model. However, there were large winter-dependent biases in
the modelled grain size values, which were attributed to snow structure. Rapid
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growth of thick depth hoar layer, related to cold air temperature and shallow
snowpack, might be the cause for the variable biases. As only average values for
the whole snowpack were used, the information of snow layer structure is lost
in the process. Future work should focus on inclusion of a more detailed snow
structure in the retrieval, possibly with the Monte Carlo method of Pan et al.
(2017), or a simpler method using e.g. two layers for small-grained surface snow
and large depth hoar crystals. In addition, as SNOWPACK requires too much
measurement data for effective global use, a simpler model for grain growth
should be studied.
Publication 1 presented an equation for calculating the effective grain size
needed in a microwave snow emission model from field observations of traditional snow grain size. The presented equation reduces error of simulated
brightness temperature notably. However, it is an empirical fix to an empirical
model for the scattering of microwave radiation by snow. A more theoretical
approach using more detailed measurements of snow structure and its microwave response, such as Maslanka et al. (2016), should be used.
The results of this thesis work improve the accuracy of SWE products, which
in turn can be applied in monitoring of climate change related phenomena in
the Arctic and for validation of climate models. The work further refines the understanding of snow microstructure parameters and their interpretation in microwave remote sensing of snow.
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Simulation of Spaceborne Microwave Radiometer
Measurements of Snow Cover Using In Situ
Data and Brightness Temperature Modeling
Anna Kontu and Jouni Pulliainen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) snow
emission model is used to calculate the time series of brightness
temperature of snow-covered sparsely forested area for the winter
2006–2007. Brightness temperature simulations that apply in situ
observed physical parameters as input are compared with the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing
System (AMSR-E) observations. Three models for the extinction
coefficient of snow and the statistical and physical atmospheric
models are compared. Simulation results are presented with full
in situ data set and only air temperature and snow depth (SD)
as input data. The obtained results indicate that the extinction
coefficient model of Hallikainen et al. originally used with the HUT
snow emission model is the best suited for the Finnish snow data
set used in this paper and also on frequencies which are outside the
original range of the extinction coefficient model. The simulation
results obtained using only air temperature and SD input data
show that the HUT snow model is quite reliable even with a
minimal in situ data set. A time series of optimized grain sizes
was calculated by minimizing the simulation error. The optimized
grain size tended to saturate with large values, and therefore,
a new model to calculate an effective grain size was developed.
The simulation with the effective grain size as input has lower
rms error and higher correlation with AMSR-E data than the
simulation with the measured grain size.
Index Terms—Microwave radiometry, remote sensing, snow.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

EASONAL snow cover plays an important role in the hydrological and climatological processes of the boreal zone
due to the high albedo, thermal emissivity, and low thermal
conductivity [1] of snow. Aside from local effects, the northern
seasonal snow cover has also global climatological importance
[1]–[3]. The water runoff from melting snow is a key parameter
in the global water cycle. To predict the evolution of snowmelt
and the runoff from melting snow, continuous information on
several snow parameters, like snow water equivalent (SWE),
snow depth (SD), and snow-covered area, is needed throughout
the snow season. Aside from ground-based snow courses and
weather stations, spaceborne microwave radiometer observa-
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tions can be used to provide daily information on snow cover
with a full spatial coverage.
In order to extract snow data from spaceborne brightness
temperature measurements, emission from soil, vegetation,
and atmosphere have to be taken into account, as well as the
transmissivity and reflection of radiation in and between different media. The properties of snow (e.g., grain size and shape,
and moisture content) also have an effect on its microwave
emission. There are several algorithms for the modeling of
microwave emission from soil, vegetation canopy, and snow
cover, e.g., [4]–[9]. Empirical algorithms for estimating snow
parameters are retrieved by analyzing measurement data. However, the use of empirical regression coefficients reduces the
regional and temporal applicability of such algorithms. On the
other hand, purely theoretical emission models with multiple
layers tend to be complex and thus not feasible for the inversion
of satellite data. Therefore, empirical and semiempirical models
are used here to simulate spaceborne-observed scene brightness
temperature. Specifically, a modeling suite, including the
Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) snow emission
model [4], rough bare soil reflectivity model [9], boreal forest
transmissivity model [7], and statistical [10], [11] and physical
[12, Ch. 5] atmospheric models, is applied for its simplicity and
generality.
The validity of the chosen models is studied here by combining them to simulate a daily time series of spaceborne microwave observations of snow-covered ground from an in situ
data set collected during winter 2006–2007 in Sodankylä,
Finland. The simulations are compared with the measurements
by the AMSR-E instrument onboard the EOS Aqua satellite.
The main problem in the comparison is the resolution of the
satellite data. One satellite pixel may contain a variety of
land and vegetation types. Moreover, meteorological phenomena such as rain showers may cover a pixel only partially.
However, this paper focuses on the temporal, not spatial, variation of brightness temperature. In addition, the land cover
and vegetation maps of the in situ measurement area were
available for the study. Thus, the characteristics of land cover
within a satellite-observed pixel were considered in simulation
experiments.
This paper concentrates on the simulation of a winterlong time series of brightness temperatures of snow-covered
ground and on modeling in varying snow and atmospheric
conditions. In particular, the effect of grain size is studied in
detail.

0196-2892/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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II. M ODELS
A. Snow
The HUT snow model [4] is a semiempirical microwave
emission model. It is based on radiative transfer equation and
measurements conducted in Finland [13] and Switzerland [14].
The main goal in developing the model was to keep the number
of parameters low, ensuring its applicability to the inversion of
satellite data. The model has two basic assumptions: 1) single
homogenous snow layer and 2) microwave radiation is mostly
scattered into the forward direction. The first assumption does
not generally hold up in natural snow packs where new snowfall, thawing and refreezing cycles, and depth hoar repeatedly
create layers. On the other hand, the profiles of the measured
parameters are rarely available, and the average or even the
estimated values for the whole snowpack have to be used even
in simulation experiments. In addition, profiles measured at one
site do not accurately represent the entire tens of kilometers wide
satellite pixel. Nevertheless, in comparison with other models
for snow, the HUT snow model has performed well [15].
The HUT snow model calculates the brightness temperature
of snow-covered forest observed from space with
TB = τ · TB,scene + τ · (1 − escene ) · Tatm,↓ + Tatm,↑
+ Tcosmic · τ 2 · (1 − escene )

(1)

where τ is the atmospheric transmissivity, Tatm,↓ and Tatm,↑
are the down- and upwelling brightness temperatures of the
atmosphere, Tcosmic is the cosmic background radiation, and
TB,scene and escene are the brightness temperature and emissivity of the ground scene, including the contributions of snow,
soil, and forests. Moreover, multiple reflectances between soil,
snow, and forest canopy are modeled by applying a noncoherent
approach [12, pp. 237–245].
The HUT snow model uses several input parameters: snow
temperature, grain size, SWE, density, volumetric moisture, and
salinity. The effect of grain size is modeled with the extinction
coefficient defined in [13]
κe = 0.0018f 2.8 d2

(2)

where κe is the extinction in decibels, f is the frequency
in gigahertz, and d is the grain diameter in millimeters.
Equation (2) is valid for grain sizes of 0.2–1.6 mm.
Roy et al. [16] suggested a different model for larger grain
sizes (1.3–4.0 mm):
κe = γ(f 4 d6 )δ

(3)

where γ = 2 ± 1, and δ = 0.20 ± 0.04. Equation (3) is based
on snow measurements in Canada, where the average snow
grain size varied between 1 and 3 mm. The measurement area
belongs to taiga snow class [17], which is also the dominant
class in northern Finland.
For comparison, also the model used in the Middle East
Technical University in Turkey (A. U. Sorman, personal communication) is studied here
κe = 0.08f 1.75 d1.8 .

(4)

This equation is for maritime snow, which is characterized
by deeper and denser snowpack and larger grain sizes than
taiga snow.
Equations (2)–(4) are for dry snow. In the HUT snow model,
an approximation for the extinction coefficient of wet snow is
calculated with
κe,ws = κe,ds − κa,ds + κa,ws

(5)

where ws and ds denote the wet and dry snow, respectively, and
κa is the absorption coefficient calculated from the complex
dielectric constant [12, p. 225].
Three of the AMSR-E frequencies (6.9, 10.65, and
89.0 GHz) are outside the reported applicability range of all
the three extinction coefficient models. Nevertheless, the same
models were applied here also for these frequencies in order
to obtain a spectral continuity. (Note that absorption dominates
over scattering at lower frequencies.)
B. Soil
The rough bare soil reflectivity model [9] was developed
at the same time with HUT snow model for the combined
modeling of snow-covered soil and the retrieval of geophysical
parameters from satellite data. The target was to develop a
simple model with few parameters but a wide applicability. The
model is semiempirical and is based on the measurements of
soil samples on 1–100 GHz.
The behavior of reflectivity on the vertical (V) polarization
is based on the results from the horizontal (H) polarization due
to more problematic modeling of reflectivity at V polarization.
The equations for rough bare soil reflectivity are


√
(6)
rh,mod = rh,Fresnel · exp −(ks) 0.10 cos θ
rv,mod = rh,mod · (cos θ)0.655

(7)

where rh,Fresnel is the Fresnel reflectivity on H polarization,
k is the wavenumber, s is the standard deviation of surface
height, and θ is the incidence angle. The Fresnel reflectivity is
dependent on the permittivities of snow (calculated by the HUT
snow model) and soil.
The relative dielectric constant of frozen soil was assumed to
be constant soil = 6 − j1 on all frequencies based on [18]. The
high value, compared to the permittivity of ice ice = 3.15 −
j0, is explained by the inclusion of unfrozen water in the soil
even in temperatures below −20 ◦ C. In the data set of this paper,
the temperature of soil was always higher than −8 ◦ C.
C. Forest
The boreal forest transmissivity model [7] is purely empirical
and based on the measurements of snow-covered forest in Oulu
and Sodankylä areas, Finland. The measurements near Oulu
were made on 6.8, 10.65, and 18.7 GHz and both V and H
polarizations. The measurements near Sodankylä used 24, 34,
48, and 94 GHz but only V polarization. The final model used
here is based on the measurements on V polarization only.
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The model calculates the transmissivity t of the vegetation
using stem volume V (cubic meters per hectare)
t(f, V ) = t(f, Vhigh ) + [1 − t(f, Vhigh )] · e−0.035·V
t(f, Vhigh ) = 0.42 + (1 − 0.42) · e−0.028·f .
(8)
The simulation of scene brightness temperature considers
forest coverage fraction within a satellite pixel. Fractions of
forested and open areas (bogs, lakes, etc.) of the study area were
obtained from land cover data.
D. Atmosphere
The atmospheric effects are modeled with two different
methods: 1) from the measurements near the ground using a
statistical atmospheric model [10], [11] and 2) from the profile
data using a physical atmospheric model [12, Ch. 5].
In the statistical model, the upwelling brightness temperature
of the atmosphere is calculated with [10]
Tatm,↑ = α↑ · Ts · (1 − τ )

Fig. 1. Land cover map of the Sodankylä area, showing the locations of
(o) AWS, (x) snow pit, (+) soil and snow temperature measurement, and
(dotted line) snow course. The area of the map is 10 km × 10 km.

(9)

where α↑ is the approximate atmospheric profile factor [11],
Ts is the surface (air) temperature (K), and τ is the atmospheric transmissivity derived from statistical studies [19].
Downwelling brightness temperature is calculated analogous
to (9). Since the statistical model assumes average conditions,
there are always some clouds included.
The input parameters to the physical model are temperature,
pressure, and absolute humidity. Since only relative humidity is
measured in the daily soundings, this was converted to absolute
humidity with equations from [20]. The physical model is able
to calculate the effects of clouds, if there are enough input data
of cloud properties.
III. DATA AND M EASUREMENTS
All the in situ data used in this paper were measured at the
Arctic Research Centre (67.368N, 26.633E) of the Finnish Meteorological Institute in Sodankylä, northern Finland. A map of
the area is shown in Fig. 1. Most of the data are operational meteorological measurements and available in http://litdb.fmi.fi/.
The snow measurement site, like Sodankylä area in general, is
covered with sparse pine forest, and the undergrowth consists
mainly of heather, lichen, and lingonberry. The region is a
typical representative of the boreal Eurasian forest belt. In
agreement with Corine Land Cover 2000 data, a forest coverage
fraction of 60% was used in the simulation of spaceborne
AMSR-E observations.
The reference satellite data are level 2A brightness temperatures [21] from AMSR-E. The instrument measures on
both V and H polarizations on six frequencies, 6.925, 10.65,
18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0 GHz. The Aqua satellite passes
directly over the Northern Finland at about 10 (ascending) and
1 (descending) UTC, corresponding to 12 and 3 local times.
Two in situ data sets corresponding to these two overpass
times were collected for all automatic measurements. These two
sets are hereinafter referred to as daytime and nighttime data.
Manual measurements were performed only during daytime.

Fig. 2. (a) SD and (b) temperatures of air, snow, and soil. Wet snow periods
are marked with gray.

Measurement data were collected from October 7, 2006 to
May 15, 2007. The permanent snow fell on October 17 and
melted finally on May 13. SD and wet snow seasons are shown
in Fig. 2. The minimum, maximum, and mean values of all
the measured daytime parameters are shown in Table I. The
correlations between the time series of the measured parameters
are shown in Table II.
A. Snow
For snow modeling, data from various sources were used.
The temperatures and SD were measured automatically every
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TABLE I
M INIMUM , M AXIMUM , AND M EAN VALUES AND S TANDARD D EVIATIONS OF THE DAYTIME PARAMETERS

TABLE II
C ORRELATIONS B ETWEEN THE T IME S ERIES OF THE PARAMETERS

minute. Grain size and SWE were measured manually. For most
of the parameters, the data set includes profile measurements,
but since the HUT snow model is a one-layer model, the profiles
could not be fully used.
For the year 2006, snow temperature was estimated as
an average of the measured soil (at 5-cm depth) and air
(at 2-m height) temperatures. The measurements of snow temperature profile began at the turn of the year. Automatic sensors
measured the temperature every 10 cm from ground surface to
110-cm height. Since the distance between SD and temperature
profile measurements is about 600 m, there are differences of
a few centimeters between SDs of the two measurement sites.
Usually, the temperature profile site had less snow than the
SD site. Because of this, it was difficult to determine which
temperature sensors were actually buried in snow. The reading
of the topmost sensor at least 10 cm below the measured snow
surface was used. In the simulations, the snow temperature was
also limited to at most 0 ◦ C.
Snow wetness was not measured, but dry snow conditions
were estimated from AMSR-E data. Snow was considered dry
(0% volumetric moisture) if [22]
h > 0.08 m,

T37V < 250 K,

T37H < 240 K

(10)

where h is the SD, and T37V and T37H are the AMSR-E brightness temperatures on 36.5-GHz vertical and H polarizations,
respectively. If these criteria were not met, snow was considered
moist (0.5%) in the simulations.
SWE and SD were measured every month from a snow
course by the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE). The snow
course is 4 km long and surrounds an area of 1 km2 . Every
month, 80 measurements of SWE and SD were made along the

snow course in pine forest, broad-leaved forest, and open bog.
Since these monthly measurements of SWE are not enough for
daily simulations, the SWE values used as input data in the
simulations were calculated from automatic SD measurement
and calibrated with monthly snow course data. Since SWE can
be expressed as SW E = ρ · h, where SW E is the SWE (in
millimeters or kg/m2 ) and ρ is the density of snow (in kilograms
per cubic meter), a linear relationship was derived between the
monthly average values of SWE from the snow course and
automatic measurements of SD using density as an optimization
parameter. The best fit value was ρ = 205.2820 kg/m3 . This
constant value was used for snow density in simulations and for
the calculation of daily SWE from SD. The rms error between
the observed and modeled SWEs was 10.8 mm. Seasonal bias
was negligible as snowpack density varied through the winter.
The grain sizes of all the layers of snow were measured
twice a week from a snow pit. Throughout the winter, the
measurements were conducted in the same small area. The
snow layers were determined visually, and the thickness of each
layer was measured with a stick with 1-cm accuracy. Grain sizes
were measured using the procedures suggested by [23]. A small
sample of snow was taken on a snow crystal screen with 1-mm
grid. The maximum diameter of average-size grains (Dmax )
was estimated visually by comparing the snow sample to the
grids. If the grain size was more than 1 mm, the average grain
size was estimated with an accuracy of 0.5 mm. With grains
smaller than 1 mm, an accuracy of 0.25 mm was used. In cases
when a layer contained a mixture of different grain sizes, the
range of sizes was recorded, but the typical or average value
was used for the whole layer. A picture was taken from each
snow sample for later reanalysis. Fig. 3 shows the samples of
snow grains from three different layers of a snow pit.
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Fig. 3. Grain size measurement using a 1-mm grid. Snow grains of three
different layers of one snow pit.

In this paper, we used the data of only one snow pit. In spring
2009, the spatial variability of snow parameters in typical winter conditions in the target area was studied. In total, 56 snow
pits were measured in several land cover types. The standard
deviation of Dave (see the next paragraph) was 0.15 mm
with a mean value of 0.5 mm for the whole data set (0.22
and 0.61 mm in open areas, and 0.13 and 0.48 mm in forests,
respectively). Considering the measurement accuracy, the variability of grain sizes is small. Thus, the one snow pit, situated
in a sparse forest typical to the area, gives a reasonably good
estimate of the snow parameters in the whole area.
It is not straightforward to calculate the one-layer grain
size required by the HUT snow model from these measurements, and different methods can be found from the literature (e.g., [15] and [16]). Here, the layer-thickness-weighted
average (Dave ) of the grain sizes is used. Fig. 4 shows the
stratigraphy of snowpack on three days during spring 2007.
For example, on March 2, the top layer of 0.5-mm grains was
newly fallen snowflakes, the second and fourth layers contained
faceted crystals, and the third and bottom layers were ice.
All this information is reduced to the averaged grain size of
1.35 mm.
According to [24], grain shape has a negligible effect on the
scattering of microwave radiation in snow. Thus, only grain size
and layering have an effect. The brightness temperature of snow
depends on layering only on H polarization, not substantial
on vertical [5], [25]. The effect is largest when wavelength is
comparable to layer thickness, i.e., on low frequencies (6.9 and
10.65 GHz). Specifically, thin ice layers change the brightness
temperature signature of snow [5], [25]. However, in natural
snowpacks, ice layers are not uniform in the scale of tens of
kilometers, but varying and discontinuous [25], particularly
when sparse boreal forests that are characterized by forest
openings are considered. Thus, for the most part, the effect of
layering averages out in microwave satellite data.
B. Soil and Vegetation
Soil temperature is needed in the modeling of emission from
soil. The temperature measured at 5-cm depth was used.

Fig. 4. Snow profiles of three days drawn to scale. Numbers denote grain size
in the layer. Snow structure is marked by colors: white denotes snowflakes, light
gray denotes separate crystals, and dark gray denotes ice layers.

For the forest areas, the vegetation temperature was approximated to be equal to the measured air temperature at 2 m.
The forest stem volume was estimated to be 80 m3 /ha, which
is a typical value for Northern Finland. Areal forest coverage
fraction for the AMSR-E resolution scale was determined from
digital land cover data.
C. Atmosphere
Three sources of data for atmospheric modeling were used:
1) automatic weather station (AWS) measurements of air
temperature and cloud bottom height;
2) balloon-borne radiosounding profiles of pressure, temperature, and humidity up to 20 km;
3) the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-40 profiles of densities of cloud
liquid water and cloud ice water.
The AWS system logged data every minute and a radiosonde
were launched twice a day, at 11 and 23 UTC, which correspond
well to daytime and nighttime satellite overpasses.
Due to lack of any hydrometeor data, an accurate cloud
modeling was not possible with locally measured data. To
include the average cloud effects, ERA-40 profiles from 1991 to
2001 were used in addition to sounding profiles to calculate the
average cloud effects for those cases when AWS cloud bottom
height data indicated clouds.
IV. S IMULATION AND A NALYSIS M ETHODS
All in all, seven different scenarios for all the AMSR-E frequencies, both polarizations and both day and nighttime, were
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TABLE III
S IMULATED S CENARIOS

simulated. The scenarios are listed in Table III and presented
in more details in the next section. In different scenarios, we
compared three extinction coefficient models, two atmospheric
models, and different sources of model input data.

TABLE IV
B IASES OF THE S IMULATED S CENARIOS

A. Scenario Description
In all the scenarios, dry snow was estimated with (10),
and otherwise, a wetness of 0.5% was assumed. Unless otherwise stated, the layer-thickness-weighted average grain size
was used.
Scenario 1: This is the basic scenario. It applies the extinction coefficient model of (2). All the measured snow and
soil data are used as input to the simulation. AWS data with
statistical model are used to simulate the atmosphere. The
average cloud conditions are included through the statistical
atmospheric model.
Scenario 2: Same as scenario 1), except the snow extinction
coefficient of (3) is used.
Scenario 3: Same as scenario 1), except the snow extinction
coefficient of (4) is used.
Scenario 4: This was run with only SD and air temperature data. All the other input parameters were estimated from
these two: ground and snow temperatures were set equal to
air temperature, grain size was constant at 1 mm, and daily
SWE was calculated from SD, like in all the other scenarios.
The statistical atmospheric model and the extinction coefficient
model of (2) were used.
Scenario 5: This was calculated with balloon-borne radiosounding profiles of pressure, temperature, and humidity. No
cloud data were used. The physical atmospheric model and the
extinction coefficient model of (2) were used.
Scenario 6: In this scenario, an attempt to model clouds
was made. The AWS measurement of cloud bottom height
was compared to ECMWF ERA-40 cloud liquid water profiles of the same calendar month from 1991 to 2001. The
ERA-40 profiles are available only to year 2001; thus, historical
data had to be used in this study. The averages of the best
match cloud liquid and ice water profiles were used in addition
to sounding profiles of temperature, pressure, and humidity.
The physical atmospheric model and the extinction coefficient
model of (2) were used.
Scenario 7: Same as scenario 1), except, now, a new model
(see Section V-C) for an effective snow grain size was used
instead of the layer-thickness-weighted averages used in the
other scenarios.

TABLE V
RMS E RRORS OF THE S IMULATED S CENARIOS

B. Data Analysis
The correlations, biases, and rms errors between simulated
and reference data sets for daytime data are shown in Tables IV–VII. Bias is defined as
 n


(TB,simu − TB,AMSR−E )
n
(11)
1
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U NBIASED RMS E RRORS OF THE S IMULATED S CENARIOS
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TABLE VIII
B IASES AND U NBIASED RMS E RRORS OF S CENARIO 1)
S IMULATIONS W ITH DAYTIME AND N IGHTTIME DATA

TABLE VII
C ORRELATIONS B ETWEEN THE R EFERENCE DATA AND THE
S IMULATED B RIGHTNESS T EMPERATURES

Fig. 5. Effect of grain size on brightness temperature on 36.5-GHz V polarization simulated with the three extinction coefficient models.

To study the effect of grain size on the error of the simulated
brightness temperatures, grain size (Dest ) was estimated by
minimizing the difference between the brightness temperatures
of simulation and AMSR-E measurements using grain size as
the free optimization parameter, separately for each day and
each of the 12 channels
where n is the number of days when both AMSR-E measurement and sufficient in situ data for simulations have been
available. Positive bias shows overestimation in simulation.
RMS error is defined as


n

2
n
(12)
(TB,simu − TB,AMSR−E )
1

and unbiased rms error as


n

2
(TB,simu − TB,AMSR−E − bias)
n.

min |TB,simu (Dest ) − TB,AMSR−E | .

(15)

Grain size was limited to the range of 0–3 mm in the
minimization. The results of the minimization process are given
in Section V-C.
When analyzing the simulated data, it turned out that grain
size is one of the main sources of errors in the simulations. A
new model for calculating the effective grain size required by
the HUT snow model (Deﬀ ) was tested. Equation

(13)

Deﬀ = A · (1 − e−B·Dave ),

(14)

where A and B are empirical constants, was fitted to the data.
The derivation of parameter values for (16) is discussed in more
details in Section V-C.

(16)

1

In the following, a simulation error is defined as
TB,AMSR−E − TB,simu .
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TABLE IX
U NBIASED RMS E RRORS OF S CENARIOS 1)–3) FOR D RY S NOW P ERIODS

Fig. 6. Grain size estimated from scenario 1) on 36.5-GHz V polarization and
the measured grain size as a function of time. Wet snow periods are marked
with gray.

V. D ISCUSSION
A. Comparison of Daytime and Nighttime Data
During daytime, snow absorbs solar radiation and possibly
melts. Due to this, nighttime satellite data are usually preferred
in the retrieval of snow parameters from spaceborne measurements. However, the manual measurements (grain size and
SWE) were carried out only during daytime. Therefore, it is
interesting to compare the differences in simulations calculated
with daytime and nighttime automatic data. The same manual
snow measurement data were used in both cases.
The difference between scenario 1) simulations with daytime
and nighttime data was, except for a few isolated days, less
than 5 K until the beginning of snowmelt in late March. After
mid-March, the difference is large when snow is wet, as was
expected. However, as shown in Table VIII, on most channels,
the bias and unbiased rms errors of simulation with daytime input data are lower than those of simulation with nighttime data.
Therefore, only daytime results are presented in the following.
B. Comparison of Extinction Coefficient Formulas
Scenarios 1)–3) were calculated using the three different
extinction coefficient formulas. The biases, rms errors, and
correlations are shown in columns 1–3 in Tables IV–VII.
Scenarios 1) and 3) show very similar behavior, while scenario
2) differs much from these two. The effect of grain size on
brightness temperature simulated with the three extinction coefficient formulas is shown in Fig. 5. In scenario 2), the grain
size has much smaller effect on brightness temperature than in
scenario 1) or 3). This explains why scenarios 1) and 3) give
fairly similar results, while scenario 2) differs from the others.
Contrary to the results of [16], there is no drastic improvement from scenario 1) to 2) on 18.7- and 36.5-GHz V

Fig. 7. Estimated and measured grain size on 36.5-GHz V polarization with
(dots) the whole data set and (plusses) dry snow periods for (a) scenario 1,
(b) scenario 2, and (c) scenario 3. The results are obtained by applying (15) for
this single channel.

polarization channels in Tables IV–VII. The possible reasons
for this are as follows.
1) Different snow structures. Even though the measurement
areas of [16] in Canada and the area in Finland used here
are all classified as taiga [17], the data set of [16] includes
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TABLE X
B IASES OF S CENARIO 7 FOR F IVE E PISODES OF THE W INTER

2) Size of the data set. The data set used here covers the
whole winter from the first snow to the final snow melt
in the spring. Article [16] uses campaign data from ten
consecutive days.
3) Reference data set. Article [16] compares simulations to
airborne data, while here, satellite data are used. The
choice of reference data has two major implications:
With airborne data, the effects of atmosphere can be
considered almost negligible, while with satellite data,
the modeling of atmosphere is important. Moreover, the
spatial resolution of airborne radiometer measurements is
about 80 m [16], while the resolution of AMSR-E data is
5–60 km, depending on frequency [26].
Table IX shows the unbiased rms errors of scenarios 1–3
for dry snow periods. On 18.7 GHz, scenario 1 has the lowest
unbiased rms error, but on 36.5 GHz, scenario 2 is better. In
the whole frequency range of 6.9–89.0 GHz, scenario 1 has
the lowest unbiased rms errors on most frequencies when only
dry snow periods are studied but also when the whole winter
data set is considered. Equation (2) used in scenario 1 works
well also on the two lowest frequencies, which are outside the
frequency range of this extinction coefficient model. For these
reasons, model (2) was used in scenarios 4–7.
C. Grain Size Estimation and Modeling
Fig. 8. AMSR-E measurement versus brightness temperature simulated using
the grain size modeled with (16) (scenario 7) on (a) 18.7, (b) 36.5 GHz, and
(c) channel difference 18.7–36.5 GHz on V polarization. The bias, rms errors,
and correlations of the simulations are listed in column 7 of Tables IV–VII.

smaller SWE values and larger grain sizes than the one
used here. Article [16] does not describe the vertical
structure of the snowpack. Here, many different conditions from homogeneous snowpack to a case of nine layers with different grain sizes and shapes were included.

The effect of grain size was studied further by minimizing
the error of simulated brightness temperatures with (15). The
time series of estimated and measured grain sizes (Dave ) are
shown in Fig. 6. The correlations between the estimated and
measured grain sizes are low, less than 0.4 when whole winter
is considered and less than 0.5 when only dry snow periods are
studied. The differences between scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are very
small. The low correlation values were expected, since here,
all the simulation errors were compensated by adjusting the
grain size.
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Fig. 7 shows the estimated and measured grain sizes (Dave )
on 36.5-GHz V polarization for scenarios 1–3. In particular, in
scenario 1 the estimated grain size of dry snow tends to saturate
on large values. It is possible that the thick depth hoar layer of
large grains at the bottom of the snowpack dominates the calculation of Dave too much. Therefore, a new model was adopted
for the calculation of an effective grain size Deﬀ from the
measured layer-thickness-weighted average grain sizes Dave .
In practice, the empirical formula for Deﬀ (16) was applied
to the minimization procedure similar to (15) with parameters
A and B
min

n


(Deﬀ (A, B) − Dest )2

TABLE XI
U NBIASED RMS E RRORS OF S CENARIO 7
FOR F IVE E PISODES OF THE W INTER

(17)

i=1

where n is the number of dry snow observation cases. Since the
grain size estimation according to (15) was done separately for
all channels, also the constants A and B were calculated for all
channels. However, the values for different channels were so
close to each other that A = 1.5 and B = 1.5 were chosen for
all frequencies and both polarizations.
Scenario 7 was calculated using
Deﬀ = 1.5 · (1 − e−1.5·Dave )

(18)

instead of Dave . The scatterplots of results on 18.7 and
36.5 GHz, as well as their difference, are shown in Fig. 8.
The correlations between the measured and simulated channel
differences TB,18.7V − TB,36.5V are 0.83 in scenario 1 and 0.88
in scenario 7. Tables IV–VII show higher correlation and lower
rms error on both polarizations but larger bias in scenario 7
than in scenarios 1–3. The new grain size model (18) is better
able to predict the channel difference TB,18.7V − TB,36.5V , in
addition to individual channels, than the simple layer-thicknessweighted average of grain size. The simulated brightness temperature time series have lower rms error when only dry snow
periods are considered, as well as when the whole winter time
series are studied.

TABLE XII
C ORRELATIONS B ETWEEN S CENARIO 7 AND AMSR-E
M EASUREMENTS FOR THE F IVE E PISODES OF THE W INTER

D. Simulation With Limited In Situ Data
Scenario 4 was run with only SD and air temperature data,
which are commonly measured from many places, and all
the other input parameters were estimated from these two.
The results in Tables IV–VII column 4 show higher correlation between the measured and simulated time series than in
scenarios 1–3 on all channels. Moreover, the bias and rms errors
are, on most channels, the lowest in scenario 4.
As Table II shows, the AMSR-E measurements correlate very
well with air temperature. Thus, the air temperature, with the
addition of SD, is adequate to simulate most of the variations in
brightness temperature.
The results might also reflect the problems in grain size
measurements: The measurement process is not very exact,
but the layer thicknesses and grain sizes vary with personnel
performing measurements. Moreover, the calculation of Dave
from the measured profiles causes additional errors, like the
saturation of estimated grain sizes noted in Section V-C proves.
Finally, grain size profiles were measured only in one location,

and the snow structure is not uniform over the entire satellite
pixel.
As a conclusion, the HUT snow model with only the measurements of air temperature and SD is quite reliable, at least
when long time series are considered.
E. Comparison of Ground-Based Data and Profiles
Scenario 5 was calculated with radiosounding profiles of
pressure, temperature, and humidity without any input data of
cloud parameters. There is not much difference in the biases and
correlations of scenarios 1 and 5, but the difference of unbiased
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Fig. 9. AMSR-E measurement and simulation results of scenario 7 on (a) and (g) 6.9-, (b) and (h) 10.65-, (c) and (i) 18.7-, (d) and (j) 23.8-, (e) and (k) 36.5-,
and (f) and (l) 89.0-GHz V and H polarizations, respectively. Wet snow periods are marked with gray.

rms errors increases with frequency, and scenario 5 has larger
error values than scenario 1.
Clouds were included in scenario 6) through AWS cloud
bottom height measurements and historical ECMWF ERA-40

profiles. Columns 5–6 in Tables IV–VII show that this crude
method of cloud modeling does not improve the simulation
results. Moreover, scenarios 1–3 with a constant statistical
atmosphere still have lower bias and rms error. This implies
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that the statistical atmospheric model is better than the profile
data in the calculation of atmospheric effects, when the physical
model [12, Ch. 5] is applied with balloon-borne sounding
profile data. In addition, the use of sounding profiles does not
appear to increase simulation accuracy. In addition, variations
in the atmosphere appear to have only a marginal effect on
brightness temperature, and significant simulation errors originate from other sources.
F. Temporal Analysis of Scenario 7
To see in more details if the HUT snow model can track the
variation of brightness temperature over time, the winter was
divided into five episodes.
1) Early winter (until December 31): Less than 20 cm of
snow. Air temperature varies below and above 0 ◦ C.
2) Accumulation (January 1–February 4): Snowpack deepens from 10 to 55 cm, and air temperature varies between
0 and −30 ◦ C.
3) Midwinter (February 5–March 7): Deep snowpack
(50–60 cm); air temperature below 0 ◦ C.
4) Early snowmelt (March 8–April 10): Deep snowpack
(55–68 cm). Air temperature varies below and above 0 ◦ C.
5) Snowmelt (April 11 onward): Snow melts (from 68 to
0 cm), and air temperature is above 0 ◦ C.
The biases, unbiased rms errors, and correlations of
scenario 7 for these five periods are shown in Tables X–XII.
The simulation results and AMSR-E measurements are shown
in Fig. 9. As an example, more detailed results for the five
episodes of the winter on channel difference 18.7–36.5 GHz
on V polarization are shown in Fig. 10.
During early winter, simulations and AMSR-E measurements do not match. In particular, on low-frequency simulations
and measurements are far from each other. The correlation is
better on higher frequencies, but still, the biases and rms errors
are quite large. One possible reason for the poor results is
snow patchiness, which is not accounted for in the simulations.
The consecutive melt–refreeze cycles form ice layers which,
together with snow patchiness, modify the snow brightness
temperature.
During the snow accumulation period, both the measured
and simulated brightness temperatures generally decrease with
the increasing SD. The up- and downward peaks in brightness
temperature are in the same locations in both the simulations
and the AMSR-E measurements, but the amplitude of variations
is much larger (about 15 K) in the AMSR-E data than in the
simulation results (about 5 K). The changes in the measured
brightness temperature follow those in air temperature (correlation from 0.77 to 0.95, depending on channel). This reflects
the results of Section V-D, where air temperature was noted
to explain the changes in the measured brightness temperature
very well.
In midwinter, the measured brightness temperature generally
increases. Rosenfeld and Grody [27] explained the increase
of brightness temperature with increasing SD in late winter
by metamorphic changes in the snow crystalline structure.
Despite the inclusion of grain size data in the simulation, the
brightness temperature minimum of the simulation is later (at

Fig. 10. Simulation 7 result and AMSR-E measurement on channel difference
18.7–36.5-GHz V polarization during (a) early winter, (b) snow accumulation,
(c) midwinter, (d) begin of snowmelt, and (e) snowmelt season. Wet snow
periods are marked with gray.

the end of February) than in the AMSR-E data (beginning of
January). In particular, on H polarization, the measured brightness temperature actually increases during the whole dry snow
season in the accumulation period and midwinter. Only at the
end of midwinter, when also simulated brightness temperature
increases, the simulated and measured brightness temperatures
are on the same level. For the whole midwinter period, only
on 89 GHz, the simulation follows the AMSR-E measurements
well: The peaks are in their correct locations, and the general
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trend is the same in simulations and measurements. Again, the
amplitude of variations in satellite measurements is much larger
than in the simulations.
During the early snowmelt period, the variation in brightness
temperature is the largest of the five periods due to several
melt–refreeze cycles. On 18.7 GHz, the simulations follow
the measurements well. Since, in the simulations, the snow
moisture content is assumed to be either 0% or 0.5%, the jumps
in simulated brightness temperature are very radical, and the
brightness temperature of wet snow is always about 270 K.
In natural snowpacks, the moisture content changes gradually,
and thus, the increases/decreases in brightness temperature
are slower. The small increases of the measured brightness
temperature during the first detected wet snow period and in
between of the second and the third wet snow periods might
be the results of moist snow with lower moisture content than
0.5%. However, with the used dry snow detection algorithm,
only the first peak of these is noticed, and thus, the second peak
does not appear in the simulations. The difference in brightness
temperatures between dry and wet snow is the same on all
the channels (about 20 K) in the simulations. In AMSR-E
measurements, the difference is about 5 K on the two lowest
frequencies, but from 18.7 GHz upward, the difference is
modeled well.
The dry season at the end of early snowmelt period is
modeled well only on the lowest and highest frequencies.
Otherwise, the simulated value is much too large. On the lowest
and highest frequencies, the penetration depth of microwave
radiation to snow is either very large (about 10 m) or very
low (about 1 cm), and thus, the snow cover does not affect the
simulation results much. Even a small change of +0.15 mm
to the snow grain size would reduce the error greatly on 18.7,
23.8, and 36.5 GHz. The same applies also for the beginning of
the snowmelt period. This shows that the HUT snow model is
very sensitive also to other parameters than air temperature. In
particular, grain size has a large effect on the simulation results,
and thus, small errors in the input parameters cause large errors
in the results.
During snowmelt, except for the 89-GHz channels, the simulated brightness temperature stays at about 270 K for the whole
time until all the snow has melted and the brightness temperature suddenly drops. The AMSR-E measurement decreases
more gradually. Here again, snow patchiness was not accounted
for: On April 27, about half of the ground was already free of
snow at the snow pit site. The liquid water in snow lifts the
simulated brightness temperatures to the level of 270 K until all
the snow has melted on May 10.
From the point of view of satellite snow algorithms, the
interesting factor is whether the difference TB,18.7 − TB,36.5 is
modeled better than the individual frequencies. According to
Tables X–XII, generally, the rms error of the channel difference
is lower and correlation higher than those of the individual
frequencies. During early winter [Fig. 10(a)], there seems to
be a temporal bias of a couple of days in the simulations. There
is a clear explanation for the delay of the first brightness temperature jump at the end of October. Since SWE was calculated
using a curve fitted to the measurements of the whole winter,
SWE gets nonzero values only after the SD has reached 5 cm.
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The first snow (showing depths of < 5 cm) fell on the same day
that the AMSR-E channel difference jumps upward. This is not
considered in the simulations, as SWE is estimated to be 0 mm
for this period.
At the end of November, the simulation reacts to drop
(November 26) and rise (December 1) of the measured SD.
Since SD does not reach zero, there is no temporal difference
between the changes in SD and SWE. The AMSR-E data have
two separate drops, November 22–27 and December 9–13.
In both cases, there is a high peak in AMSR-E 36.5-GHz
data and a little lower peak on 18.7 GHz. In December, there
is a simultaneous peak in the measured air temperature and
snow grain size, but there are no dramatic changes in any of
the measured parameters in November. Possibly, this drop in
the AMSR-E channel difference is the effect of interaction of
changes in snow grain size, air temperature, snow wetness, and
patchiness.
However, all these problems are related to very thin snowpack and are not present later in the winter. In particular, during
snow accumulation, the bias of the channel difference is much
lower than that of the individual channels. During the last three
periods, the effect is not as clear, but still, the unbiased rms
errors, and, in most cases, biases, are lower on the channel
difference than on individual channels.

VI. S UMMARY
The brightness temperature time series of snow-covered
ground in varying snow and atmospheric conditions have been
simulated using the HUT snow emission model. Seven different
scenarios were simulated. The simulations calculated with input
data measured during daytime had lower bias and unbiased
rms error than the simulations with automatical measurements
during nighttime.
Different models for snow extinction coefficient have been
compared. The model [13] had the lowest unbiased rms errors
on most simulated frequencies both with the whole winter
data set and only dry snow periods. It performed quite well
also with frequencies outside its original applicability range.
The simulations with limited in situ data set showed that the
HUT snow emission model is quite reliable even when only air
temperature and SD data are available.
By comparing the ground-based air temperature measurements and a statistical atmospheric model with balloon-borne
sounding profiles and a physical atmospheric model, it was
found that the simulations with the statistical model had lower
bias and rms error.
A time series of optimized grain sizes was calculated by
minimizing the simulation error. The optimized grain size
tended to saturate with large values, and therefore, a new
model to calculate an effective grain size has been adopted.
The simulation with the effective grain size as input has lower
rms error and higher correlation with AMSR-E data than the
simulation with the measured grain size. The simulation with
the effective grain size was also able to model the channel
difference TB,18.7V − TB,36.5V , often used in remote sensing
of snow, with a bias close to zero.
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a b s t r a c t
The spatial resolution of passive microwave observations from space is of the order of tens of kilometers with
currently available instruments, such as the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E). The large ﬁeld of view of these instruments dictates that the observed
brightness temperature can originate from heterogeneous land cover, with different vegetation and surface
properties.
In this study, we assess the inﬂuence of freshwater lakes on the observed brightness temperature of AMSR-E
in winter conditions. The study focuses on the geographic region of Finland, where lakes account for 10% of
the total terrestrial area. We present a method to mitigate for the inﬂuence of lakes through forward modeling of
snow covered lakes, as a part of a microwave emission simulation scheme of space-borne observations. We apply
a forward model to predict brightness temperatures of snow covered sceneries over several winter seasons,
using available data on snow cover, vegetation and lake ice cover to set the forward model input parameters.
Comparison of model estimates with space-borne observations shows that the modeling accuracy improves in
the majority of examined cases when lakes are accounted for, with respect to the case where lakes are not included
in the simulation. Moreover, we present a method for applying the correction to the retrieval of Snow Water
Equivalent (SWE) in lake-rich areas, using a numerical inversion method of the forward model. In a comparison
to available independent validation data on SWE, also the retrieval accuracy is seen to improve when applying
the inﬂuence of snow covered lakes in the emission model.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The cryosphere is an important component in the Earth's climate
system. Its importance is underlined by the variability and the change
in physical properties of its components. The highly varying snow
component of the climate system includes many positive feedbacks
e.g. the temperature–ice-albedo feedback. These have a strong impact
on the surface energy budget especially at higher latitudes (Lemke et
al., 2007). Presently, the only method available for global snow cover
monitoring on a revisit time sufﬁcient for addressing needs of climate
modeling studies is through satellite remote sensing. Optical and high
frequency sensors provide information on snow extent and e.g. snow
albedo, while microwave frequencies can be employed to detect
snow volume and water content, as well as the extent of snow
cover. Microwaves provide the unique advantage of being only lightly
affected by weather and unaffected by lighting conditions, a critical
factor in polar areas (Tedesco & Wang, 2006). Furthermore, passive
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microwave sensors (radiometers) provide near-global coverage
with a high revisit time, up to several times a day.
However, current operational spaceborne microwave radiometers
have a weak spatial resolution, originating from a large ﬁeld of view,
typically in the scale of tens of kilometers. As a result, the heterogeneity
of land cover has an important role in the interpretation of observations.
In particular, the presence of freshwater lakes and other water bodies in
the ﬁeld of view of a satellite instrument can cause a signiﬁcant effect on
the observed brightness temperature, as the emissivity of water differs
considerably from that of dry ground at microwave frequencies (Rees et
al., 2006). The differing background affects the total microwave emission observed, the effect depending on the penetration depth of a
given frequency (Hall et al., 1981).
Several methods have been proposed for detection of snow cover
properties, such as snow depth and water equivalent, through the interpretation of microwave radiometer observations. Typical inversion
algorithms rely on a linear regression formula between snow depth
and the difference of two observed frequency bands, as proposed by
Chang et al. (1987). Different empirical ﬁts and derivates of this approach have been proposed in the literature for both region speciﬁc
and global applications (Derksen et al., 2003, 2005, 2010; Foster et
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al., 1997; Goodison & Walker, 1995; Hallikainen & Jolma, 1992; Kelly
et al., 2003). Variations in land cover can be taken into account
through e.g. a fractional vegetation correction (e.g. Foster et al.,
1997) or through the application of region-speciﬁc algorithms (e.g.
Derksen et al., 2003).
Approaches have also been proposed to apply a radiative transfer
model to predict the emitted microwave brightness temperature
from snow covered ground, using numerical model inversion to calculate snow properties from observations (Pulliainen & Hallikainen,
2001). Compared to purely empirical methods this approach has the
distinct advantage of accounting for differing snow properties, such
as temperature, density or snow grain size, all of which affect the
total observed brightness temperature. However, both the purely empirical algorithms and the emission modeling approach are susceptible to inaccuracies related to heterogeneity of the land cover. For
SWE retrieval algorithms formulated following Chang et al. (1987),
this presents a source of error as the background signal may vary
depending on the amount of e.g. water bodies present in the ﬁeld of
view of the satellite instrument. The effect increases with increasing
wavelength, due to increased penetration depth, thus affecting most
the lower frequency (typically K band, e.g. 19 GHz see Gunn et al.,
2011). Water bodies in a satellite's ﬁeld of view will thus generate a
bias on a SWE estimate based on a ﬁxed ratio of this frequency and
a higher frequency (typically at Ka band, e.g. 37 GHz). The bias is usually
negative, as the water bodies in the observation lower the average K
band signal, causing the typically positive K–Ka band signal difference
to decrease, which is in turn interpreted as a lower value of SWE. Recent
studies have shown a correlation between airborne and space-borne
observations of brightness temperature of snow-covered ground and
fractional lake cover (Derksen et al., 2009; Lemmetyinen et al., 2009).
The resulting error in estimation of SWE holds also for approaches relying
on emission model inversion, if the differing background emission is unaccounted for.
Operational SWE retrieval algorithms typically mask out areas
with signiﬁcant lake coverage (Takala et al., in press); however, for
areas such as Finland and e.g. parts of the Canadian tundra region,
this results in the exclusion a signiﬁcant portion of the observations.
The purpose of this study is to examine brightness temperature emissions from freshwater bodies as a potential source of error in snow
parameter retrieval methods applying passive microwave observations. We employ an electromagnetic forward model to estimate the
brightness temperature of snow covered ground over a lake-rich
area, and examine the model's capability to account for the inﬂuence
of snow covered frozen lakes. Next, we propose a method to account
for fractional lake cover in the inversion of the emission model for
retrieval of snow water equivalent (SWE). The goal is to extend the
applicability of SWE retrieval also to cover lake rich areas, thus potentially improving overall estimations of accumulated SWE.
Despite the existing global applications for retrieval of SWE from
passive microwave observations (e.g. Takala et al., in press), this
study is restricted to the geographic area of Finland. Finland has an
area of 338 424 km 2, of which freshwater lakes account for
34525 km 2. Snow typically covers close to 100% of the land areas during
winter months, with snow cover lasting for typically 75–100 days in
southern parts of the country, and up to over 200 days in northern
parts above the 67th parallel (Drebs et al., 2002). Furthermore, Finland
has an extensive network of in situ observations on snow cover and lake
ice available. These factors make the area ideal for applying and testing
the methodology presented in this study.
2. Forward model for satellite scenery brightness temperature
In this ﬁrst part of this study, we apply an electromagnetic forward model for simulation of brightness temperature sceneries at different frequencies, as observed from a satellite, during three winter
seasons (2005–2008) in Finland. The applied model is the HUT

snow emission model (Pulliainen et al., 1999), adapted for multiple
layers of snow or ice (Lemmetyinen et al., 2010). The simulation is
performed to a common grid with available AMSR-E data. Model inputs for the simulation of individual observations (grid cells) are derived from available land cover, snow and meteorological data. The
simulated sceneries are compared to AMSR-E observations on several
channels, in order to examine the effect of lakes and other freshwater
bodies on the simulation outputs.
The aim of the forward model experiment was
1. To demonstrate how lakes and other freshwater bodies affect
spaceborne passive microwave observations over the winter
period,
2. To examine to what degree the effect can be simulated by applying the presented forward emission model for lakes.
2.1. Modiﬁed HUT snow emission model for snow covered lake ice
The original HUT snow emission model describes microwave emission in the frequency range of 1–90 GHz for frozen ground covered by
a homogeneous snowpack (Hallikainen et al., 1987; Pulliainen et al.,
1999). Separate models account vegetation and atmospheric effects
(Kruopis et al., 1999; Pulliainen et al., 1997). The ground layer is treated
with a semi-empirical model, modifying Fresnel reﬂection coefﬁcients
based on microwave observations of soils (Wegmüller & Mätzler, 1999).
The effect of the vegetation layer (forests) is accounted by applying a
model by Kruopis et al. (1999); the model is based on airborne observations of snow-covered forests with differing values of biomass (stem volume, m3/ha). An expansion to the snow emission model, allowing the
simulation of multiple layers of snow, was presented by Lemmetyinen
et al. (2010).
The model expansion for multiple layers (Lemmetyinen et al.,
2010) also allows the inclusion of ice layers within the simulated
snowpack, describing the ice as a simple non-scattering layer of absorptive media. Reﬂection and refraction at all layer interfaces are calculated considering only incoherent effects. The emissivity of water
underneath the ice-snow system is considered by calculating the
dielectric constant according to Klein and Swift (1977).
A schematic diagram of the structure of snow covered frozen lakes
is presented in Fig. 1. The present emission model considers only congelation (black) ice covered by snow (Fig. 1a). This is a simpliﬁcation
of lake ice characteristics especially in the late winter period, when
slushing events cause water to surge above the ice level as the combined weight of accumulated snow and ice overcomes the buoyancy
of the ice (e.g. Adams & Lasenby, 1985). Refreezing of the water
after these events results in the formation of a snow-ice (or: white
ice) layer between the black ice and snow cover. This is depicted in
Fig. 1b. This layer of white ice differs in terms of density, and thus dielectric properties, from the pure congelation ice below and the snow
cover on top. Adams and Lasenby (1978) give measured density
values of 0.838–0.886 g/cm 3 for the white ice layer over lakes in
Canada, compared to the value of 0.916 g/cm 3 for pure ice.
In the model, all surfaces are considered ideally smooth with the
exception of the lowest boundary between soil and snow, or that between ice and water in the case of lakes. The lowest boundary roughness is considered as an empirical ﬁtting parameter. This boundary
forms the largest dielectric contrast in the model, emphasizing the
effect of applying an empirical parameter for roughness. The layer beneath the lowest interface is considered to be quasi-inﬁnite; therefore, the upwelling microwave emission is only dependant on the
physical temperature of the layer, and the transmissivity characteristics of the interface. The lowest interface is considered to be a ﬂat horizontal surface, superimposed only by small random variations of
surface height. In the case of natural lake and sea ice, deformation
of ice could also cause larger variations in comparison to microwave
wavelengths, and would result in the appearance of incoherent
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vegetation emission properties. Atmospheric effects over a single
grid cell are considered to be uniform. The effect of topography on
the local incidence angle is not considered. The fractional proportion
of the total area in the observation of each ground cover type,
obtained from land cover information, is used to weigh each brightness temperature in the calculation of the total scenery emission.
This gives for the total brightness temperature simply as
tot

M

TB ¼ ∑ βμ TB;μ ;

ð2Þ

μ¼1

where βμ is the fractional (0–1) coverage and TB, μ the brightness temN

perature originating from land cover type μ, so that ∑ βμ ¼ 1.
μ¼1

Fig. 1. Schematics of the structure of snow-covered lake ice (following Adams & Lasenby,
1985). Snow cover on top of newly formed congelation (black) ice (a). Slushing of water
through cracks in congelation ice layer, and formation of snow ice (b).

reﬂectivity components. However, no models in predicting ice deformation magnitude are known to the authors; nor were any in situ
data on lake ice deformation available for this study. Therefore, the
Fresnel reﬂectivity coefﬁcients are modiﬁed by small scale surface
roughness variations only through the coherent reﬂectivity component, so that following Choudhury et al. (1979)
 2 
2


 


2 2
2
rp  ¼ rp:Fresnel  exp −4k h cos θ ;

ð1Þ

where rp. Fresnel is the Fresnel reﬂection coefﬁcient for polarization p, k
is the wave number, h the height variation (RMS) of the rough surface
and θ the incidence angle. No measurement data of the small scale
RMS height variation of the water/ice boundary was available; therefore the surface roughness is considered as a purely empirical ﬁtting
parameter. The only restriction considered was that in order for (1)
to be valid, the height variations should satisfy the condition kh b b 1
(Kazumori et al., 2008).
The model has been applied previously for simulation of snowcovered lake ice emission e.g. by Gunn et al. (2011). The study compared model predictions based on in situ observations at 6.9, 19 and
37 GHz to airborne data acquired on the same frequencies in April
2008 over frozen brackish and freshwater lakes in Inuvik, Northwest
Territories, Canada. Several model runs were considered; results
showed that when applying a RMS height variation of 1 mm in
Eq. (1) over freshwater lakes, the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE)
of model estimates against airborne observations was 7.89 K and
11.96 K for 19 and 37 vertical polarization, respectively. Larger errors
of over 18 K were found for the lower frequency 6.9 GHz model estimates, as well as for estimates made considering the ice layer an ideally
smooth surface (23.85, 11.17 12.85 K for 6.9, 18.7 and 37 GHz,
respectively).
2.2. Fractional proportion of land cover types
The forward model for predicting the emitted microwave brightness temperature, presented in the previous section, is applied considering that the emission of a simulation grid cell consists of
varying types of land cover, each with distinct ground, snow and

National CLC2006 (Corine Land Cover 2006, Törmä et al., 2008)
data is used to obtain the fractional proportion of a given land cover
type in the satellite observation; the classiﬁcation divides land cover
into 46 classes. The data are available at 25 m resolution. Here, the
original classiﬁcation is simpliﬁed to four different classes; (1) forested
areas, (2) lakes, (3) open (non-forested) areas and (4) other areas, including major roadways and urban areas. The percentage of each land
class type in the study area is presented in Table 1.
Forested areas include both sparsely and densely forested areas,
and forests overlying several soil types (mineral soil, peat). Freshwater lakes and rivers are treated separately from coastal (sea) areas,
and grid cells on coastal areas with the proportion of (sea) water of
above 10% are included in class (4). Simulation grid cells with more
than 10% of class (4) are excluded from the study representing a
total of 7.4% of the available grid cells from the study area. The excluded cells are mostly located in coastal areas; although the presented methods would be applicable in principal also to these, this
exclusion was made due to difﬁculties in acquiring accurate in situ information on the sea ice status.
This study uses EASE (Equal Area Scalable Earth) -gridded brightness temperature observations from AMSR-E/Aqua as a reference to
model simulations and as an input in SWE retrieval experiments
(Knowles et al., 2006). The EASE grids are produced by means of Inverse Distant Square interpolation from AMSR-E Global Swath
Spatially-Resampled Brightness Temperatures. Determination of the
fractional proportion of a given land cover type is performed simply
by determining the geographic extent of each AMSR-E grid cell,
based on the given center point, resolution and orientation of the
EASE grid. All simulations and SWE retrieval experiments are made
in the same grid.
3. In situ data
The primary data available for model input consist of daily weather station observations of snow depth and air temperature, as well as
periodic observations of lake ice thickness and the depth of snow on
lake ice. Weather station data on snow depth was taken from a total
of 73 sites in the study area (see Fig. 2) during three winter seasons
(October to May, during winter seasons between 2005 and 2008).
The measurements are largely automated, being based on acoustic
snow sensors The data is available at a temporal resolution of up to
10 min; however, daily averages were used.

Table 1
Division of study area into four generalized land cover classes. Appearance of each class
as percentage of total area.
Class no. #

Class name

Percentage in study area [%]

1
2
3
4

Forest
Open
Water
Other

75.0
13.0
10.2
1.8
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Fig. 2. Location of weather stations reporting daily snow depth in Finland and surroundings in 2005–2008, and sites of manual lake ice measurement sites (a). Location
of snow courses giving reference SD and SWE information (+120 sites measured
monthly) in the same period (b).

Snow course measurements by the Finnish Environment Institute
(SYKE) are used as reference value of SWE. The locations of active
snow courses in 2007 are shown in Fig. 2b. Each snow course consists
of 40–80 measurements of snow depth and 4–8 measurements of
snow density along a predeﬁned course of 2–4 km. The measurements are typically conducted on the 15th day of each month, with
some courses measured also on the 1st. The exact dates may vary
by a few days depending on occasion. The snow courses are typically
deﬁned so that they cover both forested and open areas in the region,
thus making possible the analysis of the snow situation by different
land cover types. Data from over 120 snow courses around the country were available for this study.
For lake ice, available in situ information consists of ice depth
measurements performed operationally by the Finnish Environment
Institute (SYKE). Over 50 lakes are measured for ice depth, snow on
ice depth and ice stratigraphy, typically every 10 days during the winter. The locations of available lake ice measurement locations used in
this study are depicted in Fig. 2a. Each measurement on lake ice consists of three observations of ice thickness and stratigraphy (depth of
white and black ice layers), and the average of nine observations of
snow depth on ice; three snow depth values are recorded for each
ice thickness measurement location, using a ﬁxed measurement
pattern.
3.1. Snow cover
To set model parameters for snow cover, available weather station
observations of snow depth (see Fig. 2a) are used for each simulated
date. The snow depth information is interpolated over the simulated
EASE grid to form a background ﬁeld of snow depth. Ordinary kriging
interpolation is applied (see e.g. Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989). For the
geographic area of Finland, this can be considered a relatively accurate method due to the high density of available observations and
considering the aims of the experiment; even though the method
does not capture the true variability of snow cover the aim of the forward model experiment is not to simulate satellite observations accurately as such, but rather to examine the inﬂuence of freshwater lakes
in the simulation.
No in situ information on grain size or snow moisture content was
available on the large scale required by the forward model simulations. However, grain size is one of the main parameters affecting
scattering and thus total emission from a snowpack (Pulliainen et
al., 1999). For the purposes of this study, the snowpack (excluding
the portion of snow on ice over frozen lakes) is considered to be

horizontally and vertically homogeneous for each given land cover
type, with a constant effective grain size parameter. A grain size
value of 1 mm is used for all simulations, regardless of land cover
type or region; furthermore, the possible evolution of the grain size
with increasing time and snowpack thickness is not considered. The
value was obtained by ﬁtting model estimates of brightness temperature to observations over regions with low lake coverage (b10%) for
the winter period of 2005–2006. A previous study from one winter season indicated the grain size to vary from 0.5 mm to 2 mm in midwinter
for the Sodankylä region in Northern Finland (Kontu & Pulliainen,
2010); the obtained value thus falls within this range. It is acknowledged
that applying a constant grain size brings a degree of uncertainty to the
simulations, but these are considered to be irrelevant regarding the purposes of the forward modeling experiment. The purpose of the experiment is evaluate possibilities for compensating for the effects of lakes,
rather than validate the absolute accuracy of the model simulations.
Wet snow represents a source of uncertainty in brightness temperature simulations; although the HUT model includes the possibility
to account for the volumetric proportion of free water in the snowpack,
accurate in situ information was not available for the forward model
simulations on a satellite scale. Therefore, moisture content in snow is
considered by applying a wet snow mask based on satellite observations. A simple brightness temperature condition using the AMSR-E
36.5 GHz channels is applied, following Hall et al. (2002), so that the
brightness temperature observed must satisfy
TB;37H b 240 K
TB;37V b 250 K:

ð3Þ

If the condition in Eq. (3) is not met, the snow is considered wet
and the grid cell in question is excluded from the evaluation.
3.2. Lake ice
Information on lake ice depth and snow depth on lake ice is essential for the forward model experiment presented, as together with the
emissivity of the underlying water, these parameters are the main
factors driving emission from ice and snow covered lakes. Fig. 3a depicts a comparison of snow depth measurements on land (weather
stations) and lake ice (SYKE manual measurements). The data are
taken from stations and sites north of the 62nd parallel during the
winter season 2006–2007. Error bars depict the standard deviation
of measurements available during a single day. The data for lake ice
are shown for dates when manual data was available, i.e. on average
every 10 days. Fig. 3b, on the other hand, shows the average values
of ice thickness measurements for the same area and time period.
Error bars again depict the standard deviation of measurements.
The portion of white ice measured is also plotted.
As an additional source of information, a series of snow pit measurements over lake ice were available from the winter of 2009–
2010. The measurements were made at Lake Orajärvi (67.35N,
26.82E), near Sodankylä, Northern Finland. Amongst other parameters, snow density, SWE and average grain size were measured
twice a month. Reference snow pit information over land is available
from a site less than 10 km from the lake. The measured densities of
snow on lake ice averaged at 0.21 g/cm 3; the value is comparable to
densities measured on land. This is contrary to more extensive studies
e.g. over tundra areas; campaigns conducted in Canada over several
years reported average density values of 0.273 to 0.347 g/cm 3 for
snow over land, compared to densities 0.328 to 0.371 g/cm 3 for
lakes (Derksen et al., 2009). These values may be more representative
of the relation of snow density on lakes and dry terrain, than the relation obtained from the single lake in Finland; nevertheless, a common density value was used in the analysis for both, following the
obtained results from Lake Orajärvi, as a more extensive measurement database from the study region was not available.
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4. Forward model simulation results
4.1. Correlation of AMSR-E observations with lake cover
AMSR-E observations from the test area of simulations (corresponding to Fig. 2) were analyzed against their correlation with increasing lake coverage at different frequencies during the winter
season. A strong correlation would show that lakes have a possible effect on the microwave response, although other factors may affect the
outcome, such as different snow characteristics over terrestrial areas
of the lake rich regions, compared to surrounding areas. Fig. 4
shows the time series of the correlation coefﬁcient R between brightness temperature observed by AMSR-E and fractional lake cover in a
grid cell, calculated over the whole study area of 16−32° E, 58−72°
N during the winter season of 2006–2007. Displayed are results for
three frequencies, 10.65, 18.7 and 36.5 GHz. The last two frequencies
are the main frequency pair typically applied for snow parameter retrieval (e.g. Chang et al., 1987; Foster et al., 1997; Kelly et al., 2003).

Fig. 3. (a): Average of daily values of snow depth at weather stations, and average of
snow depth on lake ice measurements (every 10 days) north of 62nd parallel, winter
season 2006–2007. Error bars show standard deviation of measurement readings.
(b) Average of lake ice thickness measurements, including portion of white ice,
above 62nd parallel, winter season 2006–2007.

The grain size (diameter) was estimated visually from photography of snow grain samples against a reference grid, following Fierz
et al. (2009). A high degree of subjectivity is related to observations
made in this fashion; therefore, the presented results for grain size
are not considered in the modeling or retrieval experiments in this
study. Nevertheless, the reported grain diameter values over land average
between 0.75 and up to 2 mm at the end of the season, reﬂecting the
presence of a depth hoar layer in the late season, with large faceted
grains up to over 5 mm in diameter appearing especially in the late season. These types of large grains are lacking in the lake ice observations,
where the largest grains were identiﬁed to be less than 2 mm in diameter throughout the season, the average value being typically between 0.5
and 1 mm. This is contrary to ﬁndings over tundra lakes, where the
depth hoar layer formed up to over 70% of the total snow over lakes
(Derksen et al., 2009). However, the available data for this study represented only one lake in Northern Finland, and no deﬁnite conclusions
over snow properties could be made. As a consequence, the data was
considered too scarce to deﬁne a different grain size setting for lakes
compared to snow over land surfaces. The value of 1 mm was thus
used for lakes in both forward modeling and retrieval experiments.
3.3. Vegetation
The vegetation stem volume, calculated for each simulated grid
cell, is based on national forestry data provided by the Finnish Environment agency. Data are available at 25 m resolution, representing
the average stem volume (in m 3/ha) for the forested proportion of
the grid cell. For this study, these data are aggregated to the 25 km
resolution of the EASE grid.

Fig. 4. Correlation coefﬁcient R of AMSR-E brightness temperatures at (a) 10.65,
(b) 18.7 and (c) 37 GHz with fractional freshwater lake cover, over geographic area
of 16–32° E, 58–72° N during winter season 2006–2007. Sample size N for correlations
507. Correlations signiﬁcant at 95% shown.
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The motivation for examining the lower 10.65 GHz channel arises
from suggested possibilities to apply also these frequencies for snow
cover monitoring over deep snowpacks in tundra areas, and to overcome vegetation effects affecting the 37 GHz signal (Derksen, 2008);
for the 10.65 GHz channel, the presence of lakes would be a particular
problem due to the increased penetration depth of the microwave
signal (Gunn et al., 2011).
The displayed timeline in Fig. 4 begins with a snow-free situation
in November, when strong stable negative correlation of R = −0.8 is
apparent on the lower two frequencies, and −0.6/−0.3 on 37 GHz
V/H polarizations, respectively. This is due to the low apparent brightness temperature of lakes, compared to surrounding terrain. The correlation remains mostly stable on 10.65 GHz V-pol throughout the
winter, with some exceptions in late December and early January.
This is due to the high penetration depth at 10 GHz for dry snow
cover. Sudden changes in the correlation apparent in Fig. 4 are related
to snow melt events, when emission from wet snow dominates the
signal for both lakes and surrounding terrain. This was veriﬁed with
air temperature data from weather stations; the average daily air
temperature over the grid cells used in the analysis is presented in
Fig. 5. After mid-March, the correlation rapidly disappears, again possibly due to the onset of snow melt over both lakes and surrounding
terrain, seen as nearly constant above-zero temperatures in Fig. 5. For
18.7 GHz, the negative correlation of the signal to increasing lake fraction decreases during the winter from the start value of − 0.8 in November; similar “peaks” of zero correlation can be observed as with
10.65 GHz. The value also oscillates between positive correlations
and −0.5 during the winter period, indicating rapid changes in the
microwave response over lakes. The last ﬁgure shows the 36.5 GHz
channel correlation with lake fraction; here the snow free negative
correlation changes to a positive correlation of ~0.2 during the winter, meaning the measured brightness temperature increases with
lake fraction. Higher brightness temperatures on lakes at 37 GHz,
compared to surrounding open terrain, have been observed also by
Kontu et al. (2008) and Derksen et al. (2009). The evolution of correlation values in Fig. 4 also follows closely those reported by Derksen
et al. (2009) for Canadian Northwest Territories and Nunavut. The increasing brightness temperatures at 37 GHz can be explained by
emission from the ice and snowpack covering the lake dominating
over the low emissivity of the water underneath.
4.2. Forward model simulations
Model simulations were next conducted for frequencies 10.65,
18.7 and 37 GHz, horizontal and vertical polarizations, using two different model conﬁgurations. In the ﬁrst scenario, lakes are not simulated but considered similarly to surrounding open terrain. In the
second scenario, lakes are included as explained in Section 2.2.
The main constant parameters required for the simulation are
summarized in Table 2. Density values are based on in situ

Fig. 5. Average daily air temperature for grid cells used in correlation analysis (Fig. 4).

Table 2
Constant values used in the simulations for all the target areas. Vegetation data from
national land cover information.
Parameter

Value

Grain size
Snow density on land
Snow density on lakes
Ice density
Snow moisture
Temperature of ice
Temperature of water
Temperature of ground
Temperature of vegetation
Vegetation volume
(from national land cover data)
Permittivity of frozen soil
RMS height variation of soil/snow boundary
RMS height variation of water/ice boundary
Water salinity (lakes)
Ice salinity (lakes)

1.0 mm
0.2 g/cm3
0.2 g/cm3
0.916 g/cm3
0%
− 5 °C
0 °C
− 5 °C
− 5 °C
0…142 m3/ha average 16.7 m3/ha
6-1j
3 mm
1 mm
0 psu
0 psu

measurements over land and lakes, but no geographic variability or
temporal evolution is applied. Temperatures of air, snow, vegetation
and the ground surface are all set to be −5 °C (with only water bodies
at 0 °C). The permittivity value of soil is based on measurements of
frozen soils by Hallikainen et al. (1987). The grain size value is purely
empirical; the value of 1 mm was tested to ﬁt model estimates over
land with good accuracy to AMSR-E observations using a limited
dataset for the winter 2005–2006, restricting simulations to areas
with low lake coverage. Similarly in the simulation of emission from
lakes, a moderate surface roughness of 1 mm is implemented to the
water/ice interface when applying Eq. (2). This value gave good results also against airborne data, as presented in Gunn et al. (2011).
The remaining parameters required by the simulations, such as
terrestrial snow depth and the thickness of ice on lakes, were set
according to weather station observations and available in situ data
on lake ice. Ordinary kriging interpolation was applied on weather
station observations in order to acquire a background map of snow
depth over the simulated grid. Lake ice depth and the depth of
snow on ice were acquired for each grid cell from the manual observations available; kriging interpolation was applied as with the terrestrial weather station information on snow depth. However, if the
number or distribution of the lake ice measurements prevented the
calculation of satisfactory kriging ﬁelds, linear geographic interpolation was applied to set the ice depth value of individual grid cells.
The temporally closest ice depth measurements were chosen for individual dates (no temporal interpolation was applied).
Fig. 6 gives an example of input parameter of the forward model
experiment for the winter of 2006–2007. The kriging interpolated
ﬁeld of snow depth on land, snow depth on ice and ice thickness
are depicted, as an average of values obtained for grid cells with a
fractional lake cover of over 30%. The average and maximum values
of the same parameters are summarized in Table 3 for all the three
winters under study.
Simulated brightness temperatures are compared with observations over grid cells with over 30% lake coverage. These represent
only 4% of the total 507 simulated grid cells, but give the best indication of the potential increase in simulation accuracy brought by the
lake emission model. None of the lakes in the study area were large
enough to cover a whole EASE grid cell (with the exception of Lake
Ladoga; however, no in situ information from the lake was available).
Fig. 7 shows the simulated and observed brightness temperature as
an average of the grid cells with over 30% lake coverage, over the winter season 2006–2007. Results from the two simulation scenarios for
the three winter periods investigated are summarized in Tables 4 and
5, for simulations omitting and including the lake emission component, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Example of simulation input data for the winter 2006–2007. Snow depth (on land), and ice depth. Snow depth on lake ice, as obtained from measured values, also depicted.
Average values for grid cells with over 30% lake cover.

For the simulations without inclusion of lakes during 2006–2007,
both the 10.65 GHz (Fig. 7a) and 18.7 GHz (Fig. 7b) simulations overestimate the vertically polarized brightness temperature through
most of the simulated period at both polarizations, with an average
bias error of 10.9 and 6.7 K, respectively for the two frequencies.
The simulations at 36.5 GHz, V-pol (Fig. 7c), largely follow the level
of observed brightness temperatures at both polarizations; the bias
error, i.e. the average difference between simulated and measured
values, is −3.9 K and 3.8 K for vertical and horizontal polarizations,
respectively. The brightness temperature difference of 18.7–37 GHz
(Fig. 7d) is overestimated, giving a bias error of 10.6 K; as this relation
is used in the inversion of SWE from observations, the use of the observed difference would, in this case, lead to an underestimation of
SWE over the investigated area.
In the second scenario, applying the lake ice model clearly reduces
simulation errors (Fig. 7, e–h, Table 5) for the two lower frequencies,
giving bias errors of −8.4 and 1.6 K for vertical polarizations of 10.65
and 18.7 GHz, respectively, for the 2006–2007 season. The horizontal
polarizations are also more accurately simulated. Compared to the
simulations without lake cover inclusion, simulations at 36.5 GHz
are now overestimated against observed values (bias errors are 2.6
and 6.3 for vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively, compared to −3.9 and 3.8 K for the simulation without the lake cover
component). As the model response at 36.5 GHz is most sensitive to
snow cover, this is an indication that the settings of the forward
model parameters for snow on lakes were not optimal. A considerable
improvement in simulation accuracy, nevertheless, is seen in the difference of 18.7–36.5 GHz, vertically polarized brightness temperatures (Fig. 7h). Now, the simulated result very closely matches the
observed result, as opposed to the situation depicted in Fig. 7d. Bias
errors average less than 2 K for all three investigated seasons,

Table 3
Average and maximum values of snow depth on land, snow depth on lake ice and lake
ice thickness over simulation grid cells with over 30% lake cover.
Year

2005–2006
2006–2007
2007–2008

Snow on land

Snow on lake ice

Lake ice

Average
[cm]

Maximum
[cm]

Average
[cm]

Maximum
[cm]

Average
[cm]

Maximum
[cm]

37
18
23

62
50
53

16
12
7

40
22
18

40
29
26

56
41
41

compared to over 10 K in the original simulations not accounting
for lake cover. This is important regarding the SWE estimate performed from using inversion of the forward model, as the channel difference is applied in the inversion. Also the polarization difference of
18.7 GHz can be seen to more closely match the observations. Bias
and RMS error values for simulation of the other two winter periods,
shown in Tables 4 and 5, show very similar behavior as the winter period
of 2006–2007. When the simulation of lake ice effects is included, simulation results for the lowest two frequencies are improved both in terms
of RMS errors and bias. The results on 36.5 GHz, however, are typically
slightly deteriorated, with the exception of V-polarization during the
winters of 2006–2007 and 2007–2008. This may be due to the grain
size treatment; the grain size in the simulation is considered to be uniform for both land and lake areas, although there are indications the
grain size may differ on lakes (see Section 3.2).
5. Estimation of snow properties from satellite observations
5.1. Inversion algorithm
The model inversion methodology follows the one presented for
the HUT model by Pulliainen and Hallikainen (2001). The method relies on numerical iteration of the forward model to observation by applying the simulated channels and observations in a cost function, the
simulated result being a function of snow depth (or water equivalent). Other parameters, such as snow density and air, snow and soil
temperature values, are kept typically constant. Alternatively, these
can be derived from in situ observations or other data sources, should
these be available. The exception is the snow grain size parameter,
which affects the model outcome primarily through an empirical relation with the snow extinction coefﬁcient (Hallikainen et al., 1987).
The grain size is included as a ﬁtting parameter in the cost function,
using an a priori estimate and an estimate of its variance as restriction
parameters. The cost function then takes the form
8
9
< N ½y −f ðxÞ2
=
d
−d
0;ref
;t
0


Wt ¼ min ∑ i i
þ
varðεi Þ
W;d0 : i¼1
var d0;ref ;t ;
8
9
< N ½y −f ðW ; d Þ2 d
=
0;ref ;t −d0
i
i
t
0
 
:
þ
¼ min ∑
2
:
;
W;d0
λd
i¼1
var ε
i;t

0;ref

ð4Þ
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Fig. 7. Observed and simulated brightness temperature over lake-rich areas (lake fraction over 30%) in Finland during winter season 2006–2007. Average of ﬁve EASE grid cells
presented. Left column, (a)–(d): simulations without lake ice simulation. Right column, (e)–(h): simulations considering lake ice, with RMS height variation of 1 mm in ice–
water interface. Top to bottom: 10.65, 18.7, 36.5 GHz, H and V pol, and the channel differences 18.7–36.5 GHz (V-pol) and 18.7 V–18.7 H.

Where yi is the observed brightness temperature of channels i, fi ðxÞ
is the modeled response of the same channels as a function of parameters x. The parameters in x are Wt (snow water equivalent) and
d0 (grain size). εi, t is the sum of model and observation errors, and
λd20, ref the estimated variance of the reference grain size value. In the
inversion tests applied here, εi, t was estimated to be 1 K, and λ2d0, ref as
0.1 mm. The reference grain size d0, ref was set to be 1 mm, following

the parameter ﬁt performed in the forward modeling experiment. The
variance of the reference grain size is a purely arbitrary value.
The method presented by Pulliainen (2006) used available in situ
information of snow depth to ﬁt the model to observations at selected
channels over weather station locations, using again the grain size a
free ﬁtting parameter. This gives an effective reference grain size
value at locations where weather station information is available;
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Table 4
Bias, RMS and unbiased RMS errors of simulation estimates of brightness temperature
against observations for grid cells with lake fraction over 30%; the effect of lakes is
omitted from simulations.

2005–2006 Bias
RMSE
uRMSE
2006–2007 Bias
RMSE
uRMSE
2007–2008 Bias
RMSE
uRMSE

10V

10H

19V

19H

37V

37H

16.1
17.2
6.0
10.9
15.3
10.7
11.3
14.0
8.3

24.5
25.4
6.6
18.9
22.9
13.0
20.0
23.2
11.8

8.9
11.6
7.5
6.7
12.7
10.8
6.3
10.7
8.7

19.5 − 7.5
1.4
21.3 10.8
9.0
8.6
7.8
8.9
15.5 − 3.9
3.8
20.7 11.8 13.7
13.7 11.2 13.2
16.2 − 6.1
2.5
20.3 13.4 13.8
12.3 12.0 13.6

19V–37V 19V–19H
16.4
16.8
3.7
10.6
12.3
6.1
12.4
14.1
6.7

− 10.6
10.8
1.9
− 8.8
10.4
5.6
− 9.9
11.4
5.5

Table 5
Bias, RMS and unbiased RMS errors of simulation estimates of brightness temperature
against observations for grid cells with lake fraction over 30%; the effect of lakes is included in simulations.

2005–2006

2006–2007

2007–2008

Bias [K]
RMSE [K]
uRMSE [K]
Bias [K]
RMSE [K]
uRMSE [K]
Bias [K]
RMSE [K]
uRMSE [K]

10V

10H

19V

19H

37V

37H

19V–
37V

19V–
19H

− 6.2
8.5
5.8
− 8.4
12.9
9.8
− 8.6
11.1
7.0

− 4.5
7.8
6.3
− 5.9
11.1
9.3
− 5.6
9.4
7.6

4.7
8.4
7.0
1.6
9.7
9.5
1.4
7.1
7.0

9.1
12.2
8.1
5.3
12.2
11.0
6.1
10.9
9.0

5.4
9.6
8.0
2.6
10.2
9.8
3.2
9.8
9.3

11.6
15.3
10.0
6.3
13.5
11.9
7.6
13.5
11.2

− 0.8
3.0
2.8
− 1.0
3.5
3.4
− 1.8
3.7
3.3

− 4.4
4.9
1.9
− 3.7
5.5
4.1
− 4.7
6.2
3.9

kriging interpolation is applied to provide effective grain size values
for the whole retrieval area. However, this method is not applied in
the present study, as the grain size optimization partly compensates
for the lake ice effects in a given area. Therefore, the more straightforward method presented by Pulliainen and Hallikainen (2001) is applied. Two channel combinations y ¼ fi ðxÞ are applied in Eq. (4):
y1 ¼ f1 ðxÞ ¼ TB;19V −TB;37V
y2 ¼ f2 ðxÞ ¼ TB;19V −TB;19H :

ð5Þ

The spectral difference y1 is the traditional passive microwave
channel combination employed for detection of SWE, and also applied in Pulliainen (2006). The polarization difference of the
18.7 GHz observation (y2 ) was employed together with the spectral
difference y1 in Pulliainen and Hallikainen (2001) to regularize the
cost function in Eq. (4).
As for the forward modeling experiment, distinctive land cover
types μ are accounted for in the simulations so that fi ðxÞ is a sum of
the fractional components of the different land cover types. Following
Eq. (2),


M
tot
fi ðxÞ ¼ fi ðW; d0 Þ ¼ ∑ βμ fi Wμ ; d0;μ :
μ¼1

ð6Þ

Note that Wμ and d0, μ can be set to be respective of their land
cover types, or assigned as common values.
5.2. Evaluation of inversion results
An experiment for inversion of SWE from satellite observations
was made for three winter periods, covering the years 2005–2008.
Again, two scenarios were considered: (1) inﬂuence of lakes was excluded and (2) included in the forward model. Method (1) was essentially similar to the one presented by Pulliainen and Hallikainen
(2001). Method (2) is explained in Section 2. The SWE retrieval
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experiment applies the same lake ice depth information as the forward model experiments. This would be comparable to retrieving
lake ice depth information from climatology or a physical lake ice
model (e.g. Duguay et al., 2003). However, in the minimization of
Eq. (4), the snow water equivalent value for lakes was set to be half
of the value applied over terrestrial areas in the iteration. This assumption was taken based on the average difference between snow
depth values measured over lakes, compared to terrestrial snow
depth measured at weather stations (Table 3). This allows the snow
depth value over lakes to ﬂuctuate in the forward model iteration,
while retaining a difference between terrestrial snow and snow
over lakes.
Fig. 8 demonstrates an example of gridded SWE maps obtained
using the two methods for 1 day (January 1st, 2006), and the difference
of the estimated SWE value. It can be seen that including lakes in the
forward model generally raises SWE estimates for the lake district in
southern Finland, and over single large lakes in northern parts of the
country. The difference in measured SWE is up to over 50 mm in
some individual grid cells.
Validation of the SWE results was conducted against SYKE snow
course measurements, which represent independent data from
weather station observations of snow depth. Grid cells deﬁned as
wet snow according to Eq. (3), or with no snow cover, were excluded
from the analysis. Results are shown in Fig. 9. The ﬁgures depict all retrievals obtained during the whole three-year study period from grid
cells with fractional lake cover above zero. The inclusion of lake ice
simulations can be seen to improve estimate accuracy to some degree; the overall bias error is reduced from −20 to − 1.7 mm. The
RMS error is reduced from 37.9 to 33.3; however, the bias corrected
RMSE is marginally increased from 32.1 to 33.2 mm. The correlation
coefﬁcient R 2 between estimates and reference data is increased,
from 0.34 to 0.35. These values are calculated from grid cells determined as snow by the algorithms; however, in particular when the
lake ice simulations are omitted, the presence of snow is undetected
by the algorithm. The probability of detection, i.e. the percentage of
cases where snow was present according to reference data, and the
inversion algorithm delivered a value of SWE N 0 mm, is only 87.8%
when the lakes are omitted. This increases to 98.5% when the lake
ice simulation is applied.
A summary of SWE estimate accuracy against SYKE snow course
data, split between the three winter periods, is shown in Table 6.
The improvement in retrieval accuracy is apparent both in terms of
reduced RMS and bias errors for the three seasons studied; however,
the correlation coefﬁcient and bias corrected RMSE values are slightly
deteriorated for 2005–2006 and 2007–2008. The table shows also the
probability of detection for the estimates; when lakes are included in
the simulations, detection efﬁciency increases for all the three years
investigated.
Fig. 10 summarizes the retrieval results in histograms, depicting
the amount of improvement in retrieved values of SWE against the
in situ reference values. Fig. 10a shows the improvement of grid
cells with lake coverage of 5 to 15%, Fig. 10b the same for grid cells
with 15 to 30% lake cover, and Fig. 10c for grid cells with over 30%
lake cover. The percentage of cases where the estimate accuracy
was improved through the inclusion of the lake model is shown, as
well as the average improvement of retrieval accuracy (in mm
SWE). An improvement in retrieval accuracy is achieved in a total of
58.8% of the cases (all cases with lake fraction over 5%). In terms of
absolute SWE values, the average improvement of all cases was
2.6 mm. In 10.6% of the cases, the improvement is over 20 mm,
whereas in 6.9% of the cases a deterioration of more than 20 mm is
seen. As can be seen from Fig. 10c, a large part of the cases where
the estimate was deteriorated occurred in areas with signiﬁcant
lake cover; these grid cells are typically located over large lakes.
This may be an indication that the accuracy of the simpliﬁed emission
model for lakes deteriorates for larger lakes.
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Fig. 9. Validation of SWE retrieval against SYKE snow course observations in three winter periods between 2005 and 2008. Inﬂuence of lakes omitted in forward model
(a) and effect of lakes included (b). Analyzed grid cells divided into three categories
according to fractional lake cover.

Fig. 8. Gridded maps of SWE estimates [mm] for January 1st, 2006, by (a) ignoring lakes
in simulations and (b) applying lake simulations in the retrieval algorithm. Difference
between estimates in (a) and (b) is depicted in (c).

6. Discussion
In this study, we examined the possible inﬂuence of sub-grid scale
frozen freshwater bodies on retrieval of snow parameter using passive microwave remote sensing. First, we introduced a simple method
to account for fractional lake cover in a satellite observation using a
forward emission model. The method was tested over the geographic
area of Finland by setting model inputs using available in situ information on snow and land cover characteristics, and by comparing

the simulated brightness temperatures with AMSR-E observations.
The forward modeling analysis indicated that the simulation of a
scenery observed by a space-borne radiometer instrument can be improved through the inclusion of frozen, snow covered lakes in the
emission model as a simple layered structure consisting of water,
ice and snow layers. In the studied scenarios, this was particularly
the case for the signal difference of two frequencies traditionally
employed in the retrieval of snow parameters, 18.7 and 36.5 GHz.
However, the accuracy of the model used deteriorated with increasing fractional lake cover for the lowest frequency investigated
(10.65 GHz). Other studies have shown (Gunn et al., 2011; Kontu
et al., 2008) that the brightness temperature originating from snowcovered lakes is underestimated by the model on frequencies below
19 GHz; therefore, the original overestimation of brightness temperature by the model, when lakes are unaccounted for, changes into a
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Table 6
Accuracy of SWE estimates in years 2005–2008. Bias, RMS, and unbiased RMS errors, R2 values and probability of detection (PD) of SWE estimate against reference when (1) excluding and (2) including lake simulations. Grid cells with lake coverage of 5% or over included in analysis. Percentage of improved estimates and average improvement for the
season in mm.
Year

2005–2006
2006–2007
2007–2008

Lakes excluded from simulations

Lakes included in simulations
2

Bias
[mm]

RMSE
[mm]

Unb. RMSE
[mm]

R

− 17
− 24
− 22

30
44
44

25
36
38

0.54
0.15
0.19

Improvement
2

N

PD [%]

Bias
[mm]

RMSE
[mm]

Unb. RMSE
[mm]

R

130
66
87

93.5
82.1
84.8

2
−5
−4

27
35
40

27
34
40

0.51
0.18
0.17

Fig. 10. Histograms of the improvement of the SWE estimate in individual grid cells
with lake fraction of 5 to 15% (a), 15 to 30% (b) and over 30% (c) for three winter periods (2005–2008). Positive value indicates improvement (reduction) of error.

N

PD [%]

% of cases

Average impr.
[mm]

138
83
97

99.3
100.0
96.2

61
69
57

3
7
1

growing underestimation as fractional lake cover in the simulated scene
increases. Further efforts should focus on adjusting the model to better
simulate also the lower end of the microwave spectrum. Possible improvements include the inclusion of a white ice layer on top of the congelation ice, and the simulation of slushing events through the inclusion
of a water/wet snow layer above the ice. The signature of snow covered
lake ice on microwave frequencies is sensitive to all of these phenomena; the role of the ice layer is prominent on the lower frequency bands
with a direct relation between ice growth and brightness temperature
(Kang et al., 2010). In the latter case, it is estimated that the layer of
water/wet snow would dominate the emission from the lake ice. The inclusion of a white ice layer in the simulation may, however, be problematic due to the high complexity involved in predicting the formation
of snow ice (Adams & Roulet, 1980; Jeffries et al., 2005).
The modiﬁed forward model, simulating the effect of fractional
lake cover, was applied in the SWE retrieval method presented by
Pulliainen and Hallikainen (2001). The method applies numerical inversion of the forward model to satellite observations, using grain
size as a free ﬁtting parameter. Model input parameters concerning
lake ice were set using available in situ data, as with the forward
modeling experiment. It was shown that the accuracy of retrieved
SWE estimates can be improved by applying the relatively simple
emission model approach for lakes in the retrieval. The demonstrated
improvement was comparably modest; this is partly due to the scarcity of reference information on terrestrial SWE from lake-rich areas.
Another possible reason is the inability of the applied simpliﬁed forward model to capture the true variability of brightness temperature
in particular over large lakes.
The present study used an extensive in situ dataset to deﬁne
model input parameters for the lake ice component simulations,
which was available for the studied regions in Finland. Such datasets
are not available globally, at least on a consistent basis. Therefore, applying the presented method in global applications would require
some other source of information to set the a priori parameters for
lake ice in the retrieval. Coupling of the emission model with a thermodynamic model of lake ice can be considered an option; physical
lake ice models have been shown to predict ice growth in freshwater
lakes to a good accuracy, when adequate forcing data is available (e.g.
Duguay et al., 2003). Another option may be through the acquisition
of lake ice information from high-resolution SAR (Duguay & Laﬂeur,
2003; Rott et al., 2009).
Another important aspect considering the ﬁndings of this study is
the inclusion of other wetland areas in a similar correction scheme
using emission modeling. Bogs represent a similar source of error in
SWE estimates; bogs and other wetlands, excluding lakes, represent
6% of the total land area north of the 55th latitude in Eurasia, compared to 9% of lakes and rivers (Global Land Cover 2000, http://
bioval.jrc.ec.europa.eu/products/glc2000/glc2000.php). Bogs exhibit
similar differing brightness temperature behavior as lakes, although
with larger variability (e.g. Lemmetyinen et al., 2009). A further
issue that could be addressed through the methodology presented is
errors caused by effects of land cover heterogeneity over coastlines.
However, simulation of the microwave emission from bogs and coastlines both represent a greater challenge than the case of lake ice
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studied here. Over coastlines, in particular, the largest difﬁculties
would arise from accounting for ice concentration, movement and deformation. Similarly, the heterogeneity of wetlands, with varying portions of soil and open water in different stages of freezing, may be
difﬁcult to simulate following the relatively simple approach applied
here for lakes.
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Abstract—Small-scale variability in land cover influences both
the snow cover and the microwave response of a snow-covered
surface. Since low microwave frequencies penetrate below the
snowpack, the differing dielectric properties of soil and water
have a significant effect on passive microwave observations and
therefore cause errors in the interpretation of snow parameters
from satellite data. Here, the brightness temperature of snowand ice-covered lakes and wetlands is studied using airborne and
spaceborne microwave radiometer observations and modeling of
brightness temperature from in situ measurements. We aim at
assessing the validity of the multilayer Helsinki University of
Technology (HUT) snow emission model on lake- and wetland-rich
areas and at examining the error from omission of water bodies
in the forward modeling of brightness temperature. The results
indicate that the model can estimate brightness temperatures of
lakes and wetlands with rms errors of 12–28 K and 9–16 K,
respectively. The inclusion of lakes in the satellite-scale simulations
reduces the simulation error in 52%–100% of the simulated areas
at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz. The inclusion of wetlands further improves
simulations, resulting in an rms error of satellite scenes of 4–5 K
at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz (5–10 K without lakes and wetlands). However, the natural variability of brightness temperature over water
bodies is not entirely captured particularly at 10.65 GHz. The
inclusion of lakes and wetlands can be used to reduce errors in the
forward model and thus increase the accuracy of snow parameters
derived from satellite data.
Index Terms—Ice, passive microwave remote sensing, snow.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N the northern boreal zone, seasonal snow covers the ground
for a large part of the year. During the onset of snow melt,
the water stored in the snowpack is released in a short time period, causing a danger of flooding. Accurate runoff forecasting
is needed in flood prevention and hydropower planning, setting
a requirement for accurate information on the extent and water
content [snow water equivalent, (SWE)] of snow cover before
the onset of snowmelt [1].
Another application benefiting from large-scale snow information is found in climate studies. Current climate models preManuscript received April 15, 2013; revised June 11, 2013; accepted
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dict large temperature increases and changes in distribution and
amount of precipitation, particularly in the Arctic and during
wintertime [2]. Snow and climate have a strong connection
through the high albedo of pure snow; snow cover reflects most
of the incident solar radiation, thus reducing the amount of heat
absorbed by surface air and soil. On the other hand, diminishing
snow cover increases the amount of heat being absorbed by
Earth surface and thus boosts global warming [3].
Most of the northern seasonally snow-covered areas are
sparsely populated, making in situ observations of snow rare.
In addition, in situ data are pointwise and not necessarily representative of the large-scale snow situation [4]. Thus, remote
sensing offers unique possibilities for snow studies. Both optical and microwave satellite data are used in the remote sensing
of snow parameters, but microwaves have two advantages: Certain microwave wavelengths penetrate through the snowpack,
giving information on, e.g., snow depth (SD) and SWE, and
they are independent of sunlight and only lightly affected by the
atmosphere, which are clear advantages considering the winter
conditions in polar areas. Several algorithms for deriving SWE
from passive microwave observations have been proposed in
literature (e.g., [5]–[9]).
In a practical observation with satellite microwave radiometers, such as the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager and
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E), the relatively crude spatial resolution (tens of kilometers) of the instruments means that an
observation originates from a heterogeneous landscape, with
varying land cover, topography, vegetation, and snow cover
properties, which all affect the detected brightness temperature
(e.g., [10]–[13]). Considering the retrieval of snow properties,
large local scale variations in, e.g., topography and vegetation
cover may degrade the accuracy of the resulting snow map [14].
Further features affecting the observed microwave emission are
small water bodies such as rivers, lakes, and wetlands. As a part
of the microwave radiation penetrates though a dry snowpack,
the underlying layer has an effect on the satellite measurement,
particularly at lower microwave frequencies. The dielectric
constants of water in the microwave regime (e.g., ε ≈ 40 at
18 GHz) and ice (ε ≈ 3.2) differ significantly from that of
frozen ground (e.g., between 4 − 0.5j and 6 − 1j at 18 GHz
for frozen soil at −20 ◦ C temperature [15]), affecting emissivity and the observed microwave response. Any water bodies
present in the satellite’s field of view thus affect the observed
total brightness temperature. The total effect is dependent on
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the size and properties (such as temperature and salinity) of the
water body, frequency, and the properties of a possible ice and
snow cover over the water [16], [17]. Another affecting factor is
that snow cover on lake ice typically differs from snow on land
with regard to depth, layer structure, and grain size [18].
Traditional snow parameter retrieval algorithms rely on direct calculation of SWE from the difference between brightness temperatures at a lower frequency (typically 18 GHz),
where snow mostly absorbs radiation, and a higher frequency
(typically 36.5 GHz), where scattering dominates in the snowpack. These algorithms can be applied globally (e.g., [6]) or
employ region-specific empirically derived coefficients (e.g.,
[10] and [19]). Another approach is the use of forward model
inversion, enhanced by assimilation with in situ data, in the
interpretation of passive microwave observations (e.g., [20]).
Since the penetration depth of microwave radiation into and
below the snowpack is frequency dependent, the effect of
varying background is also frequency dependent, causing a bias
in the algorithms based on a frequency difference [21]. One
possibility of correcting for this effect is to mask out the lakerich areas in the resulting snow maps (e.g., [9]). However, in
larger lake-rich areas such as Finland or Canada, this method
results in omission of wide areas from the retrieval.
Wetlands are very diverse; the main common factor is that
they are saturated with water. The wetlands in Finland are typically peat bogs. Even so, their coverage varies from dry forested
patches to moss-covered moist peat and small lakes. Wetlands
have been modeled and measured at microwave frequencies
(e.g., [22] and [23]). However, these studies mainly focus on
inundation and water dynamics studies, i.e., the detection of
liquid water. This study concentrates on the modeling of frozen
snow-covered wetlands.
The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of
lakes and other small fresh water bodies in the simulation of
microwave emission of a snow-covered scene. We investigate
the performance of the Helsinki University of Technology
(HUT) snow emission model ([24] and [25]) for simulation of
microwave brightness temperature over frozen snow-covered
fresh water bodies. We employ an extensive data set of in situ
information on snow and ice properties to drive the model
over various lake ice sites in Finland, where airborne reference
observations were acquired. The airborne data are used to scale
the model to observations over lake ice, wetland, and other land
cover classes, using the surface roughness of media interfaces
as fitting parameters. In addition, we study the variability
of brightness temperature and snow conditions on a single
lake and surrounding forests and wetlands near the town of
Sodankylä, northern Finland, of which several overpasses of
airborne data and the most detailed in situ data are available.
The Sodankylä data are also used in instrument intercalibration
between airborne and spaceborne observations. Finally, we
examine the effect of lakes and wetlands in the satellite scale
and compare the simulation results for lake- and wetland-rich
areas to spaceborne microwave radiometer data.
The study is limited to the geographic area of Finland. The
multilayer HUT snow emission model has previously been applied for simulation of emissions of tundra lakes in Canada [26],
as well as emissions from the Great Slave Lake and the Great

Bear Lake [27]. Furthermore, recent studies applied the model
for heterogeneous satellite scenes to correct for the influence
of lake ice both in the forward model simulations and in the
retrieval of SWE [13], [28]. Several shortcomings of model
performance were noted, including poor performance against
reference data at low frequencies. By means of an extensive
airborne data set, the present study contributes to the previous
studies by increasing the understanding of the contributions
of different properties of snow-covered lakes to the observed
emission. Furthermore, the study allows further assessment of
the impact of other land cover types, including wetlands, when
considering the satellite-scale simulations of a snow-covered
terrain.
The setup for model simulations is given in Section II. The
available data set of airborne observations and reference data is
described in Section III, and comparison of these to simulations
is described in Sections IV and V. The results are discussed
in Section VI. Section VII finally gives the conclusions of the
study.
II. S ETUP FOR M ODEL S IMULATIONS
A. Lake Ice
The original HUT snow emission model [24] calculates the
brightness temperature of one homogeneous layer of snow
covering a quasi-infinite layer of frozen ground. To model the
snow–ice–water system of lakes, a multiple-layer adaptation
of the model is applied here [25]. Brightness temperature
emissions from the snow-covered lakes were simulated considering a three-layer structure: a semi-infinite layer of water,
a homogeneous layer of ice, and a homogeneous layer of
snow on top. The layer interfaces were not considered smooth;
based on qualitative field observations and minimization of
rms error between simulations and airborne reference measurements, reasonable fixed values for surface roughnesses were
chosen.
B. Wetlands
Wetlands in the areas covered by the flights consist mainly
of bogs. They are typically waterlogged in the autumn and may
contain large quantities of free water beneath a layer of ice in
winter; thus, regarding a simulation case, wetlands resemble
more shallow lakes than dry terrain. Consequently, they were
simulated similarly to lakes, with a three-layer structure of a
semi-infinite layer of water, a homogeneous 30-cm-thick layer
of ice, and a homogeneous layer of snow on top. The thickness
of the ice layer over wetlands may also be significantly thinner
than that on lake ice due to organic activity in the water and soil.
Since no measurement data of wetland ice layer thickness were
available, a constant value was used. The ice is also typically
embedded with residual organic matter and other impurities, as
is the water layer below. However, as no quantitative information of these factors was available, the simulation of wetlands
was performed according to the aforementioned assumption,
and possible organic impurities within the ice or water were
not considered.
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C. Forested and Open Land
The study also includes modeling of land surfaces for the
purpose of satellite-scale simulations. For these areas, the HUT
snow emission model is applied as originally proposed in [24].
Snow on open areas was modeled with two layers: a semiinfinite layer of soil and a homogeneous layer of snow. On the
forested areas, an empirical vegetation model [29] was included
to account for the shadowing and emission from vegetation.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE I NSTRUMENT C HARACTERISTICS
AND THE O BSERVATION PARAMETERS

D. Surface Roughness Parameterization
In conjunction with the original HUT snow emission model,
an empirical rough bare soil reflectivity model [30] has been
used in various studies to describe the effect of surface roughness on the emitted brightness temperature from the soil surface
beneath the snowpack [9], [20], [31]. This cannot be directly
applied to the water/ice interface, as the model is based on
empirical measurements of soil types. Several studies characterize reflections from a rough sea surface using a two-scale
model (e.g., [32] and [33]). In these, the reflection coefficient
is divided into coherent and incoherent components. The coherent components arise from small-scale (compared to the
wavelength λ) variations in surface height, whereas incoherent
components arise from periodic or random variations of comparable order to λ. A similar approach for ground surfaces has
been presented in [34]. For the purposes of ocean studies, the
magnitude of small- and large-scale height variations can be
derived, e.g., by applying wave spectrum models dependent on
measured wind speed (e.g., [35]). For obvious reasons, these
are not applicable when a frozen water surface is considered.
For the purposes of this study, the water/ice and ice/snow
interfaces over lakes and wetlands are considered to be flat surfaces, superimposed only by small random variations of surface
height. In the case of natural lake and sea ice, deformation of ice
could also cause larger variations in comparison to microwave
wavelengths and would result in the appearance of the incoherent reflectivity components described previously. However, no
models predicting the ice deformation magnitude are known to
the authors. Therefore, the Fresnel reflectivity coefficients are
modified by surface roughness variations only through a coherent reflectivity component, so that we have the following [36]:
|rp |2 = |rp.Fresnel |2 exp(−4k 2 h2 cos2 θ).

(1)

Here, rp.Fresnel is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for
polarization p, k is the wavenumber, h is the roughness (rms
height variation) of the rough surface, and θ is the incidence
angle. The roughness parameter should be considered to be an
empirical fitting parameter. Nevertheless, in order for (1) to be
valid, the height variations should satisfy the condition kh  1
[32], [24].
III. DATA S ET
A. Airborne Radiometer Data
On March 16–18, 2011, the Department of Radio Science
and Engineering of Aalto University, Finland, performed a
measurement campaign with the airborne HUT Radiometer

(HUTRAD) microwave radiometer. HUTRAD measures on
six frequencies (6.9, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0 GHz)
and two polarizations (vertical and horizontal). For this study,
frequencies 10.65, 18.7, and 36.5 GHz, typically used in snow
studies, were examined. The main specifications of the instrument are listed in Table I. The nominal incidence angle of
HUTRAD is 50◦ –53◦ , depending on the aircraft pitch. The
airborne radiometer system was calibrated five times during the
campaign, ideally before and after each measurement flight; on
the last day of measurements, a calibration was performed only
after the flight. Based on the calibrations during the first two
days of operations, instrument stability was estimated to have
been ±3 K for 10.65 GHz, ±3 K for 18.7 GHz, and ±1 K for
36.5 GHz.
The campaign consisted of two transfer flights with continuous measurements, from southern to northern Finland and back,
as well as 15 overpasses of a specified test area around the town
of Sodankylä in northern Finland. On the second transfer flight
from north to south, the 18.7-GHz horizontal channel failed and
was omitted from the analysis.
From the transfer flights, a total of 42 lake transects was
selected for analysis. These are marked on the map in Fig. 1.
The 42 AMSR-E grid cells covering the lake transects were
selected for comparison with simulations. In addition to snowcovered lake ice, simulations of forested and open land surfaces
and wetlands were required for the satellite-scale analysis.
Totals of 39 forest, 14 open area, and 7 wetland transects were
selected from the flight lines close to the chosen lake transects
(and within the same AMSR-E grid cells) to allow comparison
of simulation results with the airborne data. The number of
forest, open area, and wetland transects is limited due to lack
of large-enough homogeneous areas on the flight track.
A land cover map of one of the lake transects and the
surrounding area is shown in Fig. 2. The land cover is mainly
mixed forests and lakes, which is typical in southern Finland.
In the north (particularly in the Sodankylä area), the typical
land cover is sparse coniferous forest and open wetland. The
brightness temperatures measured from the area in Fig. 2 are
shown in Fig. 3. Over land, the brightness temperatures of
10.65- and 18.7-GHz channels are similar (difference < 5 K).
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Fig. 1. Map of Finland showing the (thick black line) transfer flight routes,
(o) selected lake transects, (+) the Sodankylä area, and (light gray line)
shorelines.

Fig. 2. Map of one of the lake transects and surrounding areas on the transfer
flights with nearby in situ measurement sites: (o) Snow course, (+) lake ice
thickness, and (×) weather station. The flight route is plotted with a green line.
Flight direction is from north to south. The measured brightness temperatures
are shown in Fig. 3. Forest types are (s) sparse or (d) dense forest on (m) mineral
soil or (p) peat.

The lake transect can be seen as a large drop in the brightness temperature (20–60 K, depending on channel). Also, the
difference of 10.65- and 18.7-GHz channels increases to 10–
20 K over lake. The variation of 36.5-GHz channels is large
(∼60 K) over land, while over lake, the brightness temperature
is at minimum and the variation is about 10 K. The 36.5-GHz
channels mostly react to changes in the snowpack; the variability is typically larger over land than over lake ice. The
statistics of the airborne measurements of the lake transects
on the transfer flights are presented in Fig. 4. On average, the
vertically polarized channels (subsequently referred to as V-pol
in the text) have a 15–18-K higher brightness temperature than
the horizontally polarized channels (subsequently referred to
as H-pol).

Fig. 3. Brightness temperatures measured from the area in Fig. 2: (Top)
Horizontal and (bottom) vertical polarizations. The 18.7-GHz H-pol data are
not shown due to receiver failure. The lake transect chosen for analysis is
marked with vertical blue lines (footprints 262–297), and the forest transect
is marked with vertical green lines (footprints 58–87). Only the middle part of
the lake was chosen to avoid islands (in the beginning) and shoreline (at the
end) in the field of view.

Fig. 4. Statistics of the HUTRAD measurements over the 42 lake transects of
the transfer flights for frequencies 10.65, 18.7, and 36.5 GHz; (top) individual
measured samples and (bottom) values averaged for each lake are shown.

The Sodankylä area data set consists of 15 flight transects
over varying terrain, comprising of forests, wetlands, and a
large lake (Lake Orajärvi), covering an area of approximately
10 km × 10 km. Forests account for roughly 70%, and wetlands
account for 20% of the total land cover. A detailed in situ data
set with measurements along the flight lines is available, including distributed measurements of SD and SWE of the airborne
transects, ten snow pits, and an ice thickness measurement (see
Section III-C). This data set is studied separately from the
transfer flight data. The statistics of the brightness temperature
measurements are presented in Fig. 5. A detailed map of the
transects and in situ measurements is shown in Fig. 6.
B. Spaceborne Radiometer Data
The satellite data used are AMSR-E level-2 brightness temperatures at 10.65, 18.7, and 36.5 GHz at 12-km resolution [37].
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Fig. 6. Land cover, (green lines) flight transects, and in situ measurement sites
in the Sodankylä area; (red dot) distributed SD measurements and (blue square)
snow pit locations. AMSR-E grid cell center points are also marked (+). Lake
Orajärvi is on the eastern side of the flight area, while the Sodankylä town
center is in the northwest outside of the flight area. A large wetland area is
situated between these two. Forest types are (s) sparse or (d) dense forest on
(m) mineral soil or (p) peat.

Fig. 5. Statistics of the HUTRAD measurements of the 15 flight transects in
Sodankylä area for different land cover classes. See definitions of land cover
classes in Section III-C.

Brightness temperatures of individual grid cells, one for each
examined lake transect from the transfer flights and five for the
Sodankylä test area, were used.
C. Reference In Situ Data
The layered HUT snow emission model requires several
input parameters, including SWE, density, grain size, temperature, moisture, salinity, and surface roughness of each layer. In
order to simulate the whole satellite scenes, additional information on the vegetation and land cover is required, including the
temperature, biomass, and cover fraction of the vegetation. In
addition, the transmissivity and up- and down-welling brightness temperature contributions of the atmosphere are required.
For some of these parameters, in situ data were available (e.g.,
ice thickness over lakes, SD, density, and water equivalent), for
the rest typical constant values were chosen (e.g., soil temperature was set to −5 ◦ C; atmospheric transmissivity was derived
from statistics [38], [39]) or the parameter was treated as an
empirical fitting parameter (e.g., roughness of ice). Histograms
of the most important input parameters for the transfer flight
simulations are shown in Fig. 7.
Meteorological data were measured by automatic weather
stations of the Finnish Meteorological Institute. Daily mean
air temperature was used in the simulations. Snow temperature

was not measured on any site, but a mean value of air and
(constant) soil temperatures was used as a proxy value for the
snowpack in simulations. Based on the snow pit measurements
in Sodankylä, this assumption might cause an error of up to
5 ◦ C in the snow temperature, resulting in a simulation error of
0.14–1.0 K, depending on frequency.
Corine land cover 2006 (CLC2006) data [41] at 25-m spatial resolution, provided by the Finnish Environment Institute
(SYKE), were used to distinguish between different land cover
categories. CLC2006 divides land cover into 44 categories.
These were further aggregated to nine generalized classes:
barren (B), sparse and dense forests on mineral soil (sFm and
dFm, respectively), sparse and dense forests on peat (sFp and
dFp, respectively), wetlands (W), lakes and rivers (L), open
(Op; mainly fields, meadows, and other similar areas with low
vegetation), and others (Ot; mainly urban area).
Data on the average forest stem volume (biomass) at 25-m
resolution from year 2009 were used for the simulation of the
vegetation effects following [24]. The data were provided by
the Finnish Forest Research Institute.
1) Transfer Flights: SD and SWE data from snow courses
form the bulk of the in situ snow information available. Snow
courses are maintained by SYKE. A snow course is a 4-km
track with 80 SD and 8 water equivalent measurements at equal
distances. Each snow course covers varying terrain typical to
the area and thus represents the typical snow conditions. The
measurement points are classified into six land cover classes:
open area, forest clearing, pine forest, spruce forest, deciduous
forest, and wetland. The average values of measurements in all
forests, open area, and wetland were used in the simulations.
Snow grain size or stratigraphy data were not available for the
transfer flight simulations; thus, the snow was considered as a
single layer with a constant grain size.
Lake ice measurements, also operated by SYKE, consist of
manual point measurements of SD and total ice thickness. On
each lake, ice thickness is measured at three equidistant sites
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the most important input parameters for the transfer flight simulations. For lake, forest, and open area, data for all the 42 areas chosen for
analysis with satellite data are shown. For wetlands, data exist only for 25 areas due to very small wetland coverage on some of the chosen areas.

with three SD measurements in a fixed pattern around each of
these (nine SD measurements in total). Average values of the
measurements on each lake were used. SWE and density were
not measured on lake ice, but based on a five-year-long data
set on Lake Orajärvi in Sodankylä and a sparsely forested site
nearby, we can agree with [18] that snow on lake ice is thinner
and denser and has less SWE and fewer layers than that on
surrounding land areas. A constant density value of 0.270 g/cm3
was used for snow on lakes. Snow grain size or stratigraphy
information was not available, and a one-layer consideration
with constant grain size was used in the simulations.
Histograms of the snow course and lake ice measurements
are presented in Fig. 7.
2) Sodankylä Area: Distributed measurements of SD, density, and SWE were performed along the flight lines. SD was
measured every 100 m, and SWE and density were measured
every 500 m. Three values of SD were recorded at each point.
The SWE measurements were used to find the mean density
for each land cover class, and the SWE used in the simulations
was calculated from the mean density and the distributed SD
measurements [42]. The statistics of the distributed in situ
measurements are shown in Fig. 8. The in situ measurements
were performed for two days: on the flight day and two days
earlier. Both of these were considered to be applicable as input
information for simulations, since weather and snow conditions
did not change significantly during this period.
In addition, on both days, snow pits were measured in five
locations: two in forested sites, two on open wetland, and one
on lake ice. A snow pit measurement includes profiles of snow
temperature, grain size, snow layers, and density, and bulk
values of SWE, density, and depth. Visual snow grain size
(maximum extent of a typical grain in each layer) was measured
by comparing snow grains to a 1-mm grid. The measurement
procedures follow those suggested in [43]. A layer-thicknessweighted mean grain size was calculated for each measured
snow pit. Then, a mean of all pits on each land cover type
was calculated, resulting in grain sizes of 1.57 mm for forest,
1.24 mm for open wetland, and 1.26 mm for lakes.

Fig. 8. Statistics of the snow parameters measured in different land cover
classes in the Sodankylä area; (top) SD, (middle) SWE calculated from SD and
land-cover-dependent density variations, and (bottom) SWE measured directly
using a snow scale. See definitions of land cover classes in Section III-C.

Also, ice thickness and layers were measured on Lake
Orajärvi on the flight day. The measurement was identical to
those of the transfer flight in situ data set.
IV. T RANSFER F LIGHT S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Airborne Measurements and Simulations
The airborne measurements were used to examine the accuracy of the HUT snow emission model for homogeneous
footprints and to find values for the grain size and roughness parameters, for which there were no measurement data
available.
For each simulated flight transect, snow conditions were
considered to be homogeneous for each land cover type. This
simplification was required as no information on the spatial
distribution of snow cover on the flight track or in the satellite
grid cells was available for these sites; the snow course measurements only gave the typical conditions per land cover on the
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surrounding area. Moreover, airborne observations over clearly
heterogeneous scenes within the field of view of the instrument
were discarded (e.g., shorelines). Each chosen transect had
homogeneous land cover on an area clearly larger than the
radiometer footprint size. Since the in situ snow data were
classified into categories defined in Section III-C1, only four
land cover categories could be simulated: forest, open area,
wetland, and lake.
In the simulations of airborne measurements of the forested
areas, every radiometer footprint was simulated separately with
the average snow conditions but the forest stem volume of that
footprint. This is needed since the forest transmissivity model
used [29] is not linear. Thus, the number of forested areas
examined is limited to 39 areas, where airborne measurement
data were available. In addition, wetland snow data were only
available from 25 areas due to scarcity of wetlands on some of
the chosen areas, particularly in southern Finland.
Since there were no measurement results of snow grain sizes
or water/ice, ice/snow, and soil/snow interface roughnesses,
simulations with different values for these parameters were
calculated in order to obtain realistic best fit values. In addition to the simulations, results of qualitative observations of
ice surface roughness on Lake Orajärvi and a wetland area
in Sodankylä were used. The observations indicated that, on
lakes, the water/ice interface is very smooth in comparison to
ice/snow interface due to slushing events and the formation of
white ice over black ice (from snow and slush). However, on
wetlands, the ice/snow interface might be smoother than the
water/ice interface due to vegetation and soil beneath the ice.
The roughness values were chosen to reflect these observations.
First, the grain size value that minimizes the sum of the rms
simulation error at 36.5-GHz channels was chosen. Then, the
roughness values that minimize the sum of the rms simulation
errors of all the six simulated channels for the selected transects
(42 lakes, 39 forests, 14 open areas, and 7 wetlands) were
chosen. A contour map of the rms error with an optimum grain
size of 1.5 mm for lakes is shown in Fig. 9. Based on this
and similar maps for forests, open areas, and wetlands, the
following values were chosen: grain sizes of 1.5 mm on lakes,
0.7 mm in forests, and 1.1 mm in open areas and wetlands;
roughness values of water/ice interface of 1.5 mm on lakes
and 3.0 mm in wetlands; roughness of ice/snow interface of
6 mm on lakes and in wetlands; and roughness values of
soil/snow interface of 1.0 mm in open areas and 3.0 mm in
forests.
In the case of Sodankylä, the measured grain size values were
used instead of the optimized values. The grain size optimization, using the roughness values optimized with the transfer
flight data, gives values of 1.3 mm for lakes, 0.8 mm for dense
forests (dFp and dFm, separately), 1.1 mm for sparse forests
(sFm), and 1.2 mm for wetlands. The values for lakes and
wetlands correspond well with the measured values (1.26 and
1.24 mm, respectively), while the measured value in forest was
much larger (1.57 mm) than the optimized values. This suggests
that, on vegetation-free areas, the optimized and measured grain
sizes agree, while in forests, the effect of vegetation might
not be adequately simulated, and this is compensated with the
smaller optimized grain size.
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Fig. 9. Contour map of the sum of simulation errors against the HUTRAD
measurements of the 42 lake transects on the transfer flights. The snow grain
size is set to 1.5 mm. The minimum of the simulation error is found when
the roughness of water/ice interface is 1.5 mm and the roughness of ice/snow
interface is 0 mm or larger than 4 mm.

Next, the bottom-of-atmosphere brightness temperature
(i.e., emitted brightness temperature without the effects of
atmosphere) for lakes, forests, open areas, and wetlands was
simulated for the chosen areas. The simulation results at
0–40 GHz are shown in Fig. 10 with mean value and standard
deviation of airborne measurements. The best agreement between simulations and measurements is at 36.5 GHz, since the
grain size was chosen to minimize the error on this frequency.
Simulation bias, rms error, and unbiased rms error are shown in
Table II.
B. Satellite-Scale Measurements and Simulations
The satellite-scale top-of-atmosphere (TOA) simulations included heterogeneous scenes matching the approximate size
of AMSR-E L2A grid cells. The lake coverage of the grid
cells was 2%–38%, forest coverage 32%–84%, and wetland
coverage 0.4%–18%. The mixed land cover was considered by
calculating the total brightness temperature TBtot from
TBtot =

M


βμ TB,μ

(2)

μ=1

where βμ is the fractional (zero to one) coverage, TB,μ is the
brightness
 temperature originating from the land cover type
μ, and M
μ=1 βμ = 1. The fractional coverage of forests (βf ),
lakes and rivers (βl ), and wetlands (βw ) were determined from
CLC2006, and five separate cases were modeled.
1) Lakes and wetlands omitted: The field of view is described by forests (βf ) and open areas (1 − βf ).
2) Lake coverage included: The field of view is described by
forests (βf ), lakes (βl ), and open areas (1 − βf − βw ).
However, the snow conditions are considered identical in
open areas and on lake ice (i.e., in situ data of open areas
were used).
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Fig. 10. Airborne simulation results using the optimized roughness and
grain size values as a function of frequency for four land cover types: (Top)
Lake ice, (second) forest, (third) open area, and (bottom) wetland against the
HUTRAD measurements. A total of 42 individual test sites (39 for forest and
25 for wetland) was simulated. The measurement mean values of the 42 lakes,
39 forested areas, 14 open areas, and 7 wetlands indicated; the error bars depict
the standard deviation of the measured values.

3) Lake snow data included: The field of view is described
as in case 2. In addition, the differing snow conditions on
lakes are taken into account.
4) Wetlands included: The field of view is described by
forests (βf ), lakes (βl ), wetlands (βw ), and open areas
(1 − βf − βl − βw ). Snow conditions on wetlands are
identical to those on open areas.
5) Wetland snow data included: The field of view is described as in case 4. In addition, the differing snow
conditions on both lakes and wetlands are taken into
account.
Cases 2 and 3, as well as 4 and 5, are separated to find out the
effect of different backgrounds (water and ice versus ground)
and different snow conditions. Due to classification of the snow
data (see Section III-C1), only these land cover types (forest,
open area, lake, and wetland) were considered, and the rest were
simulated as open area. This assumption is reasonable since the
combined coverage of all the other land cover types was, on
average, 6%. Also, modeling of, e.g., urban area, which forms
the major part of the other land cover classes, is out of the scope

of this paper. The forested area was further divided into sparse
and dense forests; the same snow parameters were used for both
of these, but separate stem volumes (averages of the grid cell
area) were used.
The relative simulation errors due to lake coverage in the grid
cell (i.e., the difference of simulated and measured brightness
temperatures is set to 0 K when the lake coverage is 0%) of
the first three cases are plotted in Fig. 11. At 36.5 GHz, the
simulation error decreases when the lake coverage is included
and, again, when lake snow data are included. As a result,
the increase of error due to increase of lake coverage in the
satellite data grid cell, apparent in simulations without lake
data, disappears. At 18.7 GHz, the effect of lake data is ambiguous; the underestimation of brightness temperature changes
to overestimation. At 10.65 GHz, the relative simulation error
increases when the lake coverage is included, but the inclusion
of snow data decreases the error. Both the lake coverage and
the snow data affect the simulation error, and their contributions
depend on the frequency and polarization.
The effect of wetlands is depicted in Fig. 12. At 36.5-GHz
H-pol, the relative error increases from the inclusion of wetlands, but at the rest of the investigated channels, the inclusion
of wetland coverage and snow data decreases simulation error.
The main contribution is from wetland coverage, not the differing snow conditions.
Above, the relative simulation errors were examined. The
change in absolute simulation error (i.e., no scaling at 0%
coverage included) between cases 1 and 3 is shown in Fig. 13.
The error decreases in 52%/100% of the 42 areas at 18.7 GHz
(H/V) and in 62%/88% of the areas at 36.5-GHz channels.
However, at 10.65 GHz, the simulation results mainly deteriorate from the inclusion of lakes. The change between cases 1
and 4 is shown in Fig. 14. Here, the error decreases in
52%/100% of the 42 areas at 18.7 GHz and 57%/88% at
36.5 GHz. Simulation bias, rms error, and unbiased rms error
are shown in Table III. At 18.7 and 36.5 GHz, case 4 (lake
coverage and snow conditions, and wetland coverage included)
gives the smallest biases and rms errors at vertical polarization.
At horizontal polarization, cases 3 (lake coverage and snow
conditions) and 5 (lake and wetland coverage and snow conditions) give the smallest errors.
The channel differences 18.7–36.5 GHz also improve from
the inclusion of lakes and wetlands. At H-pol, cases 3–5 have
smaller rms error than cases 1–2 (3.4–4.5 K compared to
4.5–5.9 K). At V-pol, the results are similar (rms errors of
3.7–5.1 K and 5.7–6.1 K, respectively).
V. S ODANKYLÄ A REA
The aim of this section is to study the variability of brightness
temperature and snow and ice conditions on a smaller scale and
to investigate the effect of more detailed in situ data on the simulation results. We also reconstruct a satellite field of view using
the flight data and a land cover map and compare the results to
AMSR-E measurements for instrument intercalibration.
A land cover map of the Sodankylä area with the flight routes
and in situ measurement sites is shown in Fig. 6. Also, the
AMSR-E grid cell center points are marked on the map. The
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TABLE II
S IMULATION B IAS , RMS E RROR , AND U NBIASED RMS E RROR FOR THE 42 L AKE , 39 F OREST, 14 O PEN A REA , AND 7 W ETLAND T RANSECTS
OF THE A IRBORNE T RANSFER F LIGHTS . T HE O PTIMAL VALUES FOR S NOW G RAIN S IZE AND I NTERFACE
ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS W ERE U SED IN THE S IMULATIONS

Fig. 11. Simulation error (difference of simulated and measured values)
of the satellite-scale simulations against the AMSR-E observations over the
42 selected areas for (top) 10.65-, (middle) 18.7-, and (bottom) 36.5-GHz (left)
horizontal and (right) vertical polarizations. The change of error relative to lake
coverage is shown (i.e., error set to 0 K when the lake coverage is 0%). The
simulation results are shown for the following: 1) (Black dot) Omission of lakes
and wetlands; 2) (red square) lake coverage included but snow cover considered
uniform; and 3) (o) snow conditions considered different for dry terrain and
lake ice.

Fig. 12. Simulation error (difference of simulated and measured values) of
satellite-scale simulations against AMSR-E observations over the 25 areas with
wetland snow data for (top) 10.65-, (middle) 18.7-, and (bottom) 36.5-GHz
(left) horizontal and (right) vertical polarizations. The change of error relative to wetland coverage is shown (i.e., error set to 0 K when the wetland
coverage is 0%). Simulations are shown for the following: 1) (Blue o) Lake
coverage and snow conditions considered different for dry terrain and wetlands;
2) (magenta square) in addition to previous, wetland coverage included
but snow conditions considered uniform over wetland and open area; and
3) (green ∗ ) snow conditions considered different for wetland areas.

simulated area covers five AMSR-E grid cells. Five of the land
cover classes are found from the flight transects: sFm (13% of
the area covered by the 5 AMSR-E grid cells), dFm (41%),
dFp (14%), W (20%), and L (5%). In situ measurements were
performed also in sFp (3%). No in situ or airborne data were
available from B, Op, and Ot areas (altogether 4%). These three
were not included in the simulations, but the coverages of the
other land cover classes were upscaled to fill the entire grid cell.
The in situ data set of distributed and point measurements
was used to simulate the bottom-of-atmosphere brightness tem-

perature for each land cover class separately. For each class,
snow was considered as one homogeneous layer with SD, SWE,
and grain size from average values measured in that land cover
class. The mean grain size measured in forests was used for
all four forest classes. For lake ice thickness, the average of
the three point measurements was used. Roughness values and
other constant parameters were similar to the transfer flight
simulations. For comparison with the airborne measurements,
every HUTRAD footprint was simulated separately with the
stem volume of the footprint and average snow conditions of
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cover classes. The airborne data collected over the Sodankylä
site were used to assess the typical brightness temperature for
a given class of land cover directly; then, in order to reconstruct the brightness temperature of a whole satellite scene,
the measured values were aggregated by weighing these with
the fraction of the land cover class in question using (2). A
statistical atmospheric correction was applied to the airborne
measurements using equations from the HUT snow emission
model
TTOA = Tratm · tBOA + Tup

Fig. 13. Change in satellite-scale simulation error between case 1 (lakes and
wetlands omitted) and case 3 (lake coverage and differing snow conditions
included) for the 42 simulated areas. A positive change value indicates that the
simulation result is closer to AMSR-E measurement when the lake coverage
and snow conditions are included than when they are omitted.

Fig. 14. Change in satellite-scale simulation error between case 1 (lakes and
wetlands omitted) and case 4 (lake coverage and snow conditions and wetland
coverage included) for the 42 simulated areas. A positive change value indicates
that the simulation result is closer to AMSR-E measurement when wetlands and
lakes are included than when they are omitted.

the forest class. In the satellite-scale measurements, the mean
stem volumes of each forest class in the grid cell were used.
The simulation results of the individual land cover classes are
compared to the airborne measurements in Fig. 15.
Next, the TOA brightness temperatures of the five AMSR-E
grid cells were simulated using all the available in situ data
for individual land cover classes. In addition to this “best
case” scenario, cases 1–3 and 5 that were simulated from the
transfer flight data were also simulated but using the distributed
measurements of SWE and SD and grain sizes determined from
the snow pit measurements. Case 4 could not be simulated
since there were no measurement data from open areas. In
other cases, the snow data from wetlands were used instead of
the open area data. The optimum roughness values determined
from the transfer flight data set were used.
The TOA brightness temperature was also aggregated from
the mean of airborne measurements over the individual land

(3)

where tTOA is the TOA brightness temperature of a single
land cover class, tBOA is the bottom-of-atmosphere (airborne)
measurement, and Tratm and Tup are the atmospheric transmissivity and upwelling radiation, respectively [38]–[40]. The area
covered by the five AMSR-E grid cells was thus aggregated for
each channel. The same atmospheric correction was also used
in the satellite-scale simulations.
Both the forward model simulations and the aggregated
satellite scenes were compared to actual AMSR-E measurements. The results in Fig. 16 indicate good agreement between HUTRAD and AMSR-E observations. The difference is
0–4 K, depending on the channel. The remaining differences
can be attributed to, e.g., inadequate modeling of the HUTRAD
footprint coverage and the land cover classes without airborne
observations. However, the “best case” simulation underestimates the brightness temperature by 4–21 K. If a grain size of
1.0 mm is used for forests, the simulation results are on the
same level (difference of 1–6 K) with AMSR-E measurements.
Simulation biases, rms errors, and unbiased rms errors are
shown in Table IV for the different simulation setups described
in Section IV-B. The four cases with the less detailed input data
set show even larger underestimation. The “best case” scenario
gives the smallest biases and rms errors, and case number 5
(lake and wetland coverages and snow conditions included)
gives the second smallest errors.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The simulations and the airborne measurements of the transfer flights show that the brightness temperature as a function of
frequency is quite different for forests than for the other simulated land covers. In forests, the main contribution to brightness
temperature is from the vegetation. Thus, results for lakes,
wetlands, and open areas give more information on the behavior
of the snow model itself, while simulations of forested areas
show the behavior of the applied vegetation model. Differences
between lakes, wetlands, and open land areas are apparent at
frequencies below 20 GHz, where the brightness temperature
of lakes and wetlands decreases dramatically. This is the effect
of the ice and water below snow, where the low microwave
frequencies are able to reach.
The collected airborne data set indicates a large variability
of brightness temperature over different snow-covered lakes
(see Fig. 4). The difference of maximum and minimum measured average brightness temperatures of lakes was 26–61 K,
depending on the channel. The differences between lakes were
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TABLE III
S IMULATION B IAS , RMS E RROR , AND U NBIASED RMS E RROR FOR THE 42 G RID C ELLS OF THE S ATELLITE -S CALE S IMULATIONS ON T RANSFER
F LIGHTS FOR THE F IVE S IMULATED C ASES : (1) L AKES AND W ETLANDS O MITTED , (2) L AKE C OVERAGE I NCLUDED , BUT S NOW C ONSIDERED
U NIFORM , (3) D IFFERING S NOW C ONDITIONS ON L AKE I CE I NCLUDED , (4) W ETLAND C OVERAGE I NCLUDED BUT
S NOW C ONSIDERED U NIFORM , AND (5) D IFFERING S NOW C ONDITIONS IN W ETLANDS I NCLUDED

Fig. 16. (Blue square) AMSR-E observations, (green ×) aggregated satellite
scenes from airborne measurements, (red o) simulation results, and (magenta ∗ )
simulation results with a grain size of 1.0 mm for forested areas for the
Sodankylä area. The mean values of the five AMSR-E grid cells with error
bars of standard deviation are shown for (left) horizontal and (right) vertical
polarizations.

Fig. 15. Airborne measurements and simulations from Sodankylä area in situ
data for different land cover classes at (top) 10.65-, (middle) 18.7-, and (bottom)
36.5-GHz (left) horizontal and (right) vertical polarizations. Each individual
HUTRAD footprint has been simulated with mean in situ data of the land
cover class and the forest stem volume of that footprint. For simulation results,
mean simulated value ± standard deviation is shown. For HUTRAD data, mean
measured value ± standard deviation is shown.

much smaller in the simulations, about 4 K at 10.65 GHz,
12 K at 18.7 GHz, and 51–53 K at 36.5 GHz. Large variations
in brightness temperature were apparent also over individual
lakes; the difference of maximum and minimum measured
brightness temperatures of Lake Orajärvi was 32–62 K (Fig. 5).
The measured variability was thus not apparent in the simulation results, particularly for the lower frequencies investigated.
This suggests either of the following: 1) The input data set

was not detailed enough to represent the physical variations
between lake sites, or 2) the model itself underestimates the
effect of variability in the ice and snow layers. Similar findings
were reported in [26]. One parameter missing from our in situ
data set is the possible appearance of water over lake ice due
to slushing events. Our simulations assumed that the snow on
ice is dry, since air temperature was clearly below 0 ◦ C. While
other snow parameters have little effect at the lower microwave
frequencies, they are very sensitive to liquid water. There are
some notes in the distributed measurement data about water
below snow in some places on Lake Orajärvi, while at the snow
pit site, the snowpack was completely dry. Patches of wet snow
might explain the high variation in the measured brightness
temperature, even though the simulations for Lake Orajärvi
matched the average measured brightness temperature (Fig. 15)
quite well with the assumption of a dry snowpack.
The large variation might be due to both natural and anthropogenic effects. During winter, the lake ice slowly sinks,
causing water to flood over ice. Also, wind-driven dunes may
cause large variation in local SD and density. On the other hand,
snowmobiling and other travels on lake ice, as well as drilling
holes for ice fishing, may similarly affect the structure of snow.
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TABLE IV
S IMULATION B IAS , RMS E RROR , AND U NBIASED RMS E RROR FOR THE F IVE S ATELLITE -S CALE S IMULATIONS OVER THE S ODANKYLÄ A REA .
“B EST ” R EFERS TO THE “B EST C ASE S CENARIO ” W ITH A LL THE AVAILABLE IN SITU DATA , W HILE N UMBERS 1–5 R EFER TO THE S CENARIOS
S IMULATED A LSO FOR THE T RANSFER F LIGHTS : (1) L AKES AND W ETLANDS O MITTED , (2) L AKE C OVERAGE I NCLUDED , BUT S NOW
C ONSIDERED U NIFORM (DATA FOR W ETLANDS U SED ), (3) D IFFERING S NOW C ONDITIONS ON L AKE I CE I NCLUDED , AND (5) W ETLAND
C OVERAGE AND S NOW DATA INCLUDED . S INCE N O M EASUREMENT DATA OF O PEN A REAS WAS AVAILABLE , I T WAS N OT P OSSIBLE
TO S EPARATE C ASES 4 (L AKE C OVERAGE AND S NOW C ONDITIONS , AND W ETLAND C OVERAGE I NCLUDED ) AND 5

In the satellite observations, the variability of snow conditions is even more prominent than that in the airborne observations due to, e.g., the effect of variable land cover and
vegetation. Despite this, our results show that the accuracy of
the satellite-scale simulation is increased at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz
and the channel differences when 1) the water/ice/snow layer
structure and coverage of lakes and wetlands and 2) the differing snow conditions on lake ice and wetland are taken into
account in the simulation. The increase of simulation accuracy
results in more accurate SWE values from the inversion of
satellite measurements, as was shown in [28]. The fact that,
contrary to the Sodankylä area, the transfer flight simulations
did not significantly improve from inclusion of wetland snow
data may indicate the quality of in situ data. Due to scarcity of
wetlands on many of the selected areas, there were no in situ
measurements of wetlands on 17 of the 42 selected areas. In
addition, some of the wetlands may be drier than the ones in the
Sodankylä area data set, and thus, the assumption of a lakelike
layer structure may not be valid for all of the wetlands in the
transfer flight data set.
The measurements of the Sodankylä area (Fig. 5) show
considerable variability in both the microwave signature and
snow conditions 1) between land cover classes and 2) within
each class. The in situ input data to Sodankylä area simulations
were much more detailed than the in situ data on transfer flights:
There were numerous SD and SWE measurements for several
land cover classes, and grain sizes for different classes were
determined from a total of ten snow pits. This reflects in the
simulation results for individual land cover classes (Fig. 15),
which show good agreement between airborne measurements
and simulations from in situ data, except at 36.5 GHz for
forests. An underestimation of 4–21 K is also seen in the
satellite-scale simulations (Fig. 16). However, if a snow grain
size of 1.0 mm were used for forests instead of the 1.57 mm
derived from the snow pit data, the difference of simulations
and AMSR-E measurements decreases to 1–6 K. This is in
accordance with previous studies [44]. In addition, the four
cases simulated with less detailed in situ data (similar to
transfer flight simulations) show even larger underestimation.
The difference of AMSR-E observations and the brightness
temperature aggregated from HUTRAD measurements over
individual land cover classes is < 4 K. Based on this, the
HUTRAD measurements are a good reference data set for the
AMSR-E observations and the simulations.

VII. C ONCLUSION
A multiple-layer adaptation of the HUT snow emission
model has been used to simulate the emitted brightness temperature of individual AMSR-E grid cells containing mixed
land cover, particularly snow- and ice-covered lakes and wetlands. The rms errors of the 42 simulated grid cells were
4–5 K at 18.7- and 36.5-GHz channels, 8–9 K at 10.65-GHz
channels, and 2–4 K at 18.65–36.5-GHz channel differences.
When applied to the satellite scale, including the effect of
subgrid-scale water bodies on the total emitted brightness
temperature was shown to improve the model estimates when
compared to the observations at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz. However, on the lowest investigated frequency, i.e., 10.65 GHz,
simulation results deteriorated as the model overestimated the
decrease of brightness temperature caused by the lake cover.
This confirms earlier studies (e.g., [26]) that the applied relatively simple forward model may not adequately represent the
varying conditions over natural lakes. The inclusion of lake
coverage and snow conditions on lakes improved the simulation
accuracy at 18.65 and 36.5 GHz and the channel difference
18.7–36.5 GHz. The inclusion of wetland coverage further
improved the accuracy, particularly at the lower simulated
frequencies.
Airborne observations over the same 42 areas were used to
find realistic best fit values for the snow grain size and the layer
interface roughnesses. Simulations were driven using in situ
information of the average snow and ice conditions for a
given area. In comparison with the airborne data, using the
optimal parameters, the model simulated the measured brightness temperature of lakes with an rms error of 12–28 K,
depending on the channel, and wetlands with an rms error of
9–16 K.
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Comparison of traditional and optical grain-size field
measurements with SNOWPACK simulations in a taiga snowpack
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ABSTRACT. Knowledge of snow microstructure is relevant for modelling the physical properties of
snow cover and for simulating the propagation of electromagnetic waves in remote-sensing
applications. Characterization of the microstructure in field conditions is, however, a challenging
task due to the complex, sintered and variable nature of natural snow cover. A traditional measure
applied as a proxy of snow microstructure, which can also be determined in field conditions, is the
visually estimated snow grain size. Developing techniques also allow measurement, for example, of the
specific surface area (SSA) of snow, from which the optical-equivalent grain size can be derived. The
physical snow model SNOWPACK simulates evolution of snow parameters from meteorological forcing
data. In this study we compare an extensive experimental dataset of measurements of traditional grain
size and SSA-derived optical grain size with SNOWPACK simulations of grain-size parameters. On
average, a scaling factor of 1.2 is required to match traditional grain-size observations with the
corresponding SNOWPACK simulation; a scaling factor of 2.1 was required for the optical equivalent
grain size. Standard deviations of scaling factors for the winters of 2011/12 and 2012/13 were 0.36 and
0.42, respectively. The largest scaling factor was needed in early winter and under melting conditions.
KEYWORDS: remote sensing, snow, snow metamorphosis, snow physics

INTRODUCTION
In the Northern Hemisphere, observation of seasonal snow
cover is essential to, for example, climate change monitoring, flood forecasting and avalanche warning systems
(e.g. Martinec and Rango, 1986; Brown, 2000; Mognard,
2003; Shaffrey and others, 2009). Snow microstructure is
important for physical modelling of snow evolution and
remote-sensing algorithms. Grain size is a critical parameter
in the analysis of snowpack development and metamorphism (Colbeck, 1982). It is also used as a proxy of snow
microstructure in many remote-sensing applications (Tsang
and others, 1985; Pulliainen and others, 1999).
Global mapping of snow cover is possible with optical
and microwave satellite instruments (e.g. Hall and others,
2002). The extent of the snow-covered area can be observed
by using visual and near-infrared wavelengths (e.g. Hall and
others, 1995; Maurer and others, 2003), and snow water
equivalent (SWE) can be determined from passive microwave measurements (e.g. Chang and others, 1982; Pulliainen and Hallikainen, 2001). Radiative transfer models
are used to simulate microwave radiation from experimental
measurements, and model inversion can be applied in
retrieval of snow parameters from microwave observations.
Among other snow parameters, snow emission models use
grain size (Tsang and others, 1985; Pulliainen and others,
1999) or correlation length (Tsang and Kong, 1981; Stogryn,
1986; Wiesmann and others, 1998; Wiesmann and Mätzler,
1999) to describe the effect of snow microstructure on
microwaves. The models are very sensitive to changes in the
parameter describing the microstructure; thus its parameterization has a direct impact on the accuracy of the inverted
SWE (e.g. Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Mätzler and
Wiesmann, 1999; Roy and others, 2004).
Natural snowpacks consist of morphologically different
layers (Colbeck, 1991); layers have typically distinct grain

size, grain type, density, hardness and wetness. Several
methods of defining the snow microstructure have been
presented. The physical size of snow grains (E) is traditionally defined visually as the largest diameter (mm) of a typical
particle (Colbeck and others, 1990; Fierz and others, 2009).
However, an acknowledged problem concerning E is that it
is difficult to define and measure with good repeatability in
field conditions (e.g. Domine and others, 2006). Baunach
and others (2001) present a comparison of E estimations
made by several experts; the difference in estimation of E
varied between 0.25 and 1.25 mm. Estimations were closest
when grains were at an early stage of metamorphosis, i.e.
grains were quite small and round. Other measures of
individual grains more descriptive of the microwave behavior have been proposed by, for example, Mätzler (2002).
The optical grain size (D0), on the other hand, is defined
as the diameter of independent spheres that have the same
optical hemispherical reflectance properties as the snow,
and which are proportional to the volume–surface ratio of
the grains (Giddings and LaChapelle, 1961; Wiscombe and
Warren, 1980; Dozier and others, 1987; Grenfell and
Warren, 1999). Therefore, D0 is not the same as E of a
particle, with the exception of material consisting of perfect
spheres (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Theoretical correlation length, on the other hand, describes the distribution of
scattered radiation, and is related to grain size, shape and
volumetric distribution of snow grains (e.g. Debye and
others, 1957; Jin, 1993). However, three-dimensional
measurements of the correlation length are difficult.
The physical snow evolution model SNOWPACK (Lehning and others, 2002a) can be used to simulate the evolution
of different characteristics of snow. Simulation of E is not a
simple process, because the physical processes are variable
and the shapes of snow crystals are complex; therefore,
several equations and semi-empirical parameterizations are
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needed. In the non-dendritic case, when grains are not
branched, D0 is dependent on E. Independent equations are
applied for the dendritic branched grains.
D0 can be derived from specific surface area (SSA)
measurements. SSA is a geometrical characteristic of porous
sintered materials such as snow, and is related to chemical,
physical and electromagnetic properties of the medium
(Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Domine and others, 2008;
Matzl and Schneebeli, 2010). SSA can be measured by stereology (e.g. Matzl and Schneebeli, 2010), X-ray computed
microtomography (Flin and others, 2005; Chen and Baker,
2010), the methane adsorption method (Domine and others,
2001; Legagneux and others, 2002) and optical methods
(Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006; Painter and others, 2007;
Gallet and others, 2009; Langlois and others, 2010; Arnaud
and others, 2011). Reflectance, and therefore optically measured SSA, also depends on grain shape (Picard and others,
2009). In this study, SSA was measured with the optical
reflectance method presented by Gallet and others (2009).
The aim of the presented research was to: (1) compare in
situ measured values to those modelled using the SNOWPACK thermodynamic snow model and (2) investigate the
source and magnitude of measurement errors related to
these parameters.

THEORY AND MEASUREMENT METHODS
Grain growth
The shape and size of ice particles (referred to as snow
grains from now on) change throughout the winter. Growth
of snow grains is caused by changes in ambient physical
conditions (Adams and Brown, 1982; Colbeck, 1982); the
strongest effects are caused by changes in temperature and
density.
Temperature differences in the snowpack are related to
differences in air temperature, thermal conductivity of snow,
terrain, vegetation, elevation and the amount of sunlight.
Land-cover type affects the structure of the snowpack (e.g.
an ice layer over a bog forms a different base for the
snowpack than dry ground). Furthermore, even if the
ambient temperature remains stable, the snowpack exhibits
a vertical temperature gradient in conditions where the
ambient and subnivean temperatures differ because of
the low thermal conductivity of snow. Changes in snow
density are also induced by temperature changes; however,
the snowpack also compacts at constant temperatures, new
snow increases the pressure in the older snow, and density
of the snow increases.
Changes in temperature and density affect the state of
grain metamorphism in the snowpack. Generally, metamorphism drives the formation of different grain shapes
(Fierz and others, 2009). Colbeck (1982) describes grain
shape changes through the winter; grains can form again
several times, and a rule of thumb is that the average size of
snow grains increases with age and depth of snowpack.

Snow class definitions
Snow grains can be classified by shape. In this paper,
definitions following Fierz and others (2009) are used: grain
classifications include precipitation particles (PP), decomposing and fragmented precipitation particles (DF), rounded
grains (RG), faceted crystals (FC), depth hoar (DH), melt
forms (MF) and ice formations (IF).

Fig. 1. (a) Aerial photograph of the Sodankylä facilities. IOA is the
intensive operation area. Meteorological and radiation measurements, used to force the SNOWPACK model, were made 500 m
from IOA in a similar environment. (b) The measurement field
covered with snow on a natural forest floor.

Measurement site
Snow profiles were measured at the Arctic Research Centre
of the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI), Sodankylä,
northern Finland, (67.368° N, 26.633° E) over two snow
seasons. Measurements were made between January 2012
and April 2013. The measurement site (IOA (intensive
observation area)) was located in a clearing surrounded by a
sparse pine forest (Fig. 1). The site hosted several automated
measurements (e.g. snow temperature profile, soil temperature profile, soil moisture and SWE). The meteorological and
radiation data used for modelling were measured at a
distance of 500 m from the IOA, where surroundings were
similar to the IOA.
Snow cover at the site persists on average for 200 days,
between the end of October and the end of May (Pirinen
and others, 2012). The thermal winter, when the daily
average temperature falls below zero, typically begins near
the end of September and ends near the end of May. The
maximum amount of snow is, on average, 80 cm in March,
followed by a snowmelt period lasting until May. For the
two winter seasons (2012 and 2013) used in this research,
the measured snow depth and temperature profiles are
presented in Figure 2.
The seasonal snowpack in Sodankylä has large variations in grain size and density, and impurities from, for
example, tree litter and inorganic soot. Vertical layering
caused by weather effects is inherent in snowpacks;
however, natural snow also exhibits a high degree of
horizontal variability in layering and snow structure caused
by wind, vegetation and terrain effects (Sturm and others,
1998). In the case of new snow, the surface of the
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Fig. 2. Height of snow (upper, black curves) and temperature profile (difference of temperature at surface and base) of snowpack (lower, grey
curves) during winters 2011/12 and 2012/13.

snowpack is typically light, and new snowflakes are large
and dendritic. For older snowpacks, densification typically
increases towards the bottom layers. In the middle of
the snowpack, snow grains are smaller and rounder than in
the surface layers. Grain size further increases towards the
ground; near the ground, snow consists of grains with a
large range of different sizes. During winter, the thickness
of the bottom layer (mostly DH crystals) increases, the
proportion of small and large grains changes, and the
proportion in the layer increases near ground. The structure
of the snowpack varies annually, in particular as a function
of the temperature gradient over the snowpack (between
air and soil temperatures).
The most common grain shapes in Sodankylä are PP, DF,
RG, FC, DH and MF. Occasionally over the winter, SH
crystals occur. Melting and recrystallization of the surface
snow during a warm period, followed by a cold period,
creates a hard crust layer, which is classified as MFcr or
sometimes as IF.
The average grain-size value for the whole snowpack was
considered appropriate when analysing the time series of
snowpack evolution. As snow pits are forcibly made at a
different location each time, the dataset at hand encompassed both temporal and spatial variations in snow
structure, which are difficult to separate from one another.
A weighted average was calculated to alleviate the effects of
spatial (horizontal) variability of grain size in the snowpack.
As the propagation of electromagnetic radiation in snow is
closely related to the SWE (depth � density), weighting with
SWE gives a better proxy of the relative weight of the grain
size in each layer in terms of microwave interactions,
compared to simple depth-weighted averaging. Other
methods include weighing the grain size of each layer by
the assumed optical depth of respective overlying layers (e.g.
Tedesco and Kim, 2006).

test site were used to drive the SNOWPACK model; model
estimates of E and D0, given as Espi and D0sp, aggregated
over the snowpack to improve comparability, were analysed
against the in situ measurements. The different grain-size
parameters are presented in Table 1.
The collected dataset includes 35 snow-pit measurements, made over the two winters. Typically, the snow pits
were measured at 1 week intervals. However, several extra
measurements were arranged. Due to the destructive nature
of the measuring process, the exact location of the snow pit
changed each time; new pits were made at a minimum
distance of 1 m from previous pits to avoid changes in snow
structure caused by previous pit measurements. The data
thus also include the effect of small-scale spatial variability,
in addition to temporal variability caused by weather events
and snow metamorphism.
All measurements from a snow pit were taken from a
vertical cut of �50 cm width made in the snowpack. Layers
were determined manually from the snow-pit wall by
changes in snow structure (e.g. density, hardness, grain size
and shape). The measured snow-pit data include snow layer
thicknesses, E for each layer, temperature profile (every
10 cm), density profile measured by weighting a snow
sample (every 5 cm), and SSA measurements (every 3 cm).
However, reliable density and SSA measurements from
5–10 cm above ground level were not always possible due
to hard packed or very coarse-grained snow.

Table 1. Grain-size definitions
Grain size

Symbol

Description

Traditional

E

The classical grain size of a snow
layer is the average size of its grains.
The largest extension of a grain is
measured in mm.
Diameter of optically equivalent ice
spheres which have the same
optical properties (surface-to-volume
ratio) as original particles. Derived
from the reflectance measurements
made with the IceCube instrument.
Simulated with SNOWPACK model.
Simulated with SNOWPACK model.

Snow-pit measurements
The research was based on manual snow-pit measurements
made over the 2011/12 and 2012/13 winter seasons. The
collected data include estimates of E as well as SSA
measurements. SSA was measured with a commercial
IceCube instrument (Gallet and others, 2009). Grain-size
measurements of E were performed by visually analysing
macro-photographs of grain samples against a reference
grid. Automated meteorological and radiation data from the

Optical

SNOWPACK traditional
SNOWPACK optical

D0

Esp
D0sp
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Fig. 3. Macro-photographs taken against a 1 mm reference grid in Sodankylä. Examples of dendritic (left) and non-dendritic (middle) grains.
Grain shape in the left panel is PPsd, in the middle panel RGxf and in the right panel right FCxr. Grain size exhibits large variability in the
right panel, likely causing observer-related bias. Grain size is more uniform in the other two photographs.

E was estimated visually for each snow layer by comparing
snow grains to a 1 mm reference grid. The methodology
differed from the traditional measurement (Fierz and others,
2009), because estimation was made during post-processing
from macro-photographs. Occasionally, layers contained
very hard snow and grains, and could not be distinguished
without breaking the snow structure. Some of the photographs were also of low quality, so the grain-size estimation
could not be made. Only one snow sample was taken from
each layer, so errors in the definition of snow layers may have
affected the representativity of the results. E was recorded to
the nearest 0.25 mm. Photographs of different types of grains
are presented in Figure 3. The snow type was determined
visually from the same macro-photographs.

SSA measurements
A novel method of measuring D0, the diameter of opticalequivalent ice spheres, is to derive it from measurements of
reflectance (Gallet and others, 2009). SSA (m2 kg–1) is
defined as the surface area of particles per unit mass:
SSA ¼ S=M ¼ S=ð�i VÞ,

ð1Þ

where S is surface area, M is mass of the sample, �i is the
density of ice (917 kg m–2) and V is volume of the sample
(Legagneux and others, 2002). The optical diameter of ice
spheres is presented by Kokhanovsky and Zege (2004) as
D0 ¼ 6V=S:

ð2Þ

The theoretical relation between D0 and SSA from Eqns (1)
and (2) is
D0 ¼ 6=ð�SSAÞ:

ð3Þ

The SSA decreases with increasing grain size, as there is
more empty space between large grains than between
smaller grains.
For SSA measurements, we used the IceCube manufactured by A2 Photonic Sensors, France, which is a commercial
single-frequency instrument similar to DUFISSS (Gallet and
others, 2009). The instrument measures the hemispherical
infrared reflectance of the snow samples, which can be
linked to SSA (e.g. Domine and others, 2006; Matzl and
Schneebeli, 2006). The whole snowpack was sampled at
3 cm intervals; the measurements were made from the same
cut in the snowpack (i.e. pit) as the E estimations.
IceCube measurements consisted of calibration measurements and measurements of snow samples. The surface of
the sample had to be smooth for the measurement to
succeed; ice layers and very hard snow layers were difficult

to measure, and several measurements were omitted as a
result. Moreover, large crystals at the bottom of the snowpack proved difficult to sample correctly, so these measurements may carry additional errors. The sample also had to be
compacted in the sample holder to avoid absorption of
radiation at the bottom of the holder, which obscures
reflections from the snow sample. For clustered grains (e.g.
MFcl or MFpc), the SSA value was smaller, because grains
were closer to each other than free grains of the same size
would be (Dozier and Painter, 2004). During the measurement the sample holder was set below the instrument.
Calibration measurements of the IceCube were made before
and after every measurement occasion. The calibration result
depended on, for example, the laser temperature, the
cleanness of the spectralon surfaces and the mechanics of
the instrument. The IceCube was calibrated by measuring the
reflectances of six different spectralon plates and the
background radiation. A least-squares polynomial was fitted
to these seven measurements, and the success of the
calibration was determined from the fit. The programme
gives the user an estimate of the quality of the calibration
from the success of the curve fit, by using a scale of very
poor, poor, good and excellent. Error estimation of calibration is important, because the success of the calibration
was not seen during measurement and some of the
calibration measurements were often of poor quality. Errors
may have originated from any single calibration measurement or multiple calibration measurements. Theoretically, it
was also possible for all calibration measurements to be
shifted systematically to the same direction to indicate good
calibration, but the magnitude of the result (signal-toreflectance relationship) would then be erroneous.

Snowpack model
SNOWPACK is a one-dimensional (1-D) physically based
finite-element model developed at the WSL Institute for
Snow and Avalanche Research SLF, Switzerland. The
characteristics of the numerical set-up, the microstructure
and the initial and driving parameters of the model are
described by Lehning and others (2002a,b). The number of
individual layers in the model is not restricted, and increases
in response to snow precipitation.
SNOWPACK simulates three types of snow metamorphism: equilibrium metamorphism, temperature gradient metamorphism and wet snow metamorphism. Only
the first two metamorphism simulations were investigated in
this study.
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The snow grains are parameterized using size parameters
(grain size and bond size) and shape parameters (dendricity
and sphericity). The sphericity describes the ratio of rounded
versus faceted shapes, and the dendricity describes the part
of original grain shapes that remain in a snow layer. Both
parameters vary from 0 to 1. The dendricity and sphericity
were set to 1 and 0.5, respectively, for new snow. In old
rounded snow grains, the dendricity decreases to zero. The
shape parameters are based on the French snow model
Crocus. Further details can be found in, for example, Brun
and others (1992).
Grain growth and thus grain size (Esp) is defined by several
equations in the SNOWPACK model depending on the
physical conditions in the snowpack. The grain growth
during equilibrium metamorphism, as the temperature
gradient is small, is based on a mixture theory model
described by Brown and others (1999, 2001). Esp during
equal temperature metamorphism is the diameter of a sphere.
The grain growth rate (rg) is presented by Lehning and others
(2002b) in the equal temperature metamorphism as
�
�
A
_rg ðT, tÞ ¼ s A1 þ 2 eA3 ð1=TR 1=TÞ ,
ð4Þ
rg
where T is temperature, t is time, s is sphericity, A1, A2 and
A3 are coefficients, rg is grain size, and TR is reference
temperature (273.15 K). The temperature gradient metamorphism used in SNOWPACK is described by Baunach
and others (2001). It assumes that snow grains grow as
plates, while the thickness of the plate stays constant. The
length of a side of these plates is the temperature gradient
metamorphism grain size in SNOWPACK. The grain growth
rate is presented by Lehning and others (2002b) in the
temperature gradient metamorphism as
�
�
3
ðtÞ
a2 JL ðtÞ a�z
�JL2L ðtÞ
r_g ðT Þ ¼
,
ð5Þ
2fgg �i rg ð0Þrg ðtÞ
where rg(0) is initial grain size, �i is density of pure ice, fgg is
the adjustable geometrical factor for better approximation of
the real grain shape (Baunach and others, 2001; Lehning
and others, 2002b), JL is interlayer mass, JL2L is layer-to-layer
mass, rg(t) is actual growing grain size, a is lattice
constant and z is snow height. Grain-size simulation of
SNOWPACK has been fitted to grain-size measurements by
adjusting model parameters empirically with cold laboratory
experiments.
The optical grain size (D0sp), which is simulated with
SNOWPACK, is presented in Vionnet and others (2012) in
the dendritic case as
D0sp ¼ 10 4 ½d þ ð1

dÞð4

sÞ �

and in the non-dendritic case as
�
�
4 Esp
D0sp ¼ Esp ð1 sÞ max 4 � 10 ,
,
2

ð6Þ
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Table 2. Summary of automated measurements used to drive the
SNOWPACK model
Measurements in Sodankylä

Unit

Distance from IOA*
m

Air temperature
Air relative humidity
Incoming shortwave radiation
Outgoing shortwave radiation
Snow depth
Snow temperature profile
Soil temperature profile
Wind speed
Wind direction

°C
%
W m–2
W m–2
cm
°C
°C
m s–1
°

500
500
500
500
500
0
0
500
500

*Intensive operation area.

Sodankylä Arctic Research Centre. These observations were
augmented with automatic ground temperature observations
and snow temperature observations close to the operational
station. Incoming and outgoing longwave radiation observations were available, but the longwave radiation data
contained gaps preventing their application in simulations.
Therefore, only shortwave radiation data were used. In
simulations for this study, SNOWPACK was driven by snow
depth observations instead of precipitation data. Density of
new snow was determined following Lehning and others
(2002a). The data used to drive the model have 30 min
intervals, and the data used for the simulations are listed in
Table 2 and in the Appendix. The SNOWPACK model
outputs the parameters of snow profiles at 60 min intervals.
SNOWPACK grain size has been compared to measured
grain size and grain type in several recent studies (Schweizer
and others, 2006; Rasmus and others, 2007; Hirashima and
others, 2008). Rasmus and others (2007) calculated agreement scores for measured and simulated grain sizes in
Finland; agreement was generally good in northern Finland,
where the snowpack was more stable. On the other hand,
Schweizer and others (2006) compared measured and
simulated grain size for each grain type, finding no large
differences between measured and simulated grain sizes.
Langlois and others (2012) compared the correlation length
derived from D0 measured by InfraRed Integrating Sphere
(Montpetit and others, 2012) and SNOWPACK model results,
and scaled D0 lower to fit measurements to simulations.
Huang and others (2012) researched grain sizes predicted by
different models. Their result was that SNOWPACK predictions for E and D0 are as good as predicted by using two other
models (Flanner–Zender Grain Size Model (Flanner and
Zender, 2006) and Jordan Grain Size Model (Sun and others,
1999)) which both predict the size parameters well.

ð7Þ

where D0sp (m) is the SNOWPACK optical grain size, d is
dendricity, s is sphericity and Esp (m) is SNOWPACK
traditional grain size. Thus the D0sp in the non-dendritic
grains depends on Esp.
In this study, version 3.1.0 of SNOWPACK was used to
simulate Esp and D0sp for winters 2011/12 and 2012/13. Air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction,
incoming and outgoing shortwave radiation and snow depth
observations were collected from an operational weather
station (WMO code 02836) operated by the FMI at the

RESULTS
Comparison of experimental and snowpack modelled
grain sizes
Time series of E, D0 and density profiles in Sodankylä
snowpack
Profiles of E and D0 are presented in Figure 4 for a single
snow pit in February. The layered structure of the snowpack
was visible in both the E and D0 profiles. Generally, the
magnitude of E was larger than the magnitude of D0.
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Fig. 4. E (crosses) and D0 (dots) compared using measurements
made at 3 cm intervals for a single snow pit.

Nevertheless, both measures indicated a similar trend of
increasing grain size towards the bottom snow layers. Both
methods indicated relatively small variation in grain size
above a snow height of 20 cm. However, in lower layers the
grain-size variability increased significantly.
Density, Esp and D0sp were modelled with SNOWPACK
from meteorological and radiation data as described above
and in Table 2 and the Appendix. Manual density measurements are compared to SNOWPACK simulations in Figure 5.
The bias in snow thickness between manually measured
and automatic observations, used as forcing for SNOWPACK simulations, was �5 cm during the dry snow season
(Fig. 5). Both measured and simulated density values exhibit
an increasing trend from snow surface towards the ground,
from 50–150 to 300–500 g cm–3 in simulated and 50–200 to
250–450 g cm–3 for typical measured values in top and
bottom layers, respectively. During the dry snow season,
average densities for the 2011/12 winter were 208 and
175 g cm–3 and for the 2012/13 winter were 187 and
217 g cm–3 for measurements and simulations, respectively.
During the melt season, density increased by up to 50% in
both simulated and measured values. Some differences were
apparent between two winter seasons: For instance, during
the 2011/12 winter, density was notably large during the
melt season, with measured values reaching 470 g cm–3.
However, for the 2012/13 winter, the maximum measured
densities during the melt season were 400 g cm–3, although
the density in bottom layers was larger during the dry-snow
season than for the 2011/12 season.
Time series of E, Esp, D0 and D0sp profiles are presented in
Figures 6 and 7. The range of values for E was 0.25–2.75, for
Esp was 0–2.5, for D0 was 0–1.25 mm and for D0sp was 0–
1.5 mm. Typically, grain growth towards the bottom of the
snowpack was apparent both in SNOWPACK simulations
and measured data. The simulated layering profile can be
compared to manually determined layering structure based
on Figure 6; the measured E for manually determined layers
is marked on the upper edge of the respective layer.
Typically, SNOWPACK simulated more layers (up to >40)
than could be determined by the snow-pit observation
(typically not more than ten layers). In order to allow
intercomparison of E, Esp, D0 and D0sp in a consistent
fashion, Esp and D0sp were weighted with the SWE of each
layer. A similar method was applied for in situ data. This was
seen as a necessary process due to ambiguities in relating
the many simulated layers to the relatively few layers
apparent in manual observations. Furthermore, as described
earlier, snow-pit observations do not represent temporal

Fig 5. Snow density simulated with SNOWPACK compared to
manual density measurements. Coloured boxes represent manually
measured values; solid lines represent SNOWPACK simulations: (a)
2011/12; (b) 2012/13.

evolution of a discrete location but also contain the effect of
spatial variability in the natural snowpack.

Averaged time series of E and D0 in Sodankylä
snowpack
The time series of both manually measured and simulated E
and D0 are presented in Figure 8. Root-mean-square (rms)
errors, unbiased rms errors, biases and correlation coefficients (R2) of datasets are presented in Table 3. For the time
series of E and Esp in winter 2011/12, R2 was 0.56 and the
bias 0.12 mm. For winter 2012/13 the variations were larger
(with a bias of 0.26 mm) and the R2 was 0.36. R2 during
January–March was 0.91 and 0.28 during the first and
second winters, respectively. R2 was 0.14 and 0.54 in
October–December, and 0.20 and 0.32 in the melt season
of the same two seasons respectively.
D0sp and D0 trends were similar for both winters, and R2
for the whole season was 0.75 for both seasons. During
January–March 2012, R2 was 0.42, and during January–
March 2013, 0.76. R2 was 0.27 and 0.94 respectively in the
melting seasons and 0.79 in October–December 2012.
However, D0sp was constantly larger than D0. Therefore, the
bias and rms error between D0 and D0sp were larger than
between E and Esp.
A linear scaling factor � sp describing the ratio between
measured and simulated grain size can be defined so that
D ¼ �sp Dsp ,

ð8Þ

where D is measured grain size and Dsp is simulated grain
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Fig. 6. SNOWPACK simulation of Esp compared to manual
measurements of E. Coloured boxes represent manually measured
values; solid lines represent SNOWPACK simulations: (a) 2011/12;
(b) 2012/13.

size. Values for � sp and standard deviations are presented in
Table 4 and Figure 9 for the two snow seasons. Average
scaling factors between the two years were within 0.1 of each
other on average. Considering both winters, the scaling
factor, � D0sp, between measured D0 and simulated D0sp was
2.1, and � Esp between measured E and simulated Esp was 1.2.
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Fig. 7. SNOWPACK simulation of D0sp compared to manual
measurements of D0 for snow pit 14 February 2013. Coloured
boxes represent manually measured values; solid lines represent
SNOWPACK simulations: (a) 2011/12; (b) 2012/13,

The standard deviations were 0.42 and 0.36 respectively.
� Esp varied between 0.8 and 2.1 over both winters. � Esp was
more stable during the first winter than the second, with
values in the range 0.9–2.3 compared to 0.8–1.8 for the first
and second winters, respectively. � Esp was largest during
October–December and the late melting season, reaching

Table 3. Correlation coefficient (R2), bias, rms error and unbiased
rms error between measured and SNOWPACK simulated grain
sizes. Grain sizes are defined in Table 1

R2
E
D0
Bias
E (mm)
D0 (mm)
rms error
E (mm)
D0 (mm)
Unbiased rms error
E (mm)
D0 (mm)

Esp

D0sp

0.47
0.69

0.38
0.74

0.19
0.71

0.01
0.50

0.37
0.72

0.38
0.53

0.32
0.14

0.38
0.16

Fig. 8. Time series of measured E and D0 and SNOWPACK
simulated Esp and D0sp. (a) 2011/12; (b) 2012/13.
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Fig. 9. Time series of scaling factors � Esp and �D0sp between
measured E and D0 and SNOWPACK simulated Esp and D0sp:
(a) 2011/12; (b) 2012/13.

values up to 2.3. In January–March, �Espwas 1.1 on average.
Also � D0sp was more variable during the second winter
(range 1.3–3.2) than the first (range 1.8–2.8). For � D0sp, there
was no clear seasonally related trend, but measurements in
December 2012 required the largest � D0sp (average 3.1)
while measurements in the 2013 melting season required the
smallest � D0sp (average 1.75). In January–March, � D0sp was
�2.2. It can also be noticed that trends of � D0sp and � Esp were
similar during the second winter.

Sources of measurement errors
Several factors contribute to the uncertainty of estimates of
E, including random errors arising from preparation of the
snow sample, and systematic errors arising from the
estimation process itself. Errors are mainly caused by layer
definition in the field, placing grains in the reference plate
from the snowpack, unsuccessful photographing, failure to
distinguish the single grains in the macro-photograph,
failure to measure the size of a grain using a 1 mm
reference scale or choosing the typical average grain in the
macro-photograph. Other contributions to the error may be
made by (1) the snow structure being disturbed when a
sample of grains is placed on the reference plate, and
(2) separation of the grain boundaries in the macrophotographs not always being clear.
Determining the layered stratification of the snowpack
was an important aspect of the snow-pit measurement,
because E may vary both horizontally and vertically.
However, the process was also subject to observer error.

Table 4. The scaling factor beta between measured and SNOWPACK simulaled grain sizes. � Esp is for traditional grain size E, and
� D0sp is for optical grain size D0. Standard deviations (std) are also
presented

�Esp
std(�Esp)
�D0sp
std(�D0sp)

2011–13

2011/12

2012/13

1.24
0.36
2.11
0.42

1.16
0.31
2.21
0.47

1.3
0.39
1.97
0.30

Fig. 10. An example of observer-related errors in E estimations. The
macro-photographs taken by 3 cm intervals were analysed separately by three observers; the mean value of E (crosses) is marked
with error bars between minimum and maximum values.

The method applied for manual layer definition has been
described above. Separation of layers was occasionally
difficult because differences between the layers were not
always clear. An alternative instrument for the definition of
snow layer boundaries is the Snow Micro Penetrometer
(SMP) (Pielmeier and Schneebeli, 2003), which may allow
more objective separation of the layering structure.
An example of comparison for E estimations made by
three observers from the same photographs is determined in
Figure 10. Estimation of E was made from samples taken at
intervals of 3 cm, in order to acquire more samples for
comparison, and on the other hand, in order to compare
with D0 from the same snow sample. The snow pit chosen
for comparison included several layers and snow types. The
difference between estimations was largest at the bottom of
the snowpack, where the sample contained a large scale of
different grain sizes (Fig. 3). Even if all the grains in the
photograph were almost the same size, there was a potential
error of up to 0.25 mm (the precision of our estimation).
More comparative data are needed for a more complete
error analysis of E.
The errors in the IceCube measurement were a sum of
random errors originating from the sampling process as well
as systematic errors in instrument calibration. Preparation of
the samples for the IceCube instrument involved several
uncertainties caused by the compaction level of the snow in
the sample holder (reflection from the bottom of the sample
holder) and the sample surface smoothness (reflection from
the sample surface). The errors in instrument calibration
were caused by the cleanness of calibration spectralons
(shade of the spectralons) and the descent temperature of the
instrument and laser (power of the laser). Additional errors
were caused by instrument properties. For example,
scattering from grains below the sample surface resulted in
underestimation of the reflectance, which appeared to be
reduced by the limited field of view (Gallet and others,
2009). Moreover, the radiation penetration depth depends
on snow density, which was usually �1 cm; however,
radiation did not penetrate the calibration spectralon plates
as porous snow, which increased the amount of reflected
radiation and worsened the accuracy of the calibration.
A total of 27 measurements included IceCube calibration
data before and after the measurement. The average
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difference in D0 between two calibrations was 0.044 mm.
The reflectance data of the largest and smallest differences
between calibrations were used to derive D0 in Figure 11.
The largest difference (average from pit) was 0.113 mm on
10 April 2012, and the smallest average difference (average
from pit) was 0.001 mm on 12 March 2013. Root-meansquare errors between these calibrations were 0.121 mm
and 0.0025 mm respectively. Contrary to expectation, the
largest differences in D0 were between very poor and good
calibrations, and the smallest were between good and poor
calibrations, when the above scale is used. The average
difference between D0 of two calibrations made on the same
day was still <0.05 mm

DISCUSSION
The magnitude of E was clearly larger than D0 in both the
measured and simulated cases. However, the magnitude
difference between Esp and D0sp was not as large as between
E and D0. Underestimation of D0 may result partly from a
lack of measurements from the bottom of the snowpack.
Previous results also scaled D0sp lower than in this study
(Langlois and others, 2012). The best correlation (from R2,
bias rms error and unbiased rms error) was between D0 and
D0sp and then E and Esp. The average scaling factor � Esp
varied 13% from one winter to another, and � D0sp was
within 11%. Standard deviations of yearly scaling factors
were in the range 0.3–0.5.
According to our results, SNOWPACK simulations of Esp
and D0sp showed the best agreement with field measurements during January–March conditions. For early winter in
November and the snowmelt season in April and May, Esp
and D0sp varied most, and a clear disconnect from field
measurements was also apparent. During October–December, only a few snow layers were identified in field
measurements; thus the variability in individual observations of E and D0 affected the overall bulk average and
the calculated average scaling factor. Overestimation of
SNOWPACK density also affected the weak correlation of E
and D0 measurements with simulations during the melt
season. Furthermore, measurements of E and D0 also
exhibit more uncertainties during the melt season in wet
snow conditions.
Determination of layers, placing the grains in the
reference plate and observer-related estimation causes the
largest errors in E. Choosing the average E from the macrophotograph is the most sensitive part for error estimation. A
comparison of estimates from three observers of the same
macro-photographs indicated errors up to 1 mm. D0,
measured using the IceCube instrument, however, was
less sensitive to observer-related errors than E estimates,
but several stages of the measurement process (sampling,
calibration of original values, deriving D0 from SSA) may
still result in inaccuracies. The light newly fallen snow
(density �50 g L–1) had to be compacted in the sample
holder, and the quality of the sample was affected by
different sampling techniques, smoothness of the sample
surface, etc. The calibration-related error was relatively
small (average 0.05 mm; maximum 0.12 mm). Error is very
small because calibrations are made during the same
measurement occasion. Calibration errors were further
reduced by cleaning calibration spectralons, and
stabilizing the instrument and laser temperatures before
the calibration.

Fig. 11. The effect of repeated calibration of the SSA measurements
on D0. The same IceCube measurement is calibrated twice. On
10 April 2012, the mean difference between very poor (unfilled
circles) and good (dots) calibrations of D0 was 0.113 mm; on
12 March 2013 the difference between good (dots) and poor
(unfilled circles) calibrations of D0 was 0.001 mm.

CONCLUSIONS
A description of the snow microstructure is essential for
physical snow models and radiative transfer models. A
typical measure applied as a proxy indicator of snow microstructure has been the grain size (E). However, there are
several ambiguities related to defining and measuring E. An
alternative parameter describing snow microstructure, the
optical grain size (D0), can be derived from SSA measurements (Gallet and others, 2009). However, the definition of
D0 is based on optics, and its measurement is based on
optical reflection from snow, which is not directly related,
for example, to the scattering behaviour of radiation at
microwave frequencies. On the other hand, empirical
relations between E and the propagation of microwaves
have been established in the past (Hallikainen and others,
1987). Physical snow models such as SNOWPACK are
important for global derivation of snow properties that are
difficult to observe in the field (e.g. grain size), for remotesensing applications and hazard prediction systems. Therefore, a good correlation of manual measurements with the
model is essential.
The main objective of the study was to compare E and D0
to Esp and D0sp. Another objective was to define measurement errors of E and D0. The measurements were made
during the 2011/12 and 2012/13 winters in Sodankylä.
Layers simulated with SNOWPACK were not directly
comparable with the manually determined layering structure, as simulation typically produced more layers with also
a differing density profile. Furthermore, collected field data
also exhibited the effects of spatial variability in natural
snow. Therefore, averaged and weighted values for the
whole snowpack were used in this study for intercomparison of measured and simulated values.
The temporal variation of measured and simulated values
was similar in the time series (Fig. 8); however, in the first
winter the average correlation was better. The largest
difference between measured and simulated values occurred
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in October–December and during the melting season in
April and May. The magnitude of D0sp was approximately
twice as large as D0, while the magnitude of E was almost the
same for measured and simulated values (Table 3; Fig. 9).
Calculated R2 values were best between the same respective
measured and simulated parameters, even though the
magnitude of D0sp was closer to E than D0 (Table 4).
The largest uncertainties in both E estimations and D0
measurements were estimated to occur in the bottom layer
of the snowpack, where the grains were large and loose. The
IceCube calibration error was 0.05 mm on average. The
effect of other errors (sampling method, sample surface
smoothness and observer) on D0 was <0.1 mm in our
preliminary unpublished results. E for an average grain was
estimated to the nearest 0.25 mm. The magnitude of error in
E was suspected to be in the millimetre range (Fig. 11).
This study suggests that SNOWPACK was able to
simulate with reasonable accuracy the magnitude and
trend of traditional grain-size profiles for boreal forest/taiga
snow in midwinter. In the case of optical grain size,
SNOWPACK simulations exhibited a notably large bias
compared to measured values; however, the correlation
between measured and simulated values exceeded that of
the classical grain size.
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APPENDIX

Table 6. SNOWPACK.sno file parameters
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Slope Angle
Slope Azi
nSoilLayerData

Table 5. SNOWPACK.ini file parameters
Data step length
Calculation step length
Height of meteo values
Height of wind value
Enforce measured snow
heights
SW mode

Neutral

Canopy
Measure TSS
Change BC
Incoming longwave
Snow redistribution
SNP SOIL
Soil flux
Geo heat
Advanced settings

30 min
15 min
2.0 m
22.0 m
True
2

1

False
False
False
False
True
True
False
0.06
Default variant,
default settings

Incoming and reflected
shortwave radiation are both
measured
Force Monin–Obukhov
formulation to assume neutral
conditions
Open area
Measured surface temperature
not available

Soil layers defined

7571768
484270
180 m
0.0°
0.0°
1

nSnowLayerData
Bare Soil z0
Soil Albedo
CanopyHeight
CanopyLeafAreaIndex
CanopyDirectThroughfall
WindScalingFactor
Profiledate
Soil layer thickness
Volume fraction ice
Volume fraction water

1.0
01.08.2011
1.5 m
0.00
0.15

Volume fraction void
Volume fraction soil
Soil density
Soil heat conductivity
Soil specific heat

0.15
0.7
1700 kg m–3
1.5 W m–1 K–1
1200 J kg–1 K–1

Sodankylä, northern Finland

Soil homogeneous at least
the first 1.5 m

0
0.02
0.2
10.0 m
0.0
0.0

Calculated from automatic
soil moisture measurements

Soil approximated as
compact sandy soil. Values
estimated according to the
volumetric fraction of water
after de Vries (1963)
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a b s t r a c t
We studied whether the physical snow evolution model SNOWPACK could be used together with the HUT snow
emission model to simulate microwave brightness temperatures (TB) of snow cover and to parameterize key a
priori variables in the retrieval of snow water equivalent (SWE). We used the extensive in situ measurement
data set collected in Sodankylä, Finland, during the Nordic Snow Radar Experiment (NoSREx) campaign in
2009–2013 to model the evolution of snow with SNOWPACK. Resulting snow proﬁles were validated with manual in situ measurements. Mean agreement scores (for a winter) were 0.85–0.91 for traditional grain size, 0.74–
0.75 for optical grain size, 0.65–0.80 for density, and 0.71–0.83 for temperature. Grain sizes modeled with SNOWPACK were compared to effective grain size retrieved from tower-based microwave radiometer measurements.
The bias and RMS error of SNOWPACK optical grain size were −0.03 mm and 0.20 mm, respectively, and those of
SNOWPACK traditional grain size were 0.30 mm and 0.33 mm, respectively. SNOWPACK snow proﬁles were used
as input to the HUT snow emission model for calculation of TB, which was compared to microwave radiometer
measurements. TB calculated with SNOWPACK optical grain size exhibited lower biases (from −12.5 K to
16.2 K, depending on year and frequency) and RMS errors (from 3.3 K to 18.5 K) than TB calculated with SNOWPACK traditional grain size (bias from −42.2 K to −9.9 K, RMS error from 12.0 K to 44.7 K). Grain sizes, temperature, and density modeled with SNOWPACK were used as a priori snow data in the retrieval of SWE from towerbased microwave radiometer observations. The lowest overall bias and RMS error were reached when traditional
grain size from SNOWPACK was used, either directly with modelled snow density and temperature (−33 mm
and 58 mm, respectively) or with an effective grain size correction and static snow density and temperature applied (22 mm and 59 mm, respectively).
© 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction
Seasonal snow has a signiﬁcant effect on the Earth's surface energy
balance (Groisman et al., 1994) and surface-atmosphere interaction
through its high albedo and low thermal conductivity. It also affects hydrological processes by storing and releasing water, making snow crucial to one-sixth of the world's population living in areas where solid
precipitation dominates annual runoff (Barnett et al., 2005). The magnitude of snow feedback mechanisms on climate change remains uncertain (Qu and Hall, 2014). Therefore accurate information on snow
cover parameters, especially snow water equivalent (SWE), is needed
in many applications, e.g. as input and validation data for climate
models.
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: anna.kontu@fmi.ﬁ (A. Kontu), juha.lemmetyinen@fmi.ﬁ
(J. Lemmetyinen), juho.vehvilainen@fmi.ﬁ (J. Vehviläinen), leena.leppanen@fmi.ﬁ
(L. Leppänen), jouni.pulliainen@fmi.ﬁ (J. Pulliainen).
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Global snow data are available from in situ measurements and remote sensing observations. In situ measurement networks in the areas
covered with seasonal snow are insufﬁcient due to difﬁculties in maintaining and operating measurement stations in sparsely populated
areas with minimal infrastructure. Moreover, measurements are concentrated in easily accessible areas, and point-wise measurements do
not necessarily represent the overall snow conditions well. Remote
sensing offers unique possibilities for global daily snow monitoring. Passive microwave remote sensing of SWE is based on the extinction of microwave radiation, originating from soil, in the snowpack. Extinction is a
sum of absorption and scattering, which vary with frequency, the
amount of snow, and its dielectric and structural properties. Retrieval
of SWE is often achieved from the difference of a higher (typically
36.5 GHz) and a lower (typically 18.7 GHz) frequency brightness temperature (TB). The ﬁrst algorithm to exploit this relationship between
TB and SWE was introduced by Chang et al. (1987). The algorithm relies
on an empirical, linear relationship of the frequency difference and
SWE. Variants of the algorithm have been used with SSM/I (Special
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Sensor Microwave Imager) and AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System) (Kelly and Chang,
2003). However, the algorithm assumes constant snow density and
grain size, and therefore exhibits large errors on areas where snow conditions differ from the assumptions (Davenport et al., 2012). In the
newer AMSR-E algorithm (Kelly, 2009) this has been taken into account
with coefﬁcients adjusting with the measured TBs. This modiﬁcation
partially compensates for changes in snow microstructure and density.
An alternative method for SWE retrieval is to utilize an inversion of a
forward model for microwave emission of snow-covered ground. Emission models published in the literature include Microwave Emission
Model of Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS) (Wiesmann and Mätzler,
1999), Dense Media Radiative Transfer Multi-Layer (DMRT-ML) model
(Picard et al., 2013), and the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)
snow emission model (Pulliainen et al., 1999). In this paper we focus
on the HUT model. It is operationally used in the GlobSnow SWE retrieval algorithm, which also incorporates the assimilation of in situ snow
observations with passive microwave retrievals (Pulliainen, 2006;
Takala et al., 2011). We apply the original 1-layer version (Pulliainen
et al., 1999) of the HUT model in the retrievals of an effective grain
size and SWE, and the modiﬁed n-layer version (Lemmetyinen et al.,
2010) in the TB simulations.
Snow microstructure is the key parameter affecting the scattering of
microwave radiation in snow. Snow consists of a continuous ice structure and pore space (Fierz et al., 2009), and may contain ice, air, liquid
water, water vapor, and impurities. After initial precipitation, natural
snowpacks form complex structures of ice grains in different stages of
metamorphism. The internal structural variations of snow at distances
comparable to wavelength affect scattering of electromagnetic waves
in the snowpack, and must therefore be incorporated in SWE retrieval
algorithms. In microwave emission models, snow microstructure is typically described with a proxy parameter related to grain size: MEMLS
uses correlation length (pc), DMRT-ML uses the diameter of spheres
representing snow grains together with a stickiness parameter, and
the HUT model uses traditional grain size (E). Recently efforts have
been made to simulate scattering behavior of microwaves in snow
through applying a numerical solution to Maxwell's equations of simulated microstructures (Tsang et al., 2013). All the symbols for different
snow parameters and their short descriptions are listed in Table A1 in
the Appendix.
Arguably the best metric to describe the scattering behavior of microwaves in snow is the correlation length, pc (Mätzler, 2002). Correlation length can be objectively determined from structural samples of
natural snowpacks (Wiesmann et al., 1998) using e.g. microcomputed
tomography (micro-CT) of snow samples (Heggli et al., 2009), but this
method is time-consuming and not suitable for large-scale use. A
novel method of extracting pc from SnowMicroPen measurements
(Proksch et al., 2015) shows promising results, but some problems
with calibration yet remain. Another emerging method is to estimate
correlation length from near-infrared (NIR) photography (Toure et al.,
2008).
Traditional grain size E is the average of the greatest extension of individual grains in a layer (Fierz et al., 2009). It is measured in the ﬁeld by
comparing snow grains to a grid and estimating grain size visually. Empirical relationships between E and pc can be established (Durand et al.,
2008; Hallikainen et al., 1987), but they may not hold for the whole
range of natural snow types. While it is possible to measure the size of
a single grain with great accuracy, variability between observers arises
e.g. from the deﬁnition of a single grain in case they are bonded, and
from the deﬁnition of the average grain size of a layer, which is difﬁcult
if a wide distribution of different grain sizes and shapes exist in a layer,
as is often the case with e.g. depth hoar. Thus the method is subjective,
and the variation between estimations by different observers generally
increases with the age of the snow sample (and the variation of grain
sizes in a layer) (Baunach et al., 2001). Moreover, the greatest extension
of a snow grain is not in all cases the appropriate measure governing the

scattering of microwaves in snow (Mätzler, 2002); even though the diameter of a dendritic snow ﬂake equals that of a large depth hoar crystal, we may assume that their effect on microwave scattering differs
from one another. Despite these problems, observations of E were
used in the development of the extinction coefﬁcient model
(Hallikainen et al., 1987) applied in the HUT snow emission model,
and ﬁeld measurements of E are therefore relevant to this study.
Optical grain size Do is the diameter of identical ice spheres that have
the same optical properties as the snow in question. The same properties are achieved when surface area to volume ratio (or speciﬁc surface
area, SSA) of the spheres is equal to that of snow grains (Grenfell and
Warren, 1999). SSA is becoming the most widely used microstructure
parameter because it is clearly deﬁned, reproducible, and relatively
easy to measure in the ﬁeld. It can be measured using several methods,
including methane adsorption (Legagneux et al., 2002), NIR photography (Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006), spectroscopy (Painter et al., 2007)
and IR reﬂectance (Gallet et al., 2009). In addition, Do and SSA can be related to pc through theoretical relations (Debye et al., 1957). However,
the relation of microwave scattering in snow to pc, derived through
Do, is not straightforward; empirical relations have been proposed by
e.g. Mätzler (2002). Roy et al. (2013) argued that since larger particles
scatter much more microwave radiation than smaller ones, a collection
of identical spheres does not represent a collection of variable sized
spheres with the same SSA in the microwave range.
The GlobSnow algorithm presents a method to compensate for the
effects of spatio-temporal variations of snow microstructure in the retrieval of SWE. In the GlobSnow algorithm, an effective grain size (a
proxy parameter for snow microstructure) is ﬁrst retrieved for observations of TB coinciding with meteorological stations where in situ snow
depth (HS) data are available. This is done by ﬁnding for each station
the grain size value which minimizes the error of modeled TB compared
to the satellite observation, giving an effective grain size applicable for
each station location. Spatial (Kriging) interpolation is then used to extend the retrieved effective grain size over the whole area of interest.
The spatially interpolated effective grain size values are then used as a
priori information in the retrieval of SWE from the satellite observations. The method is thoroughly presented by Pulliainen (2006) and
Takala et al. (2011) and (2016). However, the GlobSnow algorithm
has been criticized (Richardson et al., 2014), since the retrieval of effective grain size using constant density is unphysical; all errors in e.g. density and vegetation modeling are corrected by adjusting the effective
grain size. Nevertheless, Lemmetyinen et al. (2015) studied the ability
of the HUT snow emission model to account for spatial and temporal
changes in snow structure using ground-based and airborne radiometer
measurements of snow. They found that while the effective grain size
accounts for changes in snow structure, vegetation properties and
other uncertainties, the retrieved effective grain size can still be related
to physical properties of snow for a wide temporal and spatial scale of
snow conditions, including satellite scale observations. This suggests
that information on snow physical properties, obtained from a physical
snow evolution model, may be used as a priori information to enhance a
SWE retrieval scheme based on the HUT model. One such snow cover
model is SNOWPACK (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al.,
2002a, 2002b). We applied it here to model grain size, density and temperature to be used as a priori data in the HUT snow emission model.
This study focused on the application of E and Do in the context of
forward simulations of microwave emission and retrieval of SWE. We
studied the possibility to use snow parameters simulated with SNOWPACK with the HUT snow emission model to increase the accuracy of
TB simulation and SWE retrieval. Speciﬁcally, we applied experimental
data from four consecutive winters, from 2009 to 2013, to
1. validate SNOWPACK snow proﬁles by comparing them to in situ
measurements;
2. compare E and Do from SNOWPACK to effective grain size retrieved
from tower-based microwave radiometer measurements;
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3. compare tower-based radiometer measurements to TBs simulated
with the HUT snow emission model using a priori snow data from
SNOWPACK; and
4. apply snow data from SNOWPACK as a priori information in the inversion of SWE from tower-based microwave radiometer observations, and compare the results to ﬁeld measurements of SWE.
A ﬂow diagram of the work is shown in Fig. 1. The diagram includes
the measurement data sets, the models and the parameters compared
in each of the four steps. The measurement data sets and the measurement site are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the models and
their parameters. Results and methods used to derive them are detailed
in Section 4. The results are discussed in Section 5, and conclusions are
given in Section 6.

35

situ measurements were performed at the radiometer footprints. The
weather station (WMO code 02836) is also situated in an opening
surrounded by sparse pine trees at a distance of 500 m from the IOA.
Based on 30-year (1981–2010) meteorological averages (Pirinen et
al., 2012), the ﬁrst snow typically falls in Sodankylä in October, while
snow melt-off takes place in mid-May. The snow maximum of about
80 cm occurs in late March. Snow structure, especially the existence of
ice layers, varies signiﬁcantly between winters, depending on air temperature changes before and during snow season. Air temperatures
down to −40 °C are typical in January and February, while temperatures
around 0 °C are possible in every month throughout the winter, often
resulting in melt-refreeze ice layers.
2.2. Microwave radiometer measurements

2. Data
2.1. Measurement sites
All data used in this study were measured at the Arctic Research
Centre of the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI-ARC) at 67.368° N,
26.633° E in Sodankylä, Finland during the Nordic Snow Radar Experiment (NoSREx (Lemmetyinen et al., 2016a)). The area is mainly covered
with sparse boreal pine forest. Measurements were conducted at two
sites at the institute area: the Intensive Observation Area (IOA) and
the weather station. The main measurement site, the IOA, is located in
a forest opening with a diameter of about 40 m. The ground at the IOA
is mainly covered with a thin (~2 cm) layer of lichen and some sparse,
low (~10 cm) heather. Any tree saplings and other higher vegetation
were removed every summer. The soil is composed of sand (70%), silt
(29%) and clay (1%) with a thin organic layer on top. All the measurements at the IOA were conducted within 20 m of each other, but no in

Snow microwave TB was measured with a commercial four-frequency dual-polarization radiometer (RPG-8CH-DP) manufactured by
Radiometer Physics GmbH, Meckenheim, Germany. The instrument
was mounted on a 4.1 m high tower at the IOA and set to perform a
scan from incidence angles of 30 to 70° off nadir in 5° steps every 3–
4 h. Vertical polarization (V-pol) measurements at frequencies 18.7
and 36.5 GHz and an incidence angle of 50° were used in this study.
The average value of 1 s samples, integrated over a period of 180 s at
one incidence angle, is referred to as one measurement in the subsequent analysis. Due to malfunctions and maintenance of the instrument,
there are several long gaps in the data. Altogether 2795 measurements
in dry snow conditions (HS N 0 cm, Tair b 0 °C, Tsnow b 0 °C) were used.
The radiometer was calibrated with a cold target cooled with liquid nitrogen and a target at ambient temperature at the beginning of each
snow season. The calibration was veriﬁed a few times during the winter
by measuring the ambient temperature target. A detailed account of the

Fig. 1. Work and data ﬂow. ‘HUT’ refers to the HUT snow emission model and ‘SNOWPACK’ to the physical snow model SNOWPACK, described in Section 3. The numbers on the right refer
to the four goals of the paper, as well as to subsections in Section 4, where the compared parameters and their derivation are explained and the methods and results for each comparison
are detailed. The symbols are explained in Appendix Table A1.
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measurement protocols is given by Lemmetyinen et al. (2016a, 2016b,
2016c).
2.3. Snow proﬁle
A snow pit was measured at least once a week during the winters.
There were some intensive observation periods with more frequent
snow pit measurements (even several times a day), especially during
the winter of 2009–2010. Snow pit measurements were concentrated
on an area of approximately 5 m × 5 m at the IOA outside the ﬁeld of
view of the radiometer. A new snow pit was dug every time at least
0.5 m off from the previous pits to avoid changes in the snow structure
resulting from former measurements and effects of solar radiation and
air temperature changes on the excavated pit wall. Thus, in addition to
temporal changes, the snow pit data set also includes the effects of spatial variation due to uneven soil surface and vegetation.
The inspected snow pit wall was shadowed from direct sunlight. The
wall was smoothed and layer boundaries were determined visually and
manually from density, hardness, and grain size and type differences according to the guidelines of Fierz et al. (2009). A sample of snow (tens of
grains) from each layer was placed on a screen with a 1-mm grid and
macro-photographed. Grain size E was estimated in the ﬁeld, but for
this study, Epit was reanalyzed from the photographs to reduce the random error in the original data induced by e.g. changing observers. There
might be a difference between grain size interpretation from a photograph and from snow grains in the ﬁeld, but this was assumed to be a
minor error source compared to the random error in the original ﬁeld
observations.
After ﬁltering out measurements of poor quality (e.g. photographs
were missing or unfocused, or the number of layers deviated signiﬁcantly from other measurements), 93 pits measured in dry snow conditions were used in this study. The manual measurement methods and
instruments are described in detail by Leppänen et al. (2016). In addition to Epit, proﬁles of snow temperature (Ts), density (ρs, measured
with a 250 cm3 wedge snow sampler and scales or the SnowFork
(Sihvola and Tiuri, 1986)), and SWE, as well as bulk snow depth, density, and SWE, were recorded. All other proﬁles except Epit were measured
at ﬁxed intervals of 5 cm (density and SWE from a sampler) or 10 cm
(temperature, density from the SnowFork). Parameter values for each
snow layer were calculated by linear interpolation from the values measured inside the layer, or (if there were no measurements inside the
layer) of those directly above and below the layer. Density from the
SnowFork was used if a sampler measurement was not available.
Based on several years of comparison measurements (unpublished),
typically density measured with the SnowFork is 40 kg/m3 lower than
density from the sampler. This difference was taken into account in
the data processing by adjusting the densities measured with the
SnowFork.
2.4. Speciﬁc surface area
Snow SSA was measured with the IceCube instrument,
manufactured by A2 Photonic Sensors, Grenoble, France. The measurement is based on the reﬂectance of infrared (IR) radiation of a snow
sample placed inside an integrating sphere (Gallet et al., 2009). A
snow sample was taken from the snowpack into a sample holder,
smoothed with a spatula and placed inside IceCube for measurement.
The thickness of each snow sample was 3 cm, and the whole snowpack
was sampled, excluding hard ice layers, which are extremely difﬁcult to
sample for IceCube measurement. SSA was measured from the same
snow pit wall as Epit. IceCube was calibrated by measuring the reﬂectances of six Spectralon plates (reﬂectances 0.076–0.986) before and
after snow sampling. Optical grain size (DoIC) proﬁle was calculated
from SSA measurements so that (Gallet et al., 2009)
DoIC ¼ 6=ðρice ∙SSAÞ;

ð1Þ

where ρice =917 kg/m3 is the density of ice and SSA is given in m2/kg. A
total of 27 SSA proﬁles of dry snowpack were available since January 2012.
New very light snow needed to be compacted appropriately into the
sample holder to avoid errors caused by absorption of the IR radiation to
the sample holder walls (Gallet et al., 2009). The sampling of large depth
hoar grains was also problematic: the laser may reﬂect from only a few
grains on the sample surface, and in these cases the measurement is not
repeatable for a sample or a layer. If highly varying values were noticed
on the ﬁeld, the bottom depth hoar layers (10–20 cm) were not measured. In addition, for an accurate measurement of IR reﬂectance, the
snow sample surface needed to be smooth, which was difﬁcult to
achieve with large grains (Gallet et al., 2009) and nearly impossible
with rough icy layers. The compaction of very light snow, problems
with large crystals or icy layers, and different methods in snow sample
preparation induced observer-related errors to IceCube measurements,
but based on unpublished test measurements these were assumed to
have a much smaller effect (in the worst case ± 0.1 mm) on the
resulting DoIC than the observer-related errors in the measurement of
Epit. The calibration-related errors were small; based on Leppänen et
al. (2015), the maximum difference in DoIC caused by differences between calibrations before and after snow sampling was 0.113 mm,
reﬂecting the stability of the IceCube instrument and the repeatability
of DoIC measurements.
2.5. Automated snow, meteorological, and soil measurements
Snow depth (Campbell SR50 acoustic sensor), snow temperature
(Campbell 107-L), soil temperature (Vaisala QMT103), soil permittivity
(Delta-T ML2x) and SWE were measured automatically at the IOA. SWE
was measured with a prototype Gamma Water Instrument (GWI)
manufactured by Astrock Oy, Sodankylä, Finland. The device measures
the spectral response of a Cesium source placed at the soil surface.
With build-up of snow cover, weakening of the detected radiation at
certain spectral bands can be related to the water equivalent of snow
in the signal path (Hatakka et al., 1998). These gamma radiation measurements were calibrated with weekly manual bulk SWE measurements. Soil permittivity (Delta-T Devices ML2x) was measured in two
locations at the IOA at −2 cm depth. The average of these two sensors
was used. The correction method described by Lemmetyinen et al.
(2016b) was applied to the permittivity data. Air temperature (Vaisala
PT100), relative humidity (Vaisala HMP), wind speed (Vaisala
WAA25) and direction (Vaisala WAV15), and incoming and outgoing
short wave radiation (Kipp&Zonen CM11) were measured at the weather station.
3. Models
3.1. SNOWPACK
SNOWPACK is a 1-D physically based ﬁnite-element snow evolution
model developed at the WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research
(SLF), Switzerland. It calculates the evolution of snowpack from meteorological input parameters. The characteristics of numerical setup, snow
microstructure, and initial and driving parameters of the model are described by Bartelt and Lehning (2002), Lehning et al. (2002a, 2002b)
and Lehning et al. (2002a, 2002b), respectively.
SNOWPACK includes three types of snow metamorphism:
equitemperature (ET, if temperature gradient ∂Ts/∂z b 5 K/m), temperature gradient (TG, if temperature gradient ∂Ts/∂z ≥ 5 K/m) and wet snow
metamorphism (if liquid water is present). Snow grains are described
with two size parameters, grain size and bond size, and two shape parameters, dendricity (d) and sphericity (s). Dendricity describes the
part of fresh and dendritic snow remaining in a snow layer, and sphericity describes the ratio of rounded versus faceted shapes. Dendricity and
sphericity vary from 0 to 1, and are set to 1 and 0.5 for new snow, respectively. As snow gets older, snow develops either towards rounded
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grains (sphericity increases) or faceted grains (sphericity decreases),
depending on environmental conditions. Dendricity decreases in both
cases. When dendricity reaches 0, snow consists of either rounded or
faceted crystals, and the branched new snow forms have disappeared
(Brun et al., 1992; Proksch, 2010). The following equations are used in
SNOWPACK for the rate of change in sphericity ( s_ , unit 1/s) and
_ unit 1/s) in ET and TG conditions (Proksch, 2010):
dendricity (d,
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;
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where θm is the mass fraction of liquid water in snow. For old wet snow
(d = 0) (Lehning et al., 2002a, 2002b),
θm ðt Þ3
:
s_ ðt Þ ¼
16

ð6Þ

Grain growth in ET metamorphism is based on the mixture theory
model described by Brown et al. (2001) and (1999). Grain size in
SNOWPACK (ESP) in ET is the diameter of a sphere; however, it is not
an “exact” grain size, but rather a mapping of parameters d and s to
the grain size estimated manually in the ﬁeld. Grain growth rate (E_ SP ,
unit m/s) in ET is (Lehning et al., 2002a, 2002b)


A2
expðA3 ð1=T R −1=T s ÞÞ
E_ SP ðt Þ ¼ s A1 þ
rg

ð7Þ

where A1 = 5.9 ∙ 10−12 m/s, A2 =9.4 ∙ 10−17 m2/s and A3 = 2.9 ∙ 103 K are
coefﬁcients and TR = 273.15 K.
Temperature gradient metamorphism used in SNOWPACK is described in Baunach et al. (2001). It assumes that snow grains grow as
plates and the thickness of the plates stays constant. The length of a
side of these plates is the TG grain size (ESP) in SNOWPACK. Grain
growth rate in TG (E_ SP , unit m/s) is (Proksch, 2010)


aðt Þ
0:5a2 J L ðt Þ þ
Δ J L2L ðt Þ
Δz
;
E_ SP ðt Þ ¼
2 f gg ρice ESP ð0ÞESP ðt Þ



C 1 þ C 2 θ3m

ð8Þ

where a is the lattice constant (distance between two grains in a regular body centered cubic structure (Baunach et al., 2001)), JL is the intra-

4πr g ðt Þ2

; when sN0:5;

ð9Þ

where the two empirical constants are C1 = 1.11 ∙ 10−3 mm3/day and
C2 = 3.65 ∙ 10− 5 mm3/day. The equation and constants differ from
Lehning et al. (2002a, 2002b), but they were veriﬁed from the SNOWPACK program code. There is no grain growth in wet snow in SNOWPACK before the sphericity of the grains reaches sN 0.5.
Calculation of the optical grain size (DoSP) is based on empirical relations between parameters d, s, ESP and DoSP (Vionnet et al., 2012):
DoSP ¼

where t is time and z is the height from the bottom of the snowpack. For
new wet snow, the equations are (Lehning et al., 2002a, 2002b)
s_ ðt Þ ¼ −0:5d_ ðt Þ;

layer water vapor ﬂux, ΔJL2L is the layer-to-layer water vapor transport,
Δz is layer thickness, fgg is an empirical geometrical factor for the approximation of real grain shape (Baunach et al., 2001; Lehning et al.,
2002a, 2002b; Proksch, 2010), and ESP(0) is the initial grain size.
For wet snow, an empirical relationship (Brun, 1989; Lehning et al.,
2002a, 2002b) for grain growth is used:

E_ SP ðt Þ ¼

ð2Þ
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0:1∙½dð1−dÞð4−sÞ; if dN0
ESP ∙s þ ð1−sÞ∙ maxð0:4; ESP =2Þ; if d ¼ 0:

ð10Þ

SNOWPACK version 3.1.0 estimates both DoSP and ESP proﬁles of
snow. In addition to grain sizes, SNOWPACK outputs proﬁles of layer
thickness, density and temperature (and other parameters not used
here) at 1 h intervals. We used automated measurements (detailed in
Section 2.5) of air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, incoming and outgoing short wave radiation, snow depth, soil temperature and snow temperature as input parameters. Incoming and
outgoing long wave radiation data were available, but large observational gaps hampered their application in simulations. SNOWPACK
snow depth was forced with snow depth observations, since solid precipitation measurements (the other option for forcing) have large uncertainties (Wolff et al., 2015). The contents of model initialization
ﬁles used here are listed in Appendix Tables A2 and A3.
3.2. HUT snow emission model
The HUT snow emission model calculates emissivity and TB of snowcovered ground from parameters describing soil, snow, vegetation, and
atmosphere. We excluded vegetation effects from the simulations, since
the measurement area was clear of vegetation protruding above the
snow layer. Average downwelling atmospheric emission for the measured air temperature was calculated using a statistical model
(Pulliainen et al., 1993). The soil reﬂectivity model is described in
Section 3.3.
The original version of the HUT snow emission model considers
snow as one homogenous layer on top of soil (Pulliainen et al., 1999).
Later the possibility to simulate several snow, ice, and water layers
was added (Lemmetyinen et al., 2010). This n-layer HUT snow emission
model was used in the forward TB simulations, since proﬁle snow data
were available. The original 1-layer version was used in the SWE
retrieval.
3.3. Soil reﬂectivity model
Soil surface reﬂectivity was calculated with a model by Wang and
Choudhury (1981). In a recent comparison (Montpetit et al., 2015),
the model was found to be frequency independent and easier to use
than the model by Wegmüller and Mätzler (1999), often used with
the HUT snow emission model. According to Wang and Choudhury
(1981), soil surface reﬂectivity Γp at polarization p and incidence angle
θ is
h
i

exp −HcosNp θ ;
þ Q Γ Fresnel
Γ p ¼ ð1−Q ÞΓ Fresnel
p
q

ð11Þ
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where ΓFresnel
and ΓFresnel
are Fresnel reﬂectivities at polarization p and q
p
q
(if p = H, then q = V and vice versa), and Q, H and Np are parameters dependent on soil surface properties, and need to be determined for each
site (Montpetit et al., 2015).
Parameters Q, H, and NV were determined by minimizing the sum of
squared error between TB simulations and 54 microwave radiometer
measurements at 18.7 GHz V-pol made during 17th–25th November
2010. This period was selected since the soil was already frozen, but
snowpack was shallow (snow depth 17–20 cm, SWE 34–54 mm) and
dry. Automated measurements of soil permittivity, air, soil, and snow
temperatures, and snow depth were used in TB simulations, as well as
a grain size of Epit = 1.13 mm (SWE-weighted mean of a snow pit measured on 23rd November 2010). The determined model parameter
values were Q = 0.01, H = 0.09, and NV = 0.92. With these parameters,
the maximum error of the 54 simulations was 1.8 K.
4. Methods and results
This section describes how the four research goals set in Section 1
were studied. For each goal, the methods used and results obtained
are shown.
4.1. Snow proﬁles
4.1.1. Methods
Snow parameters needed for the HUT snow emission model (grain
sizes E and Do, density ρs and temperature Ts), derived from SNOWPACK
simulations and ﬁeld measurements, were compared using agreement
scores (Lehning et al., 2001). An agreement score between 0 (no agreement between measured and modeled proﬁles) and 1 (identical proﬁles) was calculated for each measured and coinciding SNOWPACK
proﬁle separately for each parameter. A SNOWPACK snow proﬁle was
ﬁrst stretched to same height as the manually measured proﬁle, and
density was scaled accordingly to preserve snow mass. Scaling was
not needed for temperature or grain sizes. Agreement scores were calculated only for dry snow proﬁles (volumetric water content in SNOWPACK proﬁle = 0.0), since determining grain size or density of wet,
melting snow on the ﬁeld is highly inaccurate. Stretching, scaling and
normalization of proﬁles were only used in the agreement score calculation; all further analysis is based on the original data.
For grain size E, the agreement score of a measured and coinciding
modeled proﬁle is (Lehning et al., 2001)
E

dprofile ¼

1 N Eobs
∑ dl
N l¼1

ð12Þ
obs

where N is the number of observed layers l and dEl are the agreement
scores for each observed layer, which can be calculated from agreement
measures (Lehning et al., 2001)
Emod
l

d



¼ 1−Epit;n −ESP;n 

ð13Þ

with equations presented in Lehning et al. (2001). The agreement meamod
sure dEl is calculated from the normalized observed grain size Epit,n and
the normalized modeled grain size ESP , n for each model layer

combination that can be found from a height tolerance range around
the observed layer, and the combination giving the best agreement
measure is selected. This means that layers at the same height are not
directly compared, but some tolerance is allowed for the location. The
height of the tolerance range depends on total snow depth and the location of the layer in the snowpack; in the middle of the snowpack the
range is wider, while close to surface or bottom it is narrower. In addition, individual layers are not directly compared, but a combination of
one or more adjacent model layers may correspond to a single observed
layer. Normalized grain size is the layer value divided by the maximum
value in a proﬁle. This is needed to scale the resulting agreement score
between 0 and 1. Details of the selection of the tolerance range and
obs
mod
the calculation of dEl from dEl can be found in Lehning et al. (2001).
For other snow parameters, the agreement scores were calculated
similarly, except there was no need to search for matching layers. The
selection of model values for each measurement followed the guidelines
of Lehning et al. (2001): for point measurements (temperature and
density from the SnowFork), linear interpolation of modeled parameter
values around the measurement points was used, and for bulk measurements (DoIC and density from the sampler), an average of the modeled
parameter values at the measurement height range was used.
The calculated agreement scores were divided into bins of 0.05
width. The mode values presented in Section 4.1.2 are based on these
binned values.
4.1.2. Results
Table 1 presents the mean and mode values of agreement scores for
parameters E, Do, ρs, and Ts. If each proﬁle was normalized to its maximum grain size, as suggested by Lehning et al. (2001), the modes of
agreement scores of grain size E for the winters of 2009–2010, 2010–
2011, 2011–2012, and 2012–2013 were 0.8, 0.9, 0.85, and 0.7, respectively, and the mean agreement scores were 0.78, 0.82, 0.84, and 0.67,
respectively. However, grain sizes can be normalized this way only if
we assume that the differences between the modeled and observed
proﬁles are due to a different deﬁnition of grain size (Lehning et al.,
2001). If the largest grain size in a snow pit proﬁle is erroneous, e.g. single snow grains are not identiﬁed properly, then all the other grain sizes
from that pit are normalized incorrectly. Typically (e.g. Baunach et al.,
2001; Leppänen et al., 2015) the variation of Epit between observers increases as the value of Epit increases, and thus the maximum grain size of
a proﬁle is prone to observation errors. If a measured and the corresponding modeled grain size proﬁle were normalized to their common
maximum, the modes of agreement scores for each winter were 0.9, 0.9,
0.9, and 0.95, respectively, as shown in Table 1. The mean agreement
scores were 0.85, 0.87, 0.88, and 0.91, respectively. Based on this, the
ﬁeld measurements of grain size Epit and the modeled ESP proﬁles
were quite similar every winter, but the similarity increased every winter towards the end of the experiment.
DoIC measurements were available only from the last two winters,
and the modes of agreement scores were 0.75 (2011−2012) and 0.80
(2012−2013), and the mean values were 0.75 and 0.74, respectively.
Sometimes the depth hoar layers (bottom 10–20 cm of the snowpack)
were not measured due to problems with large crystals (Section 2.4).
In these cases the calculated agreement scores included only the top
snow layers with smaller crystals. The agreement scores of Do were

Table 1
Mean and mode values of agreement scores for each winter. ‘n’ refers to the number of samples. DoIC measurements were available only from the last two winters.
Parameter

E
Do
ρs
Ts

2009–2010

2010–2011

2011–2012

2012–2013

Mean

Mode

n

Mean

Mode

n

Mean

Mode

n

Mean

Mode

n

0.85
–
0.65
0.73

0.90
–
0.65
0.75

35
0
35
35

0.87
–
0.71
0.71

0.90
–
0.85
0.75

21
0
21
21

0.88
0.75
0.80
0.83

0.90
0.75
0.90
0.95

15
9
15
15

0.91
0.74
0.75
0.76

0.95
0.80
0.90
0.90

22
18
22
21
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overestimation (~100 kg/m3) occurring in 2009–2010. As the difference
in densities varies from year to year and the protocol for manual measurements remained the same, the overestimation is probably not due
to erroneous ﬁeld measurement protocol. In addition, the same difference can be seen in 2009–2010 in spite of the ﬁeld instrument used
(SnowFork or density sampler). As the equations for the density of
new snow in SNOWPACK (Lehning et al., 2002a, 2002b) were developed for Alpine snow, they might not be directly applicable in the Arctic.
However, most of the difference in densities originates from the bottom
snow layers. Therefore we assume that in some, yet unspeciﬁed, meteorological or snow conditions, SNOWPACK models the settling of snow
erroneously.
Early winter mean snow temperature from SNOWPACK agreed with
manual measurements, with the exception of the winter of 2010–2011,
when SNOWPACK overestimated snow temperature. SNOWPACK also
overestimated snow temperature each spring during snowmelt;
SNOWPACK mean snow temperature typically increased steadily with
time, while the measured mean snow temperature often dropped a
few times each spring due to cold air temperature. SNOWPACK snow
surface temperature follows the measured air temperature closely, but
there were larger differences between measured and modeled temperatures in the middle of the snowpack.
4.2. Effective grain size
4.2.1. Methods
Pulliainen (2006) introduced an effective value for grain size in the
1-layer HUT snow emission model to compensate for spatial and temporal changes in snow structure. This effective grain size (dHUT) is the
grain size value which minimizes error between the observed and

Fig. 2. Time series of agreement scores for grain sizes E (top panel) and Do (second panel),
density ρs (third panel) and temperature Ts (bottom panel). Do observations were
available only for the last two winters.

much lower than those of E. This could be explained with the grain size
comparison results of Leppänen et al. (2015): while the scaling factor
for 1-layer aggregates of ESP and Epit was βESP = 1.24, that of DoSP and
DoIC was βDoSP = 2.11 indicating a much larger difference between measured and modeled values in optical grain sizes. The reason for this inconsistency between IceCube measurements and SNOWPACK is yet
unexplained.
The mean agreement score of density varied between 0.65 and 0.80,
and the mode varied between 0.65 and 0.90. The same ranges for temperature were 0.71–0.83 and 0.75–0.95, respectively. In both cases, the
highest mean and mode values were reached in the winter of 2011–
2012.
Time series of agreement scores are shown in Fig. 2. The agreement
scores of all parameters were lower (close to 0.5) in the beginning of
each snow season than later in the winter (close to 1), suggesting that
SNOWPACK had problems with early shallow snow, and possibly
reﬂecting the variation in shallow snowpack due to low vegetation
and uneven ground surface. Temperature agreement score was low
(close to 0.5) also at the end of each snow season in April, when snow
is melting.
Comparison of SNOWPACK total SWE to GWI measurement (Fig. 3)
showed a high overestimation of SWE (up to 100 mm) in SNOWPACK
especially at the time of the maximum snow height each winter. This
was due to overestimation of snow density. Before snow maximum,
the overestimation of SWE was ~ 20 mm. SNOWPACK overestimated
snow densities (Fig. 3) in the ﬁrst three winters, the highest

Fig. 3. Daily mean of total SWE calculated from SNOWPACK layer densities and
thicknesses (SP, green) and from GWI measurement (black; top panel); daily mean
snow density from SNOWPACK (SP, green) and from manual measurements (black;
second panel); and daily mean snow temperatures from SNOWPACK (SP, green) and
from manual measurements (black; bottom panel). Both dry and wet snow
measurements are shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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sensitive than H-pol to local ice lenses in the snowpack (Rees et al.,
2010), which were difﬁcult to model because the in situ snow measurements were not from the actual radiometer footprint. Automated observations of the bulk properties of snowpack (Section 2.5) were used as
xw. These observations included snow temperature (estimated as an average of air and soil surface temperatures), SWE (from GWI), and snow
density (calculated from SWE and automated observations of HS). Retrieved dHUT was limited between 0.01 and 3 mm. This method was similar to the retrieval of grain size in the GlobSnow algorithm (Takala et al.,
2011).
The 1-layer HUT model was used since by allowing multiple layers
the retrieved dHUT would be ambiguous. For later use in SWE retrieval
and to compare dHUT with SNOWPACK output and ﬁeld measurements,
the modeled and manually measured snow proﬁles were aggregated to
one layer using SWE-weighted means of layer values.

Fig. 4. Time series of the effective grain size from radiometer measurements (dHUT, black)
and 1-layer aggregates of grain sizes from SNOWPACK: ESP (blue) and DoSP (red). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

simulated TBs. We retrieved dHUT by performing an iterative minimization of the cost function
2

F ðdHUT Þ ¼ ΔT B;HUT ðdHUT ; x1 ; …; xw Þ−ΔT B;OBS ;

ð14Þ

where ΔTB , HUT is the output of the 1-layer HUT snow emission model
for channel difference V18.7-V36.5 at 50° incidence, ΔTB ,OBS is the observed channel difference, and xw are snow a priori parameters. The
channel difference V18.7-V36.5 was used, because the two frequencies
have different penetration depths into snow. The 36.5 GHz frequency
mostly reacts to snow volume, while the 18.7 GHz frequency penetrates
into ground and provides the background. The use of the frequency difference mostly cancels out the effect of snow temperature. V-pol is less

Table 2
The biases and RMS errors of the 1-layer aggregates of grain size from SNOWPACK compared to the effective grain size dHUT. ‘n’ refers to the number of samples.
Year

2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2009–2013

Bias (mm)

RMS error (mm)

DoSP

ESP

DoSP

ESP

0.01
−0.27
0.19
0.10
−0.03

0.25
0.17
0.42
0.44
0.30

0.07
0.30
0.20
0.12
0.20

0.27
0.21
0.42
0.45
0.33

4.2.2. Results
Visual comparison of dHUT and the 1-layer aggregates of SNOWPACK
grain size proﬁles (Fig. 4) showed that SNOWPACK modeled the trend
of dHUT well capturing the increases, decreases and locations of minima
and maxima in grain size. This is partly a result from using the same
snow depth, measured in situ, to drive both the SNOWPACK simulations
and the retrieval of effective grain size in Eq. (14). The RMS error of
SNOWPACK grain sizes compared to dHUT (Table 2) varies from
0.07 mm (2009–2010) to 0.30 mm (2010 − 2011) for DoSP and from
0.21 mm (2010–2011) to 0.45 mm (2012–2013) for ESP. The bias varies
from year to year, and especially the winter of 2010–2011 differs from
the others with negative bias in DoSP and smallest bias in ESP. The differences might be related to snow structure, which depends on weather
conditions before and during the snow season. During 2010–2011, the
measurement site experienced the coldest temperatures combined
with the shallowest snowpack resulting in signiﬁcant depth hoar formation (Lemmetyinen et al., 2016b). As we compared only the 1-layer aggregates, snow layer structure and grain shapes were not taken into
account. Another source of differences might be related to the problems
that SNOWPACK had in modeling snow parameters in different years
(Section 4.1.2). As all the snow properties are related, problems in
modeling any snow parameter reﬂect to other parameters as well. The
biases and RMS errors of the whole data set were −0.03 mm and
0.20 mm, respectively, for DoSP, and 0.30 mm and 0.34 mm, respectively,
for ESP.
Scatter plots of d HUT against the SNOWPACK grain sizes are
shown in Fig. 5. Following relationships between the effective
grain size and SNOWPACK grain sizes were deﬁned using simple linear regression:
DoSP;eff ¼ 1:1090∙DoSP −0:0875

ð15Þ

ESP;eff ¼ 1:1421∙ESP −0:4965

ð16Þ

Eqs. (15) and (16) give the relationship of SNOWPACK-modeled
grain sizes to the grain size needed in the HUT snow emission model.
The RMS errors of the ﬁtted equations were 0.19 mm for DoSP,eff and
0.15 mm for ESP,eff. The correlation coefﬁcients (r2) were 0.34 and 0.59,
respectively. It is to be noted that the Eqs. (15) and (16) apply only to
the used data set. Especially the bias of DoSP is highly dependent on
year, being negative in 2010–2011 and positive in other years.
4.3. Brightness temperature

n

746
828
382
703
2659

4.3.1. Methods
Snow TB was calculated using snow proﬁles modeled with SNOWPACK as input to the n-layer HUT model and compared to radiometer
measurements. Full SNOWPACK proﬁles of layer thickness, temperature, density, and grain sizes were used. In addition to SNOWPACK proﬁles, automated measurements of air and soil temperature and soil
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Fig. 5. The effective grain size dHUT against the 1-layer aggregates of grain sizes from SNOWPACK: DoSP (left) and ESP (right). Lines ﬁtted to all points (Eqs. (15) and (16)) are shown.

permittivity were used in the simulations. Other input data were always
the same, but different grain size parameters were used:
1. DoSP from SNOWPACK,
2. DoSP,eff from Eq. (15),
3. ESP from SNOWPACK, and
4. ESP,eff from Eq. (16).
Eqs. (15) and (16) were applied separately to grain sizes of each
layer.
4.3.2. Results
The simulated and measured TBs are shown in Fig. 6. Eqs. (15) and
(16) both caused a maximum change of 0.45 mm in Do and E, respectively. Due to nonlinearity of TB response to grain size, these resulted
in maximum changes of 2 K and 9 K at 18.7 GHz, respectively, and 7 K
and 32 K at 36.5 GHz, respectively.
Soil freezing (a drop in permittivity) was seen as an initial sharp increase in the simulated TB especially at 18.7 GHz in 2009 and 2010. In
2011 and 2012 no radiometer measurements were available from the
soil freezing period, and therefore it is not visible in this ﬁgure. The measured TB at 18.7 GHz increased initially as well, but not as suddenly as
the simulated one. This could be explained by inaccurately modeled
soil processes: As the soil permittivity and temperature sensors were
not in the radiometer footprint, it is possible that the timing and
speed of soil freezing was different in these spots. In addition, residual
liquid water in the ground might have an effect on the measured value.
Biases and RMS errors of the simulated TB time series are shown in
Table 3. First we compared DoSP to ESP. The simulation with DoSP had
smaller biases and RMS errors than the one with ESP, with the exception
of V18.7-V36.5 in the winter of 2010–2011. When effective grain size
equations were applied, the results were divided, and there was a lot
of variation depending on year and frequency.
Second, we compared the simulations with effective grain sizes to
the ones with SNOWPACK grain sizes. The simulation with DoSP,eff
from Eq. (15) had lower simulation bias and RMS error than the one
with ESP,eff only in the ﬁrst two winters at V18.7-V36.5 and in the winter
of 2010–2011 at 36.5 GHz. In all other cases the effective grain size increased errors. This was expected; as the bias in DoSP compared to
dHUT varied a lot, different years would require different corrections.
The simulation with ESP,eff from Eq. (16) always had lower errors than
the one with ESP. As the bias in ESP compared to dHUT was always positive,
the Eq. (16) changes the grain sizes closer to the optimal value every
year.

4.4. SWE retrieval
4.4.1. Methods
SWE was retrieved from the microwave radiometer measurements
by applying a numerical inversion of the 1-layer HUT model. The cost
function
F ðSWEÞ ¼ ΔT B;HUT ðSWE; x1 ; …; xw Þ−ΔT B;OBS

2

ð17Þ

was minimized. The used a priori snow data sets xw are explained in detail in Table 4. In all cases, either one-layer aggregates of SNOWPACK
snow proﬁles or ﬁxed values were used. First, snow data from SNOWPACK were used (ID's DoSP and ESP). Then, the effective grain sizes
were tested (ID's DoSP,eff and ESP,eff). Last, only the effective grain sizes
were used with ﬁxed values to simulate an operational retrieval case.
Only dry snow proﬁles were used in the retrieval.
The retrieved SWE values were compared to manual bulk SWE measurements and the total SWE modeled with SNOWPACK. Instead of
measured soil permittivity values, a constant value of εsoil =4 − j (a typical value for frozen ground) was used in the retrieval.
4.4.2. Results
Time series of retrieved, modeled and measured SWE are compared
in Fig. 7, and biases and RMS errors of the retrievals and SNOWPACK
modeling are shown in Table 5. There were notable differences between
the retrievals and the years. Especially during the winter of 2010–2011,
most of the retrievals showed 200–400 mm of SWE in January–March,
even though the measured values were around 100 mm. Typically in
the beginning of each winter the retrievals showed very high SWE
values compared to the measured ones. This could be the effect of soil
which is not yet completely frozen.
The retrievals with DoSP, DoSP,eff, and DoSP,eff ﬁx all had very high RMS
error (N 110 mm) and bias (~100 mm) in the winter of 2010–2011. On
the other hand, they had the lowest RMS errors in 2011–2012 and
2012–2013 (19–42 mm). In the DoSP retrieval, total RMS error was
78 mm and bias was 48 mm. When the effective grain size DoSP,eff was
applied, the total RMS error and bias decreased to 70 mm and 38 mm,
respectively. In DoSP,eff ﬁx, where ﬁxed temperature and density values
were applied, the total RMS error increased to 83 mm, but bias decreased to 24 mm.
The retrievals ESP, ESP,eff, and ESP,eff ﬁx had a much lower RMS error in
2010–2011, but larger errors in 2011–2012 and 2012–2013, than DoSP,
DoSP,eff, and DoSP,eff ﬁx. In the ESP retrieval, total RMS error was 58 mm
and bias was −33 mm. When the effective grain size ESP,eff was applied,
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Fig. 6. Measured (V18.7, V36.5, black) and modeled TBs with different grain sizes: DoSP (blue, top three panels), DoSP,eff from Eq. (15) (red, top three panels), ESP (blue, bottom three panels),
and ESP,eff from Eq. (16) (red, bottom three panels). Note the different scales on y-axes. One TB measurement is an integrated value of 180 1-s samples. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

total RMS error and bias increased to 73 mm and 43 mm, respectively. In
ESP,eff ﬁx, total RMS error was 59 mm and bias was 22 mm.
SNOWPACK modeled SWE better than any of the retrievals; it exhibited the lowest RMS error for every investigated year, as well as the lowest overall bias. The overestimation of SWE in SNOWPACK (Fig. 3) was
at spring snowmelt time and is not seen in this comparison of dry
snow cases.The good performance of SNOWPACK can at least be partly
attributed to the high quality of input data (in particular, using measured snow depth in place of precipitation). ESP retrieval had the lowest
total RMS error (58 mm) of all the retrievals, and ESP,eff ﬁx had the second lowest RMS error (59 mm) and the lowest total bias (22 mm).

5. Discussion
We used SNOWPACK to simulate snow temperature, density, and
grain size proﬁles from meteorological data, because it includes most
of the important physical processes governing evolution of snow structure, is widely used and validated (e.g. Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013;
Hirashima et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2012; Langlois et al., 2012;
Rasmus et al., 2007) and is actively developed. The model requires numerous input parameters, and thus would not be suitable for an operational SWE algorithm over the whole Northern hemisphere. In an
operational SWE retrieval scheme, a simple 1-layer snow model,
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Table 3
The biases and RMS errors of the simulated TBs compared with the radiometer measurements. Four different grain sizes were used: DoSP from SNOWPACK, DoSP,eff from Eq. (15), ESP from
SNOWPACK and ESP,eff from Eq. (16). ‘n’ refers to the number of samples. One TB measurement is an integrated value of 180 1-s samples.
Year

2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013

Grain

Bias

size

V18.7

V36.5

V18.7-V36.5

V18.7

V36.5

V18.7-V36.5

DoSP

−4.9
−2.5
−4.7
0.5
−12.6
−12.7
−10.2
−9.9
−6.0
−3.1
−5.0
−0.7
−6.2
−8.4
−4.0
−3.7

2.0
16.2
−12.5
−4.8
−28.1
−26.2
−36.7
−42.2
−2.1
13.7
−14.0
−9.3
−3.4
−9.2
−9.1
−20.4

−6.9
−18.7
7.9
5.2
15.5
13.5
26.4
32.3
−3.9
−16.8
9.0
8.6
−2.8
0.8
5.1
16.8

6.0
3.3
7.5
4.4
13.7
13.2
13.0
12.0
7.0
3.7
7.8
4.8
7.5
8.9
7.9
6.4

8.1
18.5
13.8
11.8
30.9
27.7
39.4
44.7
8.4
16.3
15.3
15.0
11.8
11.9
14.4
23.8

8.5
20.6
8.2
8.4
17.3
15.2
27.3
33.3
6.5
18.9
9.2
11.1
7.7
6.4
7.2
18.2

ESP

DoSP,eff

ESP,eff

RMS error

which ideally would take as input only a limited amount of meteorological information and output reasonable estimates for bulk snow
characteristics (e.g., grain size, temperature), would be more
straightforward to apply. However, our goal was to study whether
the HUT snow emission model could be coupled with a physical
snow model to increase the accuracy of point scale simulations of
TB. Since we had all the required input parameters available, we
used SNOWPACK as a proof-of-concept.
Snow depth in SNOWPACK simulations can be constrained with either precipitation or snow depth measurements. The under-catch of
precipitation gauges due to wind and other environmental factors is a
known issue, and is emphasized in solid precipitation measurements
(Sugiura et al., 2006; Wolff et al., 2015; Yang, 2014). Therefore precipitation measurements of snowfall are unreliable showing under-catch
ratios of up to 50% even with proper wind shielding (Yang, 2014). This
under-catch would result in a much smaller SWE in SNOWPACK than
in reality (e.g. Langlois et al., 2012), and could produce a completely different snow microstructure, as snow layering and temperature proﬁles
would change. Therefore we chose to constrain the SNOWPACK simulations with automated snow depth measurements, which is also the
method recommended by SNOWPACK developers (Lehning et al.,
2002a, 2002b). Considering large-scale operational use, measured
snow depth is not widely available; in fact SWE retrieval from spaceborne measurements aims at providing this information. One option
for an operational SWE retrieval scheme would be to run SNOWPACK
or some simpler grain size model for the meteorological stations
where in situ snow depth measurement data are available. The modeled
grain size could replace or constrain grain size in the current GlobSnow
method, which uses in situ snow depth data from meteorological stations to retrieve an effective grain size used in the ﬁnal stage of SWE
retrieval.
There were some discrepancies between snow parameters simulated by SNOWPACK and the measured values. The differences varied from

n

786
853
441
715
786
853
441
715
786
853
441
715
786
853
441
715

winter to winter, as did the biases in 1-layer aggregate SNOWPACK
grain sizes compared to dHUT. The reason for these differences between
measurements and modeling results are not fully explained yet. Further
research is needed to ﬁnd the meteorological conditions or snow properties (or some other underlying reason), which lead to these differences. A correction of these differences is also needed before
SNOWPACK snow parameters are fully usable in an operational SWE retrieval scheme with the HUT snow emission model.
Our SWE retrievals assumed one homogeneous snow layer. This is
unrealistic; SNOWPACK simulated up to 74 and our snow pit measurements recorded up to 16 layers in snow. There have been attempts to retrieve SWE from snow pit data using the number of snow layers as a free
parameter (Durand and Liu, 2012), but no operational algorithm has
solved the problem of multiple snow layers yet. In addition to the fact
that no reliable snow layering information is available for e.g. the
whole Northern hemisphere, snow micro- and macrostructure varies
in scales from meters to tens of kilometers (Derksen et al., 2009;
Hannula et al., 2016; Rutter et al., 2014), the scale of a single spaceborne
radiometer footprint. It is uncertain how much improvement to a SWE
estimate a homogeneous layer structure in a footprint scale would
introduce.
We calculated regression equations (Eqs. (15) and (16)) for SNOWPACK grain sizes to relate them with the microwave effective grain size
retrieved from radiometer observations. However, as the yearly biases
in Table 2 highlight, the required correction highly depends on year.
Therefore these regression equations are not general and cannot be directly applied to other locations or other years. As the TB simulations in
Fig. 6 show, the simulation with DoSP,eff is quite similar to DoSP (TB difference b 7 K), while the simulations run with ESP,eff and ESP have a difference of up to 32 K at 36.5 GHz. Based on the SWE retrievals (Section
4.4.2), the lowest total RMS error of 58 mm in SWE is reached when
ESP is used with SNOWPACK density and temperature, and almost as
low (59 mm) when ESP,eff is used with ﬁxed density and temperature

Table 4
Input parameters to the HUT snow emission model in SWE retrieval.
ID

Grain size

Density

Snow temperature

Soil
temperature

Air
temperature

DoSP
DoSP,eff
DoSP,eff ﬁx
ESP
ESP,eff
ESP,eff ﬁx

1-layer aggregate of DoSP
Eq. (15) applied to 1-layer aggregate of DoSP
Eq. (15) applied to 1-layer aggregate of DoSP
1-layer aggregate of ESP
Eq. (16) applied to 1-layer aggregate of ESP
Eq. (16) applied to 1-layer aggregate of ESP

1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
0.24 g/cm3
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
0.24 g/cm3

1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
−5 °C
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
1-layer aggregate of SNOWPACK proﬁle
−5 °C

Measured
Measured
−5 °C
Measured
Measured
−5 °C

Measured
Measured
−5 °C
Measured
Measured
−5 °C
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Until tested elsewhere, these results are applicable only to our measurement and simulation setup. Different snow structure or simulation
parameters could change the coefﬁcients in the regression equations, as
can be seen from the large variety of scaling factors between measured
or simulated snow structural metrics and those suitable for microwave
emission models reported in the literature (e.g. Mätzler (2002) for Dopc; Brucker et al. (2011) for CROCUS-MEMLS; Langlois et al. (2012) for
SNOWPACK-MEMLS; Huang et al. (2012) for SNOWPACK-MEMLS;
Roy et al. (2013) for SSA-HUT and SSA-MEMLS; Leppänen et al.
(2015) for Do-SNOWPACK).
6. Conclusions
The presented study compared ﬁeld measurements and modeled
values for two metrics of snow grain size, i.e. optical grain size Do and
traditional grain size E. The modes of agreement scores of Epit and ESP
proﬁles were 0.90–0.95 and the mean agreement scores were 0.85–
0.91. The modes of agreement scores for DoIC and DoSP were 0.75
(2011–2012) and 0.80 (2012–2013), with mean values of 0.75 and
0.74, respectively. Lower agreement scores (mean values 0.65–0.83)
were calculated for snow temperature and density proﬁles.
Furthermore, the applicability of the grain size measures in the context of simulating the microwave emission from snow using the HUT
snow emission model was studied. It was expected that neither of the
studied metrics for grain size would be directly applicable for the HUT
snow model, since in the model the grain size is used as a proxy parameter to describe the microstructure of the whole snowpack in one single
value. Thus correction equations were determined between the effective grain size retrieved from microwave observations, dHUT, and DoSP
and ESP. The TB simulation with DoSP had lower bias and RMS error
than the one with ESP. The use of effective grain size ESP,eff decreased simulation bias by 35–88% and RMS error by 33–64% compared to using ESP
directly. However, since DoSP had larger variation between the winters,
the general correction equation often increased RMS error and bias. In
SWE retrieval, the case with ESP,eff and ﬁxed snow temperature and density had the lowest overall bias and the second lowest overall RMS error,
while the case with DoSP,eff and ﬁxed temperature and density had even
lower RMS error and bias in three winters out of four.
Based on comparisons between the microwave effective grain size
dHUT and the SNOWPACK grain sizes, we conclude that SNOWPACK is
able to simulate grain size evolution, even though the accuracy of simulations varies between years, and that its grain size values are applicable
as input to the HUT snow emission model with proper scaling. The circumstances in which SNOWPACK models some snow parameters poorly still require further study.

Fig. 7. Time series of SWE from the six retrievals (blue, cyan, green, red, magenta and
orange, descriptions in Table 4) compared to the total SWE from SNOWPACK (gray) and
manual measurements (black). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 5
The biases and RMS errors of the SWE retrievals compared to manual measurements. The retrieval cases are described in Table 4. ‘SP’ refers to the total SWE modeled by SNOWPACK (no
retrieval used) and ‘n’ to the number of samples.
Year

2009–2010
2010–2011
2011–2012
2012–2013
2009–2013

Bias (mm)

RMS error (mm)

n

DoSP

DoSP,eff

DoSP,eff ﬁx

ESP

ESP,eff

ESP,eff ﬁx

SP

DoSP

DoSP,eff

DoSP,eff ﬁx

ESP

ESP,eff

ESP,eff ﬁx

SP

68
108
−15
1
48

53
98
−19
−9
38

16
120
−37
−29
24

4
−12
−68
−76
−33

100
46
28
−14
43

48
57
3
−33
22

27
−1
17
−12
10

76
123
19
22
78

63
113
22
25
70

37
146
39
42
83

43
21
71
83
58

112
55
52
33
73

63
73
41
48
59

32
16
21
17
24

52
24
22
28
126
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Appendix A. Appendix

Table A2 (continued)
Parameter

Table A1
Symbols with units and deﬁnitions.
Symbol

Unit

Description

Do

mm

DoIC
DoSP
DoSP,eff

mm
mm
mm

d

–

Optical grain size, diameter of optically-equivalent
spheres
Optical grain size measured with IceCube
Optical grain size modeled with SNOWPACK
Effective optical grain size (SNOWPACK-modeled value
scaled to ﬁt TB observations and the HUT model)
Dendricity, parameter in SNOWPACK describing the
fraction of dendritic (ﬂake-like) snow
Agreement measure for grain size E for an observed layer l
Agreement score of grain size E for an observed layer l
calculated from agreement measures
Agreement score for a snow proﬁle
Effective grain size retrieved from microwave
observations using the HUT snow emission model
Traditional snow grain size, visual estimation of average
grain diameter
Traditional snow grain size measured manually on the
ﬁeld
Normalized traditional grain size from ﬁeld observations
Traditional snow grain size modeled with SNOWPACK
Normalized traditional grain size from SNOWPACK
Effective traditional grain size (SNOWPACK-modeled
value scaled to ﬁt TB observations and the HUT model)
Grain growth rate in SNOWPACK

Elmod

d
obs
dE l

–
–

dEproﬁle
dHUT

–
mm

E

mm

Epit

mm

Epit,n
ESP
ESP,n
ESP,eff

–
mm
–
mm

E_ SP
F
H

m/s or
mm/day
K2
–

l
N
Np

–
–
–

n

–

p
pc
Q

–
mm
–

s

–

Tair
TB
Ts
t
xw

°C
K
°C
s
–

z
βDoSP

m
–

βESP

–

Γp
ΔTB, HUT

–
K

ΔTB, OBS

K

εsoil
θ
θm
ρice
ρs

–
rad
–
kg/m3
kg/m3

Cost function
A parameter in soil reﬂectivity model of Wang and
Choudhury (1981)
Current layer in SNOWPACK proﬁles
Total number of layers in SNOWPACK proﬁle
A parameter in soil reﬂectivity model of Wang and
Choudhury (1981) dependent on polarization p
Layer number (in SNOWPACK) or number of samples (in
statistical calculations)
Polarization (either H or V)
Correlation length
A parameter in soil reﬂectivity model of Wang and
Choudhury (1981)
Sphericity, parameter in SNOWPACK describing the
fraction of rounded versus faceted grains
Air temperature at 2 m
Brightness temperature
Snow temperature
Time
Snow a priori parameters in the HUT snow emission
model
Height from the bottom of snowpack
Scaling factor between measured and modeled optical
grain size
Scaling factor between measured and modeled traditional
grain size
Soil reﬂectivity at polarization p
Modeled brightness temperature at frequency difference
18.7 V–36.5 V
Measured brightness temperature at frequency difference
18.7 V–36.5 V
Relative permittivity of soil
Incidence angle
Mass fraction of liquid water in snow
Ice density
Snow density

Table A2
SNOWPACK.ini ﬁle parameters.
Parameter

Value

Data step length
Calculation step
length
Height of meteo

30 min
15 min
2.0 m
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Notes

values
Height of wind
value
Enforce measured
snow heights
SW mode

Value

Notes

22.0 m
True
2

Neutral

1

Canopy
Measure TSS

False
False

Change BC
Incoming
longwave
Snow
redistrubution
SNP SOIL
Soil ﬂux
Geo heat
Advanced settings

False
False

Incoming and reﬂected shortwave
radiation are both measured
Force Monin-Obukhov formulation to
assume neutral conditions
Open area
Measured surface temperature not
available

True
True
False
0.06
Default variant,
default settings

Soil layers deﬁned

Table A3
SNOWPACK.sno ﬁle parameters.
Parameter

Value

Notes

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Slope Angle
Slope Azi
nSoilLayerData

7,571,768
484,270
180 m
0.0°
0.0°
1

Sodankylä in Northern Finland

nSnowLayerData
Bare Soil z0
Soil Albedo
CanopyHeight
CanopyLeafAreaIndex
CanopyDirectThroughfall
WindScalingFactor
Proﬁledate
Soil layer thickness
Volume fraction ice
Volume fraction water

0
0.02
0.2
10.0 m
0.0
0.0
1.0
01.08.2011
1.5 m
0.00
0.15

Volume fraction void
Volume fraction soil
Soil density
Soil heat conductivity
Soil speciﬁc heat

0.15
0.7
Soil approximated as compact sandy
1700 kg/m3
1.5 W/(m·K) soil. Values estimated according to the
1200 J/(kg·K) volumetric fraction of water after
DeVries (1963)

Soil homogenous at least the ﬁrst
1.5 m

Calculated from automated soil
moisture measurements
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